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ABSTRACT

A qualitative research methodology, the grounded theory paradigrn, was used

to identifywhat changes occrured in teaching and curriculum ¿N computers were inte-

grated into the teaching of Farm Business Management in the University of

Manitoba diploma program. The reasons why changes took place were clarified by

identifying the causal conditions for the phenomenon of using computers to teach the

curriculum, the context, the intervening conditions, the actions and interactions and

the consequences.

By comparing the findings in the Mainframe Period (1983-87) to the Micro-

computer Period (L987-9L), çþanges to teaching were identified in the following

areas: the number of staff teaching with computers, the staff computer training,

instructional methods used, student questions, assignments, evaluation practices,

classroom management, resources and support required, equipment, software, and

classroom layout. Conclusions were drawn about the effects of computer use on the

curriculum goals, curriculum content, sequencing of curriculum content and

development of curriculum lmowledge. The reasons why changes occurred in

teaching and the Farm Business Management curriculum as computers were

introduced were: changes in administrative policies, greater integration of computer

use in the courses, greater experience using and teaching with computers and

computer software, advances in computer technology and software technology, and

administrative and teaching staff identified needs.
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CHAPTER I: INTR.ODUCTION

A Purpose

Between 1983 and L99L computers were integrated into the teaching of

farm business management in the agricultural diploma program at the University

of Manitoba. The major purpose of this study was to gain an understanding of

the use of computers in teaching farm business management in the School of

furiculture by examining what and why changes occrrred to the curriculum and

teaching as compute$ were introduced. This was done by comparing the use of

mainframe computer from 1983 to 1987 to the use of microcomputers between

L987 and 199t. These periods are referred to as the Mainframe Period and the

Microcomputer Period.

A second purpose was to clarify further the codes and conventions of using

computers in teaching that make curriculum events "(e.g. activities, assignments,

student reactions and typical mistakes, time allocations)" (Doyle, 1990, p.26)

more inte[igible. These codes and conventions aÍe a "commrrnity of norms,

e4pectations, and preferences" (Ibid. p.24) that teachers using computers may

share. This was done by identiffing the specific characteristics of using computers

to teach farm business m¿rnagement in the School of Agriculture.

A third pu{pose was to identify a means to plan for changes in using

computer technolory to teach farm business management. If influencing factors

(characteristics of teaching and curriculum, causal and intervening conditions,



context, actions and consequences) could be identified, then, potentiall¡ these

factors could be manipulated to create further change towards specific goals.

B. Organization of Study

This study is organized into five chapters. Chapter I, the Introduction,

includes the purpose, the orgauzation of the study, the bacþround, the rationale,

the research question, the definili6l of terms, the assumptions and the limitations

of the study. Chapter II is a review of related literature about computers in

education, teaching, curriculum, learning and qualitative research methodology.

Chapter III describes the research methods used. Chapter fV presents the

findings. Chapter V describes the conclusions and recommendations.

C. Background

1-. The Diploma in Agriculture Program

The Diploma in Agriculture Program is a two year progam in farm

management consisting of production and business courses. This program

is offered at the University of Manitoba and adminisls¡ed by the School of

Agriculture within the Faculty of Agricultue. The courses offered are

separate from the degree programs. The School of Agriculture has three

administrative staff who coordinate and facilitate the admissions, registra-

tions, course offerings and communications between the students, staff and

community.



The farm business management courses in the diploma program are

taught by professors within the Department of Agricultural Economics and

Farm Management. The professors are ultimately responsible for the

courses and the curriculums. The farm business management lab instruc-

tors are hired by the School of Agriculture. The lab instructors are gen-

erally farmers and graduates of the program.

Although there is a core set of courses, the students may take more

courses related to the type of farm operation that is of interest to them-

grarr, livestocþ dairy, horticulture, apiary, mixed farming. At the end of

the two year program the students are required to present and support a

farm plan based on work completed during the two years. The emphasis in

the diploma courses is on practical application of the knowledge and skills.

The students are required to have a University

Entrance high school diploma or mature student status.

Approximately one third of the 60 to 80 students per year are

mature students. The school year runs from October to the

end of March to enable those students who are farmers to

attend after harvest and before seedirg.

2. Overview of Computer Use

In the L970's, on at least two occasions, a m:inframe program calied

CAIIFAI(M was used in the teaching of farm business management in the

diploma program at the University of Manitoba. Use of this program



involved each student listing farm financial information on forms which

were then sent to a central location where the information was input into

the mainframe computer. This was not done on campus. The computer

printout was then sent back to the farmer or, in this case, the professors

who distributed them to students. If incomplete information was put on

the forms, this had to be cor¡ected before the computer printout was

correct. This led to time difficulties in the offering of the farm business

courses, as the turn around time with all the corrections that needed to be

made, meant that students might not have the accounting statements they

needed in order to complete assignments. This resulted in the students

using the reports that they had completed by hand. The computer printout,

if available, was supplemental information used to support the results that

the student had developed by hand, but was seldom actually used by the

students in developing farm plans. The use of this program was discon-

tinued.

In the Microcomputer Period, the compiled spreadsheet templates

used in the microcomputer labs and the computer assisted learning pro-

gram allowed students to:

(a) maintain a General Ledger for a farm business;
(b) print out a set of Historical Financiat Statements;
(") create Enterprise Plans for future implementation;
(d) create and print out Projected Financial Statements;
(") review concepts about using futures markets for hedging crops.

During the Mainframe Period, c and d were possible.

4



Whereas the mainframe computer reports were an addendum to

assignments, the microcomputer reports were an integral part of the

students' lab results. The microcomputer was used to develop both histori-

cal and projected financial statements--Income, Cash Flow and Balance

Sheet. The programs also calculated liquidity, profitability, solvency and

efficiency ratios. These reports and ratios were required for the report on

last year and the financial analysis of proposed plans. The comFuterized

generation of budgets was used to analyze alternative enterprises. These

budgets also were used in considering potential ma¡kets. The budgets and

revised projected financial statements were used in the section about risk

analysis.

The farm management course descrþtions and outlines changed in

1990. The five corrses referred to are:

a. Introduction to Farm Business Management (61,.042, previ-
ously a7.La\;

b. Economics of Farm Business Management (6L.043, previously
a1.150);

c. Advanced Farm Business Management (61.066, previously
a1,.2:77);

d. Farm Planning Project (65.062, previously 41.283);
e. Agricultural Marketing (61.0a1, previously 41.145).

The lab manuals were rewritten by the instructors for these coruses.

These new lab manuals included specific instructions for all labs taught

using microcomputers.

In 1983 a research assistant taught all the computer labs on the

main-frame computer. By 1991, this research assistant was now the Micro-



computer Lab Coordinator. He supported the microcomputer lab, wrote

all the spreadsheet templates, and supported instructors using the lab not

only with specific hardware and software problems, but also with instruc-

tional methods to use in the microcomputer lab. Five lab instructors did

all the actual teaching using the microcomputers.

In 1983 one professor worked with the research assistant to plan

how to incorporate the use of a computer program into the planning

project. By 1991,, all the professors fs¿çhing farm business management

interacted on a weekly basis with the diplom¿ insfructors, as together they

planned how to deliver the courses and integrate the use of the computer

in all the farm business management courses.

In L983, one professor determined that computers should be used to

teach farm business management. By L99t, three professors teaching

diploma students farm business management concepts referred to the use

of the microcomputer in their lectures and required that the microcom-

puters be used in completion of assignments. Since marketing has become

a factor in farm business management, some data was collected about the

marketing course. A graduate student, teaching a diploma marketing

course under supervision of a fourth professor, was using microcomputers.

In 1983 there were concerns expressed by the administration about

the validity of using a mainframe computer in an applied course in farm



business management. By I99L, the administration supported the use of

the microcomputers with the diploma students.

In 1-983, the AMDAHL mainframe computer, Model 470V8, and the

printer were located in the Engineering Building, two blocks from the

terminal room in the Agriculture Building where the students entered the

data.

By 199L, the Faculty of Agriculture Microcomputer Lab consisted of

20 microcomputers which were 80286 machines with 640 K RAM. They

were 121\/ftI machines and had 51/2" high density L.2 MB disk drives. A

few had a second 3 t/4 " low density drive. fþs ¡gpnining machines had a

mouse attached. Nineteen of the machines had VGA monitors and the

twentieth had a CGA monitor since it was connected to a CGA Liquid

Crystal Display (LCD) panel. Three dot matrix printers were connected to

the microcomputers by a Local Area Network (I-AN). The Unisys Novell

compatible I-AN had a fiIe server with a 130 MB hard drive. During the

Microcomputer Period all of the microcomputer lab equipment was located

in one location.

3. Farm Business Management Cuniculum

In order to consider the changes that have occurred in the curricu-

lum and teaching of farm business management and why these changes

occurred it is necessary to know what farm management is and how the

field of farm management has changed over time.



Appendix 1 contains the diagram the professors and instructors

decided to use in the fall of l99L to illustrate the elements of farm business

management decision-making to the diploma school students. In the past,

the teaching of farm business management did not incorporate all of these

topics.

Bauer and Blanch (1991) describe how farm management as a field

of study started as a supplementary course to production courses. It

consisted of keeping track of production costs and revenues and comparing

these to other farms. The purpose of keeping records was to encourage

farmers to adopt new production methods and approaches in agriculture.

This comparative analysis approach is one method still used today.

In the postwar era, farm management involved economic analysis of

production alternatives (Ibid.). Terminology used for good production

technique included least cost, or maximum revenue, or ma:rimum profit

solutions. With the introduction of computers, linear programming was

used.

An accounting approach to the teaching of farm management (Ibid.)

became more feasible with the advent of computers. A number of farm

record keeping and accounting pro8tr¿lurs have been developed including a

mainframe program called CANFARM, originally supported by the federal

government and still used today, largely by the accountants that serve the

farm population. A considerable number of microcomputer programs are

8



also available in the market place. The general debate has been based on

the difference between cash and accrual approaches to keeping records.

Canadian farmers have traditionally kept cash records for tax purposes.

Accrual records enable farm management decision making. Considerable

work has been done recently to develop and encourage standardizng

terminolory and accounting reports for farms (Deloitte Touche, May,

reel).

Finance originally consisted of studþg agricultural credit. Financial

management (Bauer and Blanch, 1991) was considered in the context of

accounting, but has moved from production management and accountìng to

financial management. Financial management includes acquisition and

financing of assets and financial control.

Marketing (Ibid.)has recently become part of farm business manage-

ment as the need to be competitive internationally has become evident.

Although marketing was taught, it was considered more as a separate area.

The farm management curriculum was based more on the view that

farmers, as individuals, were not influential in the market place. Their own

costs were traditionally the basis for adjusting ouþut levels instead of the

potential product price. In the 1980s, marketing became an activity of the

farm manager.

Human relationships and managing people (Ibid.) are also concerns

of the farm manager. Possibly because labour was replaced by machines,



there was little emphasis in this area. This topic has increased interest

today with multiple owner operations, typically with family members as

partners. AIso consequences with relation to income tax and inheritance

are considered part of this area. The human working inter-relationships

and the goals of the individual partners are also considered ¿¡r important

aspect of farm management. The goals developed by the students in their

projects take into consideration the different family members needs.

The organizational chart of a farm business, developed by Bauer

and Blanch (L99L) and found in Appendix 2, provides insight into the

structure of the farm as a business. Frequentþ the people with these tasks

are the same people. However, the identification of these as separate

areas of responsibitity helps to clariff the areas of farm management.

Decisions about the business structure and general policy and direction are

the responsibility of the owners. In order to carry out the policy set, the

general manager must determine what specific objectives can be reached

given the situation. The production manager is concerned with answering

"three basic questions: What should be produced? How much should be

produced? and How should it be produced?" (Ibitl., p.5). Technical and

market conditions affect the answer to these questions. The marketing

manager considers potential prices for products as these a.ffect the deci-

sions about purchase of inputs and product sales. The financial manager

considers futu¡e cashflow and income factors which affect decisions about

10



acquiring assets, how to finance the purchases and how to control the

business finances in order to ensure cashflow. The personnel manager

considers the human resources which may be family members or hired

staff. Communication between personnel, training, motivation and satisfac-

tion need to be considered.

Much of the computer use is related to the financial management

area. Two concept maps, found in Appendix 3, (Josephson, Petkau,

Srivastava, L,uterbach, L99L) illustrate the financial statements, how these

financial statements are interrelated and the source of the financial infor-

mation used for decision making. One reads this map from the top down

and uses the propositions to link the concepts. The extent of the records

typically needed for farm management decision making is illustrated by a

series of graphics of the filing cabinet of a farm manager found in Appen-

dix 4 (Scudamore, 1985).

D. Rationale

Although this study focuses on one specific program at one location,

consideration of a specifïc situation may be useful to others. A study by Wiske,

et. al. (1988b) indicated that both researchers and teachers in various subject

areas would endorse observational studies of classrooms as away of clariffing the

effects of the computer on classroom life. The study by Brink and Josephson

(1986, p.32) on the impact of microelectronics in agriculture recommended "a

11



high priority on regular exchange of information on and e4perience from initiat-

ives that goveürments and other institutions take to use microelectronics".

Farm business management was selected as the focus of the study as there

now appears to be a need for farm business management computer skills. The

availability of the microcomputer and software is making it possible for farmers to

significantly expand their use of financial statements in farm management. On

many Manitoba farms a record keeping book called Farm Records II is used to

keep records manually. Ontario and other provinces have similar record keeping

bools in general use. In many cases a farmer turns this book and supporting

documents over to a private accountant who uses the information to develop the

farm business financial statements. The Farm Records tr book is a required

manual for the Diploma students at the University of Manitoba.

Personal use of the microcomputer to keep financial records provides a

means for the farmer to use frnancial statements for planning and for control of

the farm operation. This planning may be done either by the farmer alone or in

consultation with others such as provincial or private business farm management

consultants. Until recently farmers used these financial statements largely for

loan applications and for tax purposes. Two facts limit their use for financial

management and control of the farm operation. First, some of these statements

are developed on a cash instead of an accrual accounting basis because of tax

considerations for the farm. Secondly, these prepared statements are usually not

available in time to be used for management decision-making.

T2



As a record keeping machine which can provide accurate information on a

timely basis, the computer has the potential to enhance the farmer's business

management decision-making. Use of a computer can greatly reduce the size of

the task and the tedium of calculations required to consider alternative options

for the farm manager. Since totalling and transferring numbers in manually kept

records is a huge task, total confidence in the acc;'rraÇy of the results is frequently

lacking. Reduced confidence in the accuracy reduces the confidence in using the

information for planning and control. In the past the students in the diploma

program were allowed a percentage error in their records used for their final farm

plan presentation, a composite of their effort over two years. The need for

accurate financial records was one of the reasons for the move to using a com-

puter in the diploma program.

In the study done by Brink and Josephson (1985), farmers indicated that

their two main uses of microcomputers were for purposes of production manage-

ment and financial management. These farmers "rated most important future

uses of microelectronics on the farm to be in the a¡eas of production, marketing

and financial decision making and gathering current information about the

farming environment (e.g., prices and weather)" (Ibi!. p.20). In this same study

the area of farm analysis and planning were also identified by the government

agricultural extension personnel as the greatest potential use for microcomputers.

Both groups indicated a need for more computer training and suitable farm

business management software.

13



There appears to be a demand for farm business management education

and training. In 1990-91 over thirty community college short courses on farm

business management topics were offered in Manitoba. A number of these

courses involve computer usage. In November, 1-990, there w¿N an agriculture-

related computer conference attended by 150 people in Brandon, Manitoba.

Applicants to this conference had to be turned down because it was full. The

Manitoba Department of Education piloted an agricultural course in the high

schools in two locations n I99L. Part of this curriculum deals with farm business

management. With the new Farm Management Initiatives which will come into

effect tn 1992, the Canadian federal government policy will be to support

increased farm business management training and education programs.

There is a change in the number of farmers owning microcomputers. In

L991., farmers continue to suffer financial strain. This need to better understand

the financial position on the farm has resulted in the increased interest in using

the computer by farmers. In L985, it was estimated that between L and 2Vo of the

farm population owned computers (Brink and Josephsoq 1985); a suwey in 1991

by the research department of United Grain Growers showed that this number is

now as high as 25.9% within their own membership (AgDecision Research and

Consulting, February, 1990).

In the business and public sector there are changes under way in the

software tools and methods used to consult with farmers about the farm business.

The Manitoba Agricultural Credit Corporation" the Federal Credit Corporation,

14



the Manitoba Department of Agriculture and banks, including the Royal Bank

and the Commerce, have recently completed or are in the process of developing

farm accounting andf or planning software. These provincial government farm

management consultants, agribusiness firms and financial institutions are develop-

ing training programs for staff about using this software when consulting with

farmers.

15



E. Research Question

In the transition from the Mainframe Period to the Microcomputer

Period in the School of Agriculture at the University of Manitoba:

L. what changes occurred in the teaching practices;

2. what changes occurred in the Farm Business Management curricu-
lum; and

3. why did these changes take place?

F. Definition of Terms

The following definitions will be used in this thesis:

L. Curriculum:

The concept of 'curriculum' is a composite of definitions. First the

intended curriculum is identified and second, the curriculum is developed

and confirmed through classroom events. Curriculum involves consciously

selecting and orgadzing knowledge for teaching and learning in a given

environment (Poonwassie, L990). Once specified, curriculum is e4peri-

enced as a set of enacted events between teachers and students who jointþ

negotiate content and meaning (Doyle, 1990). This "event-structured

conception of teaching as a curriculum process" (Doyle, 1990. p. 28) forms

the framework for the inquiry. All the different classroom activities of

1s¿shing make up curriculum events. Knowledge and interpretation are

central to curriculum processes. Interpretation:

directs the analysis to the framework5 6f msaning students
and teachers bring to a situation and how these interact with

16



the curriculum contexts in which they find themselves. This
perspective also suggests that moving through the curriculum
successfully involves alarge amount of basic theoretical work
as categories are reformulated, propositions understood, and
interpretation revised. (Doyle, 1990, p.71).

2. fs¿çhing

Teaching "is the process by which one person interacts with another

with the intention of influencing his learning" (Johnson, 1982, p. 81).

3. Teacher

The concept of 'teacher' is partially based on Streibel's definition

(1985, 1986) as being the central agent in a dialectical community of

learning. The teacher forms a triadic relationship with the learner and the

subject matter (Greene, 1978). This definition is e4panded to be a quad-

ratic relationship by including a fourth factor, Schwab's "governance" (L969,

L970, I97L, 1973) or the milieu or environment in which teaching takes

place. Although this paper focuses on teaching and curriculurn, all four

factors are consids¡sd important since they are all part of the "lived"

experience (Hutchinson, 1986, p. 52) of curriculum in a classroom.

Teachers use a frame of reference through which they perceive and process

information, including personal perspective; conceptual system; principles

of practice; construct system; practical knowledge; and implicit theories to

interpret experience and act rationaþ (Shuhnan, 19S6).
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4. Education and Training

Training involves the transmission of a set of clearly identified skills.

Students are oipected to assimilate these skills in the manner prescribed by

the trainer, the emploþg agerLcy or the certification board. In education"

on the other hand, the learners are encouraged to examine the assumptions

underlþg the acquisition of skills, to consider alternative purposes, and to

place skill acquisition in some broader context (Poonwassie, 1990).

As discussed by Peters (L966), education includes the concepts that

the knowledge and skills taught are valued and there is an intention to

develop the learner's commitment to these; that knowledge, understanding

and cognitive perspective lead to a change whether in thinking or action;

that the learner knowingly chooses to particþate in learning; and that any

transfer of knowledge is done in a morally acceptable way.

5. Farm Business Management:

Farm business management is defined as "the art and science of

making decisions about the use of available resources, and acting on those

decisions in an uncertain world so that the short and long term goals of the

business owners are ¿N fully satisfied as possible" (Bauer and Blanch, !99L,

p. 3).

18



G. Assumptions:

l. This study makes the assumption that knowledge is not a value-free

construct. This assumption is founded on the work of Jurgen

Habermas (L968, 1981), who developed a theory of knowledge which

revealed "knowledge constitutive of human interests embedded in

basically different paradigms" (Hlynka and Belland, Lggt, p. 66).

Habermas claims that knowledge is constituted in different interests:

technical, practical and critical. The technical interest is associated

with science, positivism and objectives. The practical view is associ-

ated with interpretive sciences and specific situations. The critical

view is sssn '\Mifhin the dialectical framework of practical action and

critical reflection" (Ibd. p. 75). Paulo Friere (1970, L973) refers to

this as praxis.

2. The view accepted in this research is that curriculum "is locally

produced and jointly constructed as teachers and students go about

enacting and accomplishing tasks" (Doyle, L990, p. Z5). This is

supported by the assumption that students' curricular knowledge is

"deeply embedded in the fabric and culture of a crassroom" (Ihu!. p.

24-25; Doyle, 1986; Heap, 1985; Golden, 1989; Green, Weade, and

Graham, 1988).

3. This research adopts the assumptions of the teacher cognition and

decision-making paradigm, which include (Shulman, 1986):
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4.

a. Tnstructors are rational professionals who make judgments

and carry out decisions in uncertain and complex environ-

ments to help students reach worthwhile educational and

training outcomes.

b. Instructors learn from the consequences of their decisions.

c. In complex situations like teaching, individuals create sim-

plified models to orplain the situation, based on the persons'

perceptions, thoughts and learning in past experiences.

d. Students' schemata are subject matter specific.

This research is based on the premise that "events constitute the

basic form of representation of teachers' knowledge" (Doyle, 1990,

p. 25; Carter and Doyle, 1987; Nelson, 1986). The framework for

this inquiry is based on this "event-structured conception of teaching

as a curriculum process" (Doyle, 1990, p.28). The intended curricu-

lum is developed and confirmed through classroom events.
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H. Limitations of the Study

This study is limils¿ to a specific teaching situation at the University of

Mani166¿ in the Faculty of Agriculture between the years 1983 and L991. Ooly

the farm business management courses and fifteen personnel involved with

diploma program in the School of furiculture were considered.

Although a substantive theory can be said to be valid only for the studied

population, the theory'Vill inevitably identiff a basic social process relevant to

people in similar situations" (Hutchinson, L986, p. 59). OnIy through further

studies can this be verified.
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CHAPTER II: LITERATTJRE REVIEW

A. Overview

This study started from the position that knowledge is the result of a social

construction of reality (Berger and Luckmaan,1966; Berger and Keller, 198L;

Habermas, L966,1981). The literature was reviewed as data collection occurred.

The literature was selected in order to better understand the findings in the

situation under study. Schwab's (L970) curriculum writings provided support for

considering practical curriculum development for specific situations. The

literature revie-lved included: uses of computers for teaching, curriculum, teach-

ing, learning and qualitative research methodolory.

B. Research in Uses of Computers for Teaching

Research suggests that while teachers may be enthusiastic about the

promise of computers in classrooms (Underwood and Underwood, 1,989), there is

evidence to suggest that the frequency of use is low (Gardner, L984; Opacic and

Roberts, 1985). The reason may be that teachers, though they value the com-

puter, do not }¡row how to use it in teaching (Underwood and Underwood, 1990).

The value of using computers in teaching is supported by three

areas of research (Simonson and Thompson, 1990). First, the behaviorism

theory looked at outcomes. Second, systems theory considered factors

affecting entire entities. Thfud, cognitive theory looked at the learners.
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According to behaviorist theory (Skinner, t954; Thorndike, L969), instruc-

tional desþ should lead to observable and quantifiable behaviors in the learner.

The ways in which the behaviorist paradigm influenced the design and use of

computers in teaching include: behavioral objectives; pretests to assess student's

previous learning prior to instruction; starting a student at a point where earl¡

high successfr¡l achievement can be reached; positive reinforcement; subdivision of

large tasls into simpler ones; using continuous assessment to provide feedback for

revising lessons; and organization of learning from simple to more complex tasls.

Systems theory first proposed by Otto von Bertalanf$¡ (1968), considered

the form and structure of entire organi2¿1isns. Ways in which this theory affected

the development of teaching sofilware include: providing prescriptive methods

where students learn a method of logical problem solving like the scientific

method; designing instruction to be self-correcting; providing rational procedures

for designing instructional programs; and by incorporating methods of considering

all contingencies in looking at complex organtzational problems.

Cognitive theory focused on students' learning processes. Researchers in

this field include Bruner (1960), Carey (1986) and Frilgard and Bower (L975).

Cognitive theorists believe that the ways students internally organize or structure

knowledge impacts on whether new learning occurs. This theory has provided

research to support: focusing on the organiz4lion and structure of l¡rowledge; the

sequencing of instructional material based on the learning sryIe of the individual;

the readiness for learning; the form and packing of feedback at a time and place
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where correction can be made; and discovery learning concepts based on the

value of intuition as an intellectual way of arriving at plausible though tentative

conclusions which can then be confirmed through further study.

Elements of the three theories are found in all the categories of computer

software used in teaching: dritl and practice, tutorial, computer simulations,

problem-solving software, tool software, programmin g and computer-managed

instruction (Simonson and Thompson, L990; Bitter and Camuse, L984).

Drill and practice programs provide a means of individualüng instruction,

provide immediate feedbacþ may provide record keeping functions and help

motivate students because of graphics, sound, immediate feedback and the novelty

of working on a computer. Use of this software helps to free up teacher time for

other pu{poses.

Tutorials provide interaction with the material presented; individualization,

because the pace of the presentation can be adapted to each student and branch-

ing allows students to cover material according to their own needs; and efficiency

in meeting individuals needs because of absenteeism. Discussion focused around

concepts and assumptions presented in tutorials may also help to promote

students' cognitive development. lnlslligent tutoring systems provide the potential

means to direct further learning based on more complete understanding of the

student and knowledge in the subject domain.

Computer simulations provide opportunities for students to apply their

learning to models of real-üfe situations without real-life consequences. Frequent-
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Iy simulations required students to apply, analyze and synthesize their knowledge.

Problem-solving software and adventure games enhance the teaching and learning

of problem-solving methods. Students panipulate variables and receive feedback

based on the results of the manipulation.

Tool software such as word processors, data-based managers,

spreadsheets, graphics programs and statistical analysis packages are being

integrated into many subject areas to enhance learning. By using such software

students learn to manage information through active involvement. Such software

also provides the teacher the freedom to consider many alternative ways to help

students manipulate and access information. Tool software concepts are trans-

ferred between subject areas and expand as students complete more complex

applications. This makes this software more cost-effective as it can be used in

various subject areas.

Teaching students to program in courses other than computer science is

controversial. flowevet, one argument for teaching programming is that students

gain an understanding of the strengths and limitations of the computer which, in

turn, will affect students' abilities to function in a technological age. Another

advantage mentioned is that students learn effective problem-solving methods.

Computer-managed instruction can save teachers time and increase effi-

ciency and productivity. Such software can be used to keep track of students'

progress and success and can help to diagnose and prescribe appropriate instruc-

tion and testing.
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Thomas and Boysen (198a) created a taxonomy of educational uses of

computers. Depending on how a pro$am is used, it may be classified in different

areas in this taxonomy. The taxonomy starts with experiencing and sets the stage

for later learning. Informing or delivering information is the second level. The

third level includes reinforcing programs used to confirm learning after instruction

has taken place. Software is used for integrating learning by having students

apply previous learning to new situations. Utilizing is considered to be at the

highest level in this taxonomy. Here students use the computer to manipulate the

subject matter.

More research is required in the diploma program in the area of evalu-

ation and the development of student profiles. Both these topics involve the

theory of testing. A recent text edited by Peter L. Dann, Sidney H. Irvine and

Janet M. Collis (L99L, p. ix) provides an overview of how computers have "aided

enquiry into the nature of learning and abilities". The technology of testing and

the theory of test responses has been significantly affected by the use of computer

technology. Ferraris states that the use of computers in test construction and

admini5l¡¿1ion means that it is possible "to improve the quality of assessment

through highly individualised tests and the reduction of routine work required for

test construction and administration" (Ferraris, 1991, p.2L9). Prescriptive tests

versus ability test performance tests have the potential for assisting in the i¡struc-

tional decision-making (de l-eeuw, van Daalen, Beishuizen, l99L).
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Consideration of the alternative ways that computers have been used in

teaching as identified in the literature review was important to this study. The

strengths and weaknesses in the way computers were used in the situation under

study were clarified by comparing the actual use to the alternatives identified in

the literature.

C. Curriculum

In the agricultural diploma courses at tt.e University of Manitoba" the

educational objectives appear to be derived more from the knowledge and

interpretation of concepts in subject matter (Bruner, 1960) than from desired

çþanges in learning and behaviour of students. This differs from the more

"traditionalists" (Giroux, Penn4 Pinar, 1982) approach used in many courses in

community colleges in Manitoba and Saskatchewan and many of the school and

college agriculture courses in the United States. However, the planning of the

implementation of the diploma curriculum at tLLe University of Manitoba appear

to be more in line with the Reconceptionalist approach (Pinar, I99L).

The traditionalists are associated with a view of curriculum "as the organiz-

ation of time and activities to be managed according to sound business principles"

(I81.) R. W. Tyler's model exemplifies the "principles of efficiency, control and

prediction" (Ibid.) central to the traditionalists' approach. Other names in this

group include Franklin Bobbitt and W. W. Charters. Many specific objectives

were written based on the traditionalists' curriculum theory. Examples include the

vocational teacher competency profile for microcomputer applications (Tesolowski
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and Roth, 1986) and the performance objectives written for the Canadian Farm

Business Management program (Corbridge and PeterseA L976). Another

example is the list of objectives developed for agriculture and agribusiness

microcomputer instruction at Madison Area Technical College (Scheid, Aftnquist

and Mountford, L983).

The curriculum work of another group called the conceptual-empiricists

(Giroua Penna, Pinar, L982) supports determining purposes based on the linowl-

edge and interpretation of that knowledge as a starting point for curriculum

development. Jerome Bruner (1960), a cognitive psychologist, is illustrative of this

group. The difference between the conceptual-empiricists and the diploma

school approach appears to be that the goals are defined locally in the diploma

school, not by a distant group of experts. Based on the statement of curricular

applications by the North Iowa Area Community College (Hecht, et. a1.,1986),

their approach to using computers in curriculum appears to be similar to the

approach taken by The University of Manitoba's School of Agriculture. The

computers were intended to be used only as a tool in achieving the curricular

goals based on knowledge and interpretation of that knowledge of Farm Business

Management.

Bruner (1960) claimed that curriculum should teach the fundamental

structure of a subject to make it more comprehensible. He argued that under-

standing fundamentals makes a subject more comprehensible; that unless detail is

placed into a detailed structure it is easily forgotten; that understanding something
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as a specific instance of a more general case is to have learned not only a specific

thing but also a model for understanding other similar things.

Iæarning a subject according to Bruner (Ibid.) involves three simultaneous

processes: acquisition of new information; transformation or the process of

manipulating knowledge to make it fit new tasks; and evaluatioq checking

whether the way we have manipulated information is adequate to the task. He

believed in a spiral curriculum built around the great issues, princþles and values

of a society.

Another theme found in Bruner's writings (Ibid.) relates to the nature of

intuition. This idea i5 important to this study because lack of extensive tools for

Iooking at aJternative farm financial plans has meant that many farmers do their

ptanning largely in their heads. Frequently farm planning in a practical situation

appears to involve using heuristics and intuitive ¡sasening, as well as confirming

the guesses through collecting supportive information.

Bruner (Ibid.) discussed intuition Íùs an intellectual technique of arriving at

plausible but tentative formulations without going through the analyticat steps.

Intuition implies the act of grasping the meaning, significance, or structure of a

problem or situation without e4plicit reliance on the analytic apparatus of one's

cralf. He suggests that emphasis on the structure or connectedness of knowledge

increases facility in intuitive thinking. The application of heuristic rules, or rules

of thumb, include use of analogy, the appeal to symmetry the examination of

limiting conditions, the visualízation of the solution.
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Bruner (Ibld.) suggested that there is a need for students to be trained to

make good guesses as we are often forced in life to act on the basis of incomplete

knowledge, taking into account probability and cost. Intuitive thinking seems to

involve manoeuwes based seemingly on an implicit perception of the total

problem; a familiarity with the domain of knowledge involved and with its

structure, which makes it possible for the thinker to leap about, skipping steps and

employing short cuts.

For Bruner (Ibid.), intuitive and analytic thinking are complementary-

through intuitive thinking the individual may often arrive at solutions to problems

which he would not achieve at all or, at best, more slowly through analytic

thinking. Once achieved by intuitive methods, the solutions should, if possible,

be checked by analytic methods, while at the same time being respected as worthy

hypotheses for such checking. Bruner even suggested that it may be of the first

importance to establish an intuitive understanding of materials before we expose

our sfudents to more traditional and formal methods of deduction and proof. To

foster intuitive thinking requires the development of self-confidence and courage;

a different bases of grading to recognize intuitive thinking and providing condi-

tions in which intuitive thinking can be effective--where conformity is not empha-

sized and that an intuitive mistake is recognized for what it is rather than handled

by the teacher as a stupid or ignorant mistake.

As mentioned earlier, the implementation of the curriculum in the School

of Agriculture appears more related to some of the work done by the Reconcep-
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tionalists, an "umbrella term referring to a diverse group whose common bond was

opposition to the Tyler rationale, to behaviorism in curriculum conceptualization

(including behavioral or performance objectives, quantitative evaluation, masterly

learning, time on task) and to the ahistorical and atheoretical characte¡" (Pinar,

I99L, p. 35) of the curriculum field. Aoki (1984) pointed out that the technical

assumptions about knowledge production and use were not adequate in terms of

the complexity of practice. Aoki's (1986) examination of curriculum theory

suggests that there a¡e three modes of operation--technical, situational-interpreta-

tive and critical-theoretic. Hlynka (1989) states that although educational technol-

ory belongs within the technical mode, "educational technolory should be per-

ceived as potentially belonging within both the situational-interpretative realm as

well as the critical-theoretic" (Hlynka 1989, p.n). Hlynka argues that technology

is "a logical supplement to the natural state of the classroom" (Ibicl. p. 32). This

expansion of the role of computers to other modes of operation may be important

as new goals for using the computers are selected. Consideration needs to be

given about how to use the computer when teaching students more about inter-

pretation and critical analysis of the farm business situation.

A theme found in the work of the reconceptionalists is that it is essential

"that the world-views of teachers be reco gntzed, appreciated and privileged"

(Benni56q Jungcþ Kantor and Marshall, 1_989, p.7I). In questioning curriculum

implementation as a practice Carson identified a recurring theme among educa-

tots, "the need for time to meet, refl.ect, and to make revisions during the change
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process " (Carson, L992, p.93). The teaching staff in the diploma program were

directly involved in the curriculum development and implementation. The staff

discussed the implementation during the weekly staff meetings. This time for

discussion is important, as Carson goes on to point out that the curriculum

implementation process is generally more than a change of technique or specific

teaching strategies. ft is "a different way of teaching" (Ibid., p. 95).

The literature review of curriculun is important to this study as it shows

that there is a foundation for the curriculum approach taken in the diploma

program at The University of Manitoba in the curriculum work of the conceptual-

empiricists. The curriculum goals of the diploma courses were based on knowl-

edge of farm business management and interpretation of that knowledge. The

curriculum implementation process used in the diploma program is also supported

by the more recent curriculum research writings of the reconceptionalists.

D. Teaching

Computer use was integrated into the teaching of farm business manage-

ment in the diploma courses. Literature was reviewed to determine if there were

alternative reasons for using computers in teaching. Also, the teaching staff in the

diploma program had to learn a considerable amount in order to teach using

computers. The literature was reviewed to better understand this learning

process.

A survey by Wiske, et. al., (1988b) indicated that the computer usage

enables teachers: to present ideas in new ways; to represent and manipulate
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abstract concepts in more concrete form; to help students to visualize ideas and

perform operations that would otherwise be impossible; and to include new topics

and teach traditional ones more thoroughly. Another suggestion made in the

Wiske study was that building more linlis between computer teachers and subject

matter teachers may lead to integration of the new technology across the curricu-

lum. One comment in the study indicated that changing from lectures to facilitat-

ing problem solving in small groups or individually results in a change in teaching

style to one where the teacher circulates serving as a coach or facilitator of

student learning. Flowever, the report by Wiske et. al. (Ibid.) stated that the

physical location of computers in the schools and the ease of scheduling access to

them affect the extent to which computers influence the curriculum.

The teaching of farm financial management involves teaching problem

solving processes and changing attitudes. Tnstructional methods which promote

discussion may be usefrrl to achieve these goals. When comparing lecture and

discussion methods McKeachie (1963) concluded that it depends on the goals.

Kutik and Kulik (1979) concluded following their review of literature that both

lecture and discussion a¡e equally effective for learning factual material, but that

discussion is more effective for cognitive objectives such as developing problem-

solving ability or changing attitudes. Dunkin's (19S6) writings also suggest that

discussion might be more effective than lectures to achieve higher cognitive

learning and attitude changes. Discussion is also supported by other adult educa-

tion researchers such as Brooldield (1986), Kidd (1973) and Freedman (1987).
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Lindeman (L926,1930) gives examples of the use of the discussion method as the

main teaching medium. These examples included Danish folk high schools, the

Swedish study circles, and the Canadian Farm Forum experiment.

The computer may be used just as films and videos are used to encourage

group discussion. In the agricultural degree courses it was noted that students did

form discussion groups on their own arorur.d a computer assisted learning farm

case study (Luterbach and Srivastava, 1,989).

Concepts of teaching were considered when thinking about how people

learn to teach with computers. One study by Scardamalia and Bereiter (1987)

identified three teacher models: an Exercise, a Knowledge-Base and an Inten-

tional learning model. In the Exercise model students complete many exercises to

Iearn competencies. The Knowledge-Based model argues that higher-order skills

and strategies are developed first within specific knowledge domains. The

Intentional l-earning model uses many of the same instructional methods as the

Knowledge-Based. Ilowever, there is an intrinsic sequentiality to the Intentional

Learning Model so that students gradually become the ones who set the goals,

create the context, and take the motivational, strategic, analytical and inferential

actions originafly carried out by the teacher.

It is possible that these three models illustrate levels that teachers go

through as they move from novices to expert teachers. Research has identified

major characteristics which relative experts have in common (Bereiter and

Scardamatia" 1986): the complexity of skills, the amount of knowledge, the
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knowledge structure, and problem representation. The expert is more able to

respond to more kinds of information and to voluntarily control strategic elements

in the process. Not surprising, experts actually know more about their area of

expertise. This knowledge, in turn, helps them to retain new facts as they have

developed the ability to link new information to the central ideas. The knowl-

edge that erperts have is cognitively structured into levels, with many connections

within and between these levels. Finally, experts consider problems in terms of

the abstract structure of the problem and are able to solve problems quickly

because they recognize the problem as a specific tlpe and can apply learned

procedures for solving problems of a specific type.

A study by Wiske, et. al. (1988b) describes a series of composite teacher

profiles, illustrating the stages teachers may go through as they learn to use the

microcomputer for teaching purposes. In the same study teachers indicated that

using computers can help students move from an approach that focused on

memorization of facts and algorithms to active i"qurrj'with more open-ended

problems. In another study (Hawkins & Sheingold, l-986), teachers noted that by

circulating among students working at computers, they notice more about the way

their students are learning, and consequently are more aware of the learning

needs of the students.

The literature reviewed about teaching was important to this study as it

provided a means to better understand the process of learning to teach and

alternative instructional methods when using computers. Before the instructors
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could teach sfudents to use the computer as a Farm Business Management tool,

the teaching staff in the School of Agriculture had to first learn how to teach with

computers.

E. Iæarning

The diploma student population could roughly be divided into one-third

mature students and ¡wo-thirds sequential students, students who had just com-

pleted their high school. When planning instruction for the diploma students it

would be useful to consider the different general characteristics of the sequential

student and the adult learner and the general differences in how these two groups

learn. This literature review focused on the characteristics of the sequential and

adult learner, learning styles and some implications for using computers to link

concepts learned. To better understand the potential farm business malrage\

reference is made to research done by Statistics Canada (Bollmarq 1988) which

profiles farmers with computers.

A summary by Brundage and Mackeracher (1980, pp. 1L-12) of the basic

differences between adults and children as learners is found in Appendix 5.

Learning refe¡s both to tLLe process which individuals go through as they attempt

to accumulate, change or enrich their knowledge, values, skills or strategies, and

to the rerulting knowledge, values, skills, strategies and behaviours possessed by

each individuat (Ibid.). Child learning involves forming (acquiring, accumulating,

discovering, integrating) while adult learning is viewed as transforming (modifying,

relearning, updating, replacing) knowledge, skills strategies, and values through
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e4perience (Brundage and Mackeracher, 1980; Knowles, 1973; Hart, L975;

Cropley, t977; Mezirow, 1978).

For the students without farm background considerable presentation of

situations and facts appears to be required. Ilowever, adult students, who are

farmers already, bring a great deal of e4perience and lmowledge related to farm

financial management to the classroom. Since their past e4periences are unique

to each individuat, the instructor cannot assume that every learner possesses all

background necessary for new learning e;periences. At the same time Brundage

and Mackeracher (1980) suggest that the instructor needs to acknowledge the past

experience of these students; respect it as a possible resource for learning; and

accept it as a valid representation of the learner's e4perience.

For the teacher planning instruction for adult learners, there is an addi-

tional concern about how to encourage the student to make connections between

their past experience and the present required learning activity. Feringer (L978)

and Ornstein (L972) suggest the use of analogies and metaphors to make this

connection. Other activities suggested include synectics, brainstorming, games,

simulations, mythology, and case studies (Brundage and Mackeracher, 1980) which

allow for divergent, non-sequential, non-logical cognitive processes. Such activ-

ities provide the learner time and opportunities to transform the meanings, values,

strategies, and skills derived from past experience in a non-threatening environ-

ment. Such activities should also meet another suggested adult learning principle,

that 'khen learning focuses on problem-solving, the solutions must come from, or
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be congruent with, the learner's e4perience, expectations, and potential resources,

rather than being prescribed by an "expert" " (Iþld., p. 36).

The research of Brundage and Mackeracher (1980) supports the suggestion

that the learners life role ÍN an adult-marriage, children and actual day-to-day

operation of the farm-influence the learning. The implication of this is the initial

need to provide a supportive, non-threatening learning environment in which the

individual can determine how to comfortably particþate.

Since learning involves change, learners will frequently experience instabil-

ity within his own organizsfl psanings, values, skills and strategies. Brundage and

Mackeracher (Ibicl.) noted that ambiguity and instabitity are part of the process of

learning. As a result, anger is frequentþ also a basic component of learning

activities. Other reactions may be confusion, frustration, disorientation, fear,

depression, etc.. This implies that the teacher needs to be able to make distinc-

tions between and respond to distresssfl ls¿¡ning behaviours without l¿þelling

these as childish. The instructor needs to finds ways to temporarily reduce the

a::xiety and compensate for the temporar,v decline in the learner's ability.

Another means to facilitate the learner in these situations is to provide for two-

way communication between the instructor and learner grving the learner oppor-

tunities to talt self-reflect, clari$r ¿1d 5rrmmartze.

In addition to the sequential and mature level groups in the student

population, student differences in interest in using computers were noted. Could

this be related to differences in learning styles? Research indicates that students
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do have different learning styles (Cawley et a)., L976; Messicþ 1976; Even, 1977;

McKenney and Keen, 1974). The learning cycle model developed by Kolb and

Fry (1975) found in Appendix 6, suggests both a cyclical process in which the

learner can start at any point and proceed around the circle, as well as a two-

dimensional model of learning style. The vertical æris relates to conceptualäng

processes ra.nging from the concrete to the abstract. The horizontal a:ris relates to

cognitive activities varying from active to reflective. The four quadrants created

by the two dimensions represent a preferred learning style which, in tum, can be

used by the teacher to identify which activities the learner will prefer and which

will be avoided.

Since the learning cycle is cyclicat and the starting point reflects a particu-

lar learning style, by selecting a beginning activity the instructor chooses a starting

point in this learning cycle and favours a particular type of learner.

Other learning models (Iú1.) where feedbacþ success and satisfaction

appear near the beginning or as the activity progresses may be used to increase

motivation. The humanistic model begins with analysis of information for

personal 6saning and value and begins with activities aimed at helping the

learner recall and reflect on relevant information. An e4periential model begins

by the instructor creating a specific situation in which the learner acts and shares

this action with others.

When students started to use the computers for farm business management

they appeared to have difficulty linking their knowledge of the fa¡m business
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management subject matter to their knowledge of how to use the computer. In

learning the programs they appeared to not be thinking about farm management.

The problem of linking different concepts was noted by Novak and Gowin (1977,

1981, 1984). They developed two computer programs which may facilitate this

making connections between concepts. These two researchers suggest that the

individual learner constructs meaning and that such learning can only take place if

the learner can identify the concepts and make connections between the new

concepts and his or her own personal concept structure. They suggest that

learning occtrrs only when the students use the new meaning to reorganize what

they already know in a way that changes their e4perience. Two microcomputer

programs have been developed based on Gowin's Concept Maps and Novak's Vee

Diagram (Ibid.), methods used to facilitate this connecting of concepts and

reorganizing to incorporate gteater understanding. Through concept mapping, not

only are the concepts identified, but also the connections between the concepts

are clarified by the propositions. Gowin's concept maps may provide a vehicle for

discussion and a means of identiSing possible misconceptions or absences of

major concepts from the students understanding. They also provide a means to

show students that the world is not black and white, and that there are many

situations where different perspectives can be supported by equatty valid points.

Novak's Vee Diagram provides a means for a student to clariû 1þs important

points in a research question. Such a diagram may prove useful for organizing

thoughts, for presentations and as an outline for focusing discussion.
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Another observation which led to literature reviews was the fact tbat

students in the microcomputer classroom seemed to support each other by

answering each others questions and the lab instructors appeared to encourage

such interaction. According to Goodlad (1934) computer use can result in

changes in the social organiz.4¡yon in the classroom which leads to students taking

more responsibility for their own learning and for helping each other learn,

working together to solve problems. The introduction of computers may create

new opportunities for leadership and for learning in the classroom, especially for

students that do not respond well to the lecture-type lessons (Wiske, et. aI., 1988b;

Hawki¡s & Sheingold, L986).

Demographic information helps to identiff similarities and differences

among farmers and potential students from farms who may have e4perience using

the computer in the farm operation. The 1986 Canadian statistics showed that

"specialty farms (eg. goats, mushrooms, nursery products, greenhouse, other

livestock specialties, poultry) had over twice the average proportion [of farmers]

with computers whereas farms specializing in dairy, grain, or cattle had a propor-

tion with computers below the overall average" (Bollman, 1988, p. 19). The size

of the milk cow herd, the type of pig herd, and the age of the farm operator were

other factors affecting use of the computer. Male and female farmers, as well as

new farmers and continuing farmers, were equally likely to own computers.

Although farms with more complete \egaI organiz.ations were more likely to own a

computer, this might have been because these farms tended to have larger gross
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sales. Without looking at age groups, some differences were seen when farm

operators were considered by the tangaage they first learned and stitl spoke--

Dutch being more likely to own computers while Ut<rainian are somewhat less

likely to own computers. Based on the reported net farm cash income, one

suggestion made was that either farmers with computers have higher costs or

farmers with computers have more accurate data on what their costs actually are.

As illustrated by the efforts made by the Manitoba provincial farm management

program (Therrien, 1989), Canadian provincial extension people have been

promoting the use of microcomputer technology among farmers by using farm

business management software tools in consulting with farmers and by making this

software available to farmers.

This literature review of learning focused on the characteristics of the

sequential and adult learner, learning styles, implications for using computers to

link concepts learned and some variables common to farm business manager with

computers. Alt three areas were relevant to this present study. The student

population in the School of Agriculture consisted of both adult and sequential

learners. All the students had to learn to use a computer as a tool at the same

time as they learned fa::rr business management. Finally, understanding variables

common to farm business managers with computers helps to provide understand-

ing of which students would find that the computer helps to meet their farm

business management needs.
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F. Research Methodologr

Grounded Research Methodolory, a qualitative method, outlined by Glaser

and Strauss (\967), Schatzman and Strauss (1973), Glaser (L978), and Strauss and

Corbin (1990) was the basis of the research about the effect of computers in

teaching farm business management. Findings are grounded by "both the

interpretation of the data and checking upon that interpretation by the gathering

of more data" (Schatzman and Strauss, 1973, p. LL7). A literature review of

grounded research methods is included in AppendxT to ctarify and provide

supporting explanation of how this type of research is done. The information is

provided as reference about qualitative research since many of the professors

teaching farm management did their own research using quantitative methods.

Triangulation (Patton, 1990) methods are used to confirm the validity of

data collected. Denzin (L978) refers to four different ways of using triangulation:

methods, sources, analysts, and perspectives. Methods triangulation involves

checking consistency of findings generated by using different data collection

methods. Using the same method, but checking the consistency of the data by

using different data sources is referred to as triangulation of sources. The other

two methods involve using multiple analysts or using multiple theories to interpret

the data.

The research aabout the use of computers to teach farm business manage-

ment began from a situational-interpretive evaluation framework where the focus

was on collecting data to describe what had occurred in the teaching of farm
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business management during each Period. To clarit the reasons for the actions

taken, the research moved into the critical-theoretical framework (Aoki, 19S6).

Evaluation frameworls by Aoki (Ibid.), found in Appendix 8, provide a basis for

alternative ways of evaluating curriculums. Using Habermas' theory of knowledge

(Habermas, 1981) as a foundation, Aoki compares three alternative evaluation

frameworla which he calls Ends-Means, Situational Interpretive, and Critical

Theoretic. The comparison is made under the headings of "cognitive interest,

form of knowing, and mode of evaluation". The critical theoretic perspective of

Aoki serves to highlight the need to be aware of hidden assumptions and inten-

tions so that one not only knows, but uses the knowledge to improve the human

condition.
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CHAPTER III: RESEARCH DESIGN AND MEfiIODOLOGY

A Procedure Overview

The grounded theory paradigm was used to identif and explain the

changes which occurred during the move from using the mainframe computer to

microcomputers in the teaching of farm business management. The grounded

theory paradigm is (Strauss and Corbin, L990):

(Ð CAUSAL CONDITTONS -> (B) PHENOMENON ->

(c) CONTEXT -> (D) tr{TERVENTNG CONDTTTONS ->

(E) ACTTON/INTERACTION STRATEGIES - >

(F) CONSEQUENCE

In both the Mainframe and the Microcomputer Periods the causal condi-

tion or reason for using computers was the need to teach diploma students to

produce more accurate farm financial statements. The phenomenon studied in

this research paper was the use of computers to meet this need. Figure 1 below

lists the properties or categories about teaching and curricuhrm identified in the

collected data. The potential ways computers could have been used varied. This

range was referred to as the dimensions of the identified properties. By compa"r-

ing the specific dimensions of various properties of teaching and curriculum

during the Mainframe Period and the Microcomputer Periods, the context',¡¡ithin

which computers were used was established. The intervening conditions, actions
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and consequences were clarified through reviewing the classroom and staff

meeting observations, interviews and collected documents.

At the start of the study the specific causal conditions were not known.

Ifowever, teaching and curriculum were considered integral to the causal condi-

tions for using computers. To begin the data collection, field research methods

were used to identify properties or categories under teaching and curiculum.

The field research method used was observations of the classrooms and

the staff meetings. These written observations were coded into substantive codes

(eid.) (meaningful words that described the objects or actions in the setting).

These codes labelled the perceived regularities in the objects or events observed.

These substantive codes could be used for a variety of incidents which exemplified

the same type of action or object. The properties or categories under curriculum

and teaching were derived from grouping the substantive codes. Appendix 9 is a

sample of how observations in a computer lab were coded into substantive codes

and grouped into properties.

The next step was a further literature review to substantiate the identified

properties of teaching and curricr¡lum. A literature review was also done about

learning and students since this made it easier to understand what and why

teaching methods were selected. Also, this literature review provided a means to

clarify the potential dimensions (range of characteristics that these properties

might exhibit) in terms of the phenomenon of using computers. The literature

review is given in Chapter III above. The properties of teaching and curriculum
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which were identified and the dimensions of these properties are listed in Figure 1

below.

Figure L

PROPERTIES AND DIMENSIONS
OF TEACHING FARM BUSINESS MANAGEMENT USING COMPUTERS

Properties

I. TEACHING

A Number of Staff Using
Computers for Teaching

B. Staff Computer Training

C. Instructional Methods

D. Student Questions

Dimensions

None

None

Iæad to
Rote
Learning

Oral

Sequential

Facilitate
Reception
I-earning

Structured

Provide
experiences
with computer

For
Individuals

Extensive

I-ead to
Meaningful
Iæarning

Visual

Holistic

Facilitate
Autonomous
Discovery
I-earning

Unstructured

Computer use is
integrated into
curriculum

For
Groups
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E. Assignments

F. Evaluation Practices

G. Classroom Management

FactuaI

None

Technical

One
Authority

Indiv.

Optional

One

Little
Feedback

Gross
Record

No comp.
record
maint.

No marks
for comp.
work

Little/No
Preparation
Before
Class

Critical
Thinking

Many

Subject-related

Many
Authorities

Group

Required

Many

Much
Feedback

Detailed
Record

All ¡ecords
maintained on
computer

Many marla
for computer
work

Considerable
Preparation
Before
Class

Many
Activities
at end of
Class

Many
Activities
at
Beginning
of Class
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H. Resources
Required

and Support

Few
Intemrp.

No
Funds

No
Support

Small
Size

Limited
Capab.

Instructor
Controlled

Limited
Access

One
machine
per class

No instr.
display

One

SimpIe

Content
Specific
Software

No
Time
Management
Issues

Individual-->

Considerable
Time
Management
Issues

Teamwork

Many
Intemrptions

Extensive
Funds

Many levels
of Support

Iarge
Size

Extensive
Capabilities

Externally
Controlled

Easily
Accessed

One
machine
per person

Good instruct.
display

Many

Comprehensive

General
Purpose
Soflware

I. Equipment

J. Software
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II.

K Location and l-ayout of
Computer l-a.b

CURRICULUM

A. Curriculum Goals

B. Conception of Curriculum
Content

C. Sequencing of Curriculum
Content

D. Form of Knowing the
Curriculum

Reg. I-ab
Classroom

Unplanned
Room
I-ayout

Not
çþanged
by comp.

Not
changed
by comp.

Not
çþanged
by comp.

Not
changed
by com.

Computer
I-.ab

Planned
Room
I-ayout

Not
çþanged
by computer

Greatly
çþanged
by computer

Greatly
changed
by computer

Greatly
çþanged
by computer

The context of using computers to teach the farm business curriculum was

clarified by identiffing the specific characteristics of each property during the

Mainframe Period and the Microcomputer Period. Each characteristic could then

be compared to the range of potential cha¡acteristics which could have been

exhibited to determine how this property had been affected.

The next step involved using axial coding to reconstruct the substantive

codes into theoretical constructs based on the grounded theory paradigm (Ibid.).

Axial coding meant that the substantive codes were grouped and identified as
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causal conditions, properties and dimensions which clarified the context within

which the phenomenon of using computers occurred, intervening conditions,

actions or consequences. These were then identified by time and reconstructed

according to the grounded theory paradigm to explain the changes which occurred

over time.

Interview questions were developed to substantiate and further clarify the

causal conditions, intervening conditions, context, actions and consequences

identified during classroom and staff meeting observations. The centre column of

the table in Appendix 10 contains a list of the formalized questions used during

the interviews with the teaching and administrative faculty.

In order to identify patterns in the interviews a concept map of the inter-

view questions was developed. A concept map is a two-dimensional representa-

tion of your knowledge about a subject at a point in time (Gowan and Novaþ

1984). The interviewees'responses were mapped according to the concept map

created for the interview questions. This map of the interview responses included

concepts that several people interviewed had in common. This is not an exhaus-

tive cognitive map of all the interviews, but sufficient to confirm that this the

concepts identified were shared by the staff. Since more than one person's

responses were included, the map of interview responses is referred to as a

collective cognitive map. Whereas concept maps are representative of an area of

knowledge which could be agreed on by e)rperts, cognitive maps are idiosyncratic.
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Appendix 11 includes part of the concept map of the interview questions, in this

case to clarif how the computer may affect the curriculum.

Further supporting documents were collected as they were identified

during the interviews. Among these additional documents were the proposal for

the microcomputer lab a¡d the faculty review. A review of these documents

helped to confirm observations and interview responses.

Tbiangulation was used to confirm the validity of the collected data.

Triangulation was created by comparing the interviews, observations and

documents. Comparisons were made of the responses of L5 particþants to the

interview questions and to informal questioning of staff; of the classroom and staff

meeting observations; and of supporting documents, including curriculum guides,

classroom hand outs, lab manuals and textbooks. Triangutation was also created

by comparing the interviews of personnel with three different perspectives on the

situation: adminis¡¡¿1ors, professors and lab instructors.

Recommendations for research were developed by considering how to

collect data about sþanges which could be made to the conditions in the paradig_

matic chain and consideration of what could happen because of the change.

Change could occur in the set of causal conditions which changes the context and

a related change in action; the intervening conditions which lead to changes in

action or interaction; or the consequences of previous actions or interactions

which could feed back to add new conditions or alter the interaction between

existing conditions.
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B. Clariffing the Situation

A series of subquestions was asked in order to gain an understanding of

the situation. These questions were asked about the past and present situations.

The questions included:

1. What part of the fa¡m financial management currictlum was taught
using computers?

2. What experience did the faculty have with computers?
3. What purposes did the faculty have for using the computer?
4. What computer facilities were available?

The following alternative methods were used to collect information about

the curriculum and teaching:

1. Curriculum Content

Information about farm financial management curriculum content

was collected, including representations of a farm business organization

chart, concept maps of the effects of the four areas of the farm operation

on financial statements and the use of financial statements in evaluating a

farm operation, and graphical illustrations of farm records. The textbooks

and the lab manuals were also reviewed. Together, these presented an

overview of the financial planning process and financial statements taught

in the courses. Both the old and current course outlines provided a means

to confirm the changes in the intended órricutum. Interviews with instruc-

tors provided a means to confirm what curriculum content was taught using

the computers, the sequencing of the curriculum, the purposes for using the

computer and the computer facilities. Classroom and staff observations
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provided support for the interview findings and confirmation that classroom

events supported the intended curriculum as printed.

2. Teaching

The faculty started to use microcomputers in order to solve specific

problems and address specific concerns. These problems and concerns

were identified during group discussions and intewiews with the individuat

faculty members about their involvement and their concerns. Further

confirmation was provided by reviewing the document used to justify the

establishment of the microcomputer lab. The teaching staff were inter-

viewed to determine the approaches they took to integrating the computer

in their courses and the i¡structional methods used. It was expected that

teachers with different concepts of teaching and different concepts of the

knowledge area would use computers in different ways.

Examples of the situations observed were:

L. a professor lecturing in the diptoma courses in farm business man-
agement.

2. diploma instructors and the l-ab coordinator teaching diproma
computer labs.

3. the weekly coordinating meetings of the professors, Lab
Coordinator, five diploma instructors and two admini5l¡¿1ors of the
School of Agriculture.
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C. Clariffing Changes Between Periods

The following questions were asked, as they related to the use of com-

puters in the teaching of farm financial management, in order to clariô¡ the

changes that occurred between the Mainframe and Microcomputer Periods:

a. What needs did the faculty identify?
b. What educational purposes did the faculty select to address?
c. Did other purposes arise, not originù7y targeted by the fac-

ulty?
d. What educational e4periences involved using the computer?
e. How were these educational experiences organized?
f. Have the needs çþanged, leading to selection of new pur-

poses?
g. Are changes in the educational experiences and organiz¿fi61

required in order to meet these purposes?

Data collection procedures included a formalir.ed interview with the

1e¿shing and administrative faculty. The questions asked during the interviews

are found in the centre column of Appendix 7.

The data were used first as a basis for drawing conclusions and these

conclusions were then confirmed through further literature reviews, observations

and interviews. The final conclusions wilt be presented to the teaching faculty for

confirmation during a staff meeting and informal discussion with individuat

instructors.
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D. Summary of Research Methods

In summary, grounded research methods were used to gain an understand-

ing of the use of computers in teaching farm business management in the School

of Agriculture during the Mainframe (1,983-87) and Microcomputer Periods (19S7-

e1) by:

1'. clariffing the causal and intervening conditions which affected the

process of integrating computers into the teaching of the farm

business management curriculum in one specific situation;

2. clari$ring the process the teaching staff went through as they learned

to teach with computers;

3. identiSring specific properties or characteristics of teaching and

curriculum found in this situation;

4. clariffing the potential dimensions or range which each property or

characteristic might exhibit;

5. clariffing the context within which teaching and curriculum changes

occurred by comparing the actual characteristics erùibited in this

situation to the potential range;

6. clarifying the actions and consequences of these actions in the

process of changing from the mainframe computer to microcom-

puters.
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CFIAPTER IV: FINDINGS

A. Introduction

The question under consideration in this thesis is:

In the transition from the Mainframe Period to
the Microcomputer Period in the School of
Agriculture at the University of Manitoba:

(1) what changes occurred in the
teaching practices;

(2) what changes occrured in the
Farm Business Management cur-
riculum; and

(3) why did these changes take place?

Following from this question, the findings are presented under the three

headings--Changes in fs¿çhing Practices; Changes in the Farm Business Manage-

ment Curriculum; and Why Changes Took Place. The changes are grouped by

properties or characteristics identified under the categories of "teaching" and

"farm business management curriculum".

The properties identified in the area 6f "1s¿shing" are:

1,. Number of staff using computers for teaching
2. Staff Computer Training
3. Tnstructional Methods
4. Student Questions
5. Assignments
6. Evaluation Practices
7. Classroom Management
8. Resources and Support Required
9. Equipment
1,0. Software
1,1. Location and l-ayout of Computer l-ab
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The properties identified for "farm business management curriculum" are:

L. Cur¡iculum Goals
2. Conception of Curriculum Content
3. Sequencing of Curriculum Content
4. Knowledge of the Curriculum

The five groups of reasons for the changes in "teaching" and "curriculum"

include:

L. Change in administrative policies
2. Greater integration of computer use in the courses
3. Greater experience using and teaching with computers and

computer softwa¡e
4. Advances in computer technolory and software technology
5. Administration and teaching staff identified needs for change

B. Changes in Teaching

Refer to Appendtx t2 for an overview of the çþanges which occurred in

"teaching". In this appendix the changes are summ arized in terms of the dimen-

sion or specific attribute of each property or cha¡acteristic of "teaching" identified

in the data collected about the Mainframe and the Microcomputer Periods. A

discussion of the changes by property follows:

1,. Number of Staff Using Computers for Teaching

The number of teaching staff using computers increased from the

Mainframe Period to the Microcomputer Period. During both periods the

professors did not use the computer during the lectures. The professors

did attend some of the computer labs in both periods to assist in answering

sfudents' questions.
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One person did all the instruction with the Mainframe computer.

By 199r,late in the Microcomputer Period, all five lab instructors were

teaching some microcomputer labs. The Lab Coordinator w¿N supporting

the lab instructors. At least one the professors attended portions of the

microcomputer lab sessions on a regular basis and trvo other professors

attended less frequently. A fourth professor supported his graduate student

using the microcomputer in teaching a course.

The change occurred when the ability to use a computer became a

requirement of the lab instructor's position in the Microcomputer Period.

The Job Descriptions for the lab instructors had changed and a new

position had been established. A second contributing factor was the

creation of a new position, that of Microcomputer l-ab Coordinator. The

I-ab Coordinator was given the tasks of writing the code for the programs

and supporting the teaching staff. A third factor was that the professors

and lab instructor teaching farm business management redesigned their

courses to include the use of computers during the Microcomputer Period.
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2. Staff Computer Tlaining

Learning to use computers for teaching was a major hurdle in

accepting and using computers to teach. The lab instructors had to learn

to deal with their personal reaction to the computer and the fact fhat the

software was not necessarily applicable to their own farm situation.

Referring to the Mainframe Period, one lab instructor stated:

It was a bit of a kicking ¿1d sç¡eaming and dragging

atrafu to get us to use it at that time because none of us were

computer people at all. We had never worked with them

before and we tried it out on our own individuat farms before

we were to endorse it or give an opinion and after we tried it

out we didn't find it was very flexible or it didn't suit our

situations very well so we felt it probably would be cumber-

some for the students too. And as it turned out, for the most

part it w¿N a source of. aggravation right at the start. It got

better, mind you, over the years and then PC's or the stand

alone units came in."

In both periods the lab instructors entered their own farm data into

the progrems in order to learn the software so that they would be able to

answer farm business management questions which students asked as they

used the programs.
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In the Mainftame Period only the one Research Assistant, who

taught a1l the computer labs, learned to teach using the computer. Teach-

ing with computers was learned by trial and error. No formal staff training

was done.

During the Microcomputer Period the learning stage for the remain-

ing five lab instructors was more extensive and they were supported by the

r-ab Coordinator. There was access to microcomputers for staff use and

some opportunities to take free training in general purpose softwa¡e

through Microcomputer Services. This microcomputer access helped the

original staff to learn the disk operating system (Dos), a word processor

and spreadsheet software. Ffowever, because the lab instructors were part-

time sessional staff who taught on the days when they were on campus, the

opportunities to take these short courses were limited. Some instructors

mentioned that the fact that they did not type limited the personal value of

the computer. They felt that they could do the work faster by hand and

then have a support staff person type their work into the computer.

The lab instructors had to learn how to evaluate farm management

software as they decided whether to buy or develop their own software to

meet the specific needs of the teaching situation. They also had to learn

the particular farm management software which would be used in class.

The lab instructors entered their own farm plans to become familiar \¡rith
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the microcomputer and software. They also entered the case farm and

assignments used by students.

Initially, the research assistant developed the microcomputer tem-

plates and taught the labs. The professors and lab instructors learned

about program development as they helped to define what the programs

should do and what problems they were faced with when the programs

were used. At this time, a lab instructor said, that the rest of us:

would try to work something from our own farm through that
situatioq try and give some advise as to the problems we'd
run into. We were in a sense students as well.

The research assistant would then solve the problems. As one

instructor said:

It gave him a chance to see some of the potential problems.
It gave us a chance to e4perience the whole thing so that we
could help out as well, but he was considered the resident
expert.

All the lab instructors used the software to consider possible student

errors and the solutions to these errors so that they would know what

would happen if students made the same mistake in the microcomputer

lab.

They also had to learn how to teach with the computers, what

instructional methods to use, how to used the Liquid crystal Display

(LCD) panel connected to the computer, how to deat with minor techniç¿l

problems which occurred with the use of the hardware in the middle of a
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class such as putting paper into the printer, and how to deal with the

variety of questions which occurred in atty one class period.

In summary, during both the Mainframe and Microcomputer periods

there was very little formal staff 1¡aining. Flowever, the people teaching

Farm Business Management had requested the microcomputer lab be

established. Consequentl¡ when the budget was identified for the micro-

computer lab, the administration in the School of Agriculture required the

instructors to know how to use a computer. The administration assisted

by providing a microcomputer for the lab instructors' ofÊice. The adminis-

tration also provided the teaching staff with in-house support by establish-

ing a r-ab coordinator's position. The sta"ff knew a yeax in advance that

they would be required to teach the computer in the classroom and took

advantage of this time. Together they planned how they could learn to use

the software for teaching. As they learned to use the computer, they

provided each other with support.

3. Instructional Methods

Instructional methods used were similar in both periods. The

difference was that only one instructor used these methods during the

Mainframe Period and the computer was an optional component of only

one class, the Farm Planning Project. In the Microcomputer period the

microcomputer use \ryas integrated into the curriculums of all the Farm
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Business management courses with all lab instructors teaching the micro-

computer labs.

During the Mai¡frame Period all the students using the computer

were expected to have produced the statements first by hand. During the

Microcomputer Period the first year students did everything they were

exposed to in the microcomputer lab by hand first. As one instructor said:

It's a little bit more effort, but they'll get the concepts

down a little bit better. Once they have the ideas down then

they can use the computer budgeting program to speed up

the process for them.

The lesson formats in the computer labs followed a similar struc-

tured and sequential pattern in both periods. Written instructions were

given. Verbal instructions were given during a demonstration. The

formats of the lessons were described by an instructor:

So once the material is discussed in the lab outside of the
computer area, and then when the computer lab comes in
they are presented with a set of instructions about how that
particular program works, right from turning on the machine,
through how its used and saving and retrieving and so on...
and then they are shown, by demonstration, using the PC
with the overhead projection. Hopefully that won't take
more than an hour to explain to therr, to show them the
demonstration and ther¡ basically, turn them loose using the
information or the data that they would have generated by
hand and enter it into the budgets and the projected financial
statements.

During the first year the farm business management concepts are

taught sequentially. The mini farm presentation at the end of the first year
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helps clarify the total picture of farm business management. During the

whole second year the students are working on their farm presentation.

This second year approaches a more holistic method of teaching as stu-

dents must consider a variety of factors in developing their farm plan when

they use the computer. However, the steps identified to develop this farm

presentation are set out sequentially.

A mixture of oral instructions and visual materials and demonstra-

tions were used. Appendix 13 provides a lab schedule sxample, in this

case for the course 6L.043, and the handouts for the two microcomputer

labs for this course. Appendtx t4 are handouts showing the microcomputer

report layouts for the Balance Sheet, Cashflow, Projected rncome State-

ment, Gross Value of Production and Reconciliation. Though not

included, a handout is also available showing the financial ratios which are

calculated on the microcomputer.

The microcomputer lab lessons began with a brief statement about

the purpose. This was followed by a demonstration of the program and the

steps the students had to follow in order to use the computer to complete

the lab assignments. A hand out was provided at the beginning of class

stating these steps. The students then were given time to work on the lab

assignment and the instructors circulated, answering individual questions.

The students had been handed the assignment at the last lab and were

expected to come to the lab with the entry sheets already completed.
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The lesson formats didn't change between periods partly because

the person who taught the original computer labs on the mainframe

provided the direction and instruction to the rest of the staff about how to

use the computer in teaching. By this time the original research assistant

had become the Microcomputer I-ab Coordinator and it was part of his job

to demonstrate to others how to use the lab. one way in which the other

lab instructors learned was by observing the I-ab Coordinator teaching

classes. The lab instructors found that the lesson format helped them meet

the varied needs of the students. As one instructor stated:

It's a group with a very mixed set of needs and by
going over instructions quicHy and having lots of
people to work with them, you maybe don t penalize
the people who understand very well and you don't go
too fast for the people who have no clue whatsoever
as to what's going and we do get the two extremes.

In the lectures and the labs much of the teaching involved telling

the students what to do before they did it. This type of instruction facili-

tated reception learning since the information was provided directly to the

learners. Another method used by a few lab instructors was to take the

portable microcomputer to a regular lab session. This use of the micro-

computer facilitated discovery learning since the learners selected some of

the information to be learned. One instructor stated that this method was

used to enter:
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partial budgets or demonstrate a budget concept. I-.et
students feed the numbers to you--wheat, sunflowers.
Hopefully get a feel that the machine can calculate.
Apply personal touch--not a prepackaged thing; need
the flexibility to mesh with student's individual wants.

Generally the work on the computer was individualized. Ilowever,

during the second year some goup work occurred when goups were asked

to consider alternative enterprise scenarios in the Advanced Farm Business

Management course.

During the first year the microcomputer use may have led to rote

learning as students were never asked to explain their results or to consider

alternatives that they hadn't already considered on paper. However, during

the second year the students were required to consider alternative enter-

prise budgets on the computer without entering directly from input sheets

and to discuss their work in groups. This potentially could have led to

more meaningful learning.

To summarize, the instructional methods did not change extensively.

What did change was the number of people who had learned to use these

instructional methods. Secondly, by integrating the use of computers into

more courses, the focus of the computer instruction moved from experienc-

ing to utilizing the computer in farm business management.

4. Student Questions

During both periods the lab instructors indicated that students asked

many varied questions throughout computer labs. There was some indica-
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tion that there were more questions and a greater variety of questions in

any single computer lab period than there were in the regular lab periods

when computers were not used. This was partly because the students were

dealing with how to use a computer and program as well as thinking about

the subject matter. Another re¿Non was that, atthough the students were

working on the same lab, they completed the lab at varying speeds. This

meant that the lab instructor needed to be prepared for and flexible

enough to deal with a large range of questions in the same class period.

Questions varied from technical questions, to software specific questions,

to farm business management questions.

Another reason for the variety of questions asked is the fact that, as

one instructor summed it up:

it's not a homogeneous group...the lab groups are determined
by their schedule and which courses they're taking. It's not
determined on the basis of where they're at in terms of their
skills.

In the computer lab, the student questions varied from factual to

critical thinking questions. More factual questions appeared to be asked

in first year when students were learning how to used computers and

learning the basics of farm business management. In second year when

students were developing their own farm plans, more critical thinking

questions appeared to be asked.

There was a difference between the Mainframe and Microcomputer

Periods in the number of authorities who could answer all the varying
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types of questions. During both Periods atl lab instructors and professors

answered student farm business management questions about the reports

produced by the computer. Only the research assistant teaching with the

mainframe and the programmer in the Department of Agricuttural Econ-

omics and Farm Management could answer the more technical questions.

More of these types of questions were fielded by the other lab instructors

and professors during the Microcomputer Period. One instructor expressed

a common feeling about this change between Periods, stating that in the

Mainframe Period:

you would have specialists brought in and I
think it is beneficial to have the i¡structors of
the course doing the computer teaching as well.

Examples of more technical questions included questions about disk

operating system commands, handling of diskettes and location of informa-

tion in different files, and explanations about what the program was doing.

The change in the type of questions asked by students reflects a

major change between the Mainframe and Microcomputer periods. The

questions asked by students and their success in completing assignments

confirms that more students actually learned how to use the software to do

farm business management. According to the teaching staff, during the

Mainframe Period many student questions related to how to use the

computer and software. By the end of the year of classroom observations

during the Microcomputer Period, more questions were being asked about
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farm business management during the microcomputer lab periods and

fewer student questions related to how to use the computer. One reason

for this change was the fact that the microcomputer software designed for

use in the class was simplified so that more students could effectively use

the softwa¡e for more tasks. Another contributing factor was the fact that

the students had increased opportunities to use the computer in the farm

business management courses since computer use was integrated into all

the farm business management courses. Also, there were more teaching

staff who knew about the software and how to use the computer since all

the lab instructors now taught the microcomputer labs. This meant that

there were more people who could hetp the students when they did have

computer-related questions.

5. Assignments

student assignments during both Periods in the computer lab were

done by individuals. The mainframe simulation was used by individuals to

prepare the projected financial statements. In the first two Farm Business

Management courses during the Microcomputer Period the students

worked on assignments by themselves using the historical and financial

planning software to enter a case farm and to ente¡ their own farm records.

rn the Farm Planning Project the students completed the microcomputer

part of their project by themselves.
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Flowever, in the Microcomputer Period some group work was used

to consider alternative plans and to do analysis in the Advanced Farm

Business Management course, 61.066. This was a change from the earlier

period. One instructor stated that in this class the students:

use the computer as a quick calculator and they
make some decisions, given the results from the
computer.

The Advanced Farm Business Management course had become a

requirement for one of the majors during the Microcomputer Period and

optional to the remaining students. With fewer numbers and with students

who had chosen to major in farm business management it was easier to do

extensive farm planning exercises with small groups working on the com-

puter.

In the Mainframe Period the computer assignments were originalty

considered to be optional. By the end of the Mai¡frame Period and

throughout the Microcomputer Period, assignments completed on the

computer were required. One lab instructor's comments illustrate the

difference between the periods:

Right now, for sxample, the micro printouts are
used directly as part of their assignments. They
hand that in with their assignments on a lot of
the labs, in the final press, in a lot of places.
Before it was just an assignment they did and
pulled numbers off of those. It was just kind of
an aside thing they did parallet but now when
they do those assignments, that is the assign-
ment. It goes into the next step and stuff.
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Compared to the beginning of the Mainframe Period, the students

completed many more assignments using the computer during the Micro-

computer Period and received more marks for computer output. IIowever,

by the end of the Mainframe Period the students were using the computer

to complete budgets and projected financial statements. By the end of the

Mainframe Period these computer programs were similar in their results to

those developed for use in the Microcomputer Period.

To recap, the number of assignments completed using a computer

increased throughout both Periods as the computer use became a required

part of all the farm business management courses. The majority of these

assignments were done by individuals. rrowever, some group work on the

computer was done in the Advanced Farm Business Management course

during the Microcomputer Period as class sizes were smaller and more

manageable. Smaller class sizes in some courses occurred when'majors'

were created for the second year in the Diploma course.

6. Evaluation Practices

Evaluation practices changed gradually between Periods. At the

start of the Mainframe Period there were few marks given for using the

mainframe computer. These marks were given for the optional computer-

generated reports as part of the final Farm Planning Project mark only. As

revisions were made to the mainframe program, a few computer-generated

reports were required assignments in the second year courses.
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During the Microcomputer Period the allocation of marl<s to topics

in the farm planning project in second year changed slightly from the

Mainframe Period. An example given by one instructor illustrates this:

We still try to evaluate all the areas of the
planning project for instance, the same areas
are still evaluated, but we've put more ma¡ks
on--they're such subtle changes. I've noticed
there's less marks for your financial statements
and so there's more marl<s put on the other
areas, just sort of smoothed into the other areas
of the presentation, say the objectives might get
a few more ma¡ks or the analysis will probably
have a few marks.

In the Microcomputer Period, marks were given for more computer-

generated reports than during the Mainframe Period. Frequently, these

reports were done by hand first and then were generated by the computer.

students received a few marks for each small report created in each

microcomputer lab. However the students did not receive the marks if the

assignments were not handed in on time. As one instructor stated:

We still give grades on a.reas the computer is
doing for them--for spending time.

During both Period the students had considerable opportunities for

feedback about most assignments. Frowever, all the computer work was

marked by one research assistant during the Mai¡frame Period so that this

person had less time available to provide feedback to any one student

about the computer assignments. During both periods, the lab instructors

discussed assignments during scheduled meeting times with students. The
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lab instructors were always available to students both in and out of sched-

uled classes. Regular lab time was used to discuss assignments. Little

discussion about ma¡ked assignments occurred during the computer lab

periods.

The preciseness of the feedback increased during the Microcom-

puter Period. The instructors used a detailed breakdown of marks on the

assignments which enabled them to explain and to justify student marks

should a student question the marls received. The University Stu-

dent Records Department maintained the final marks on the mainf¡ame

computer during both Periods. The professors submitted the final mark to

the School office. plans were under way to allow staff in the school office

to enter the ma¡ks directly into the Mainframe Student Records program.

In the past the School office staff submitted the marks to Student Records

where the marls were then entered into the program.

During the Mainframe Period, the professors and lab instructors

calculated the ma¡ls by hand, using a calculator. During the Microcom-

puter Period, the computer was used more extensively to maintain marks.

The lab instructors developed a microcomputer spreadsheet template for

calculating marks quickly. The professors also used spreadsheet templates

to record and calculate marl<s. Some professors and tab instructors kept

their student marks up-to-date on the microcomputer while others main-
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tained the marks by hand and only entered them into the mark program

for the final mark calculation.

To summarize, changes in evaluation practices occurred when staff

and students were give easier access to microcomputers. Detailed marks

were maintained and calculated on the microcomputer. As students

handed in assignments completed on the computer, the instructors were

able to spend less time checking calculations and had more time to con-

sider content. The maintenance of more complete records meant that the

instructors could discuss the students' work in more detail with them.

7. Classroom Management

Classroom management issues using the computers did not change

between periods to any great extent, except that more teamwork was

involved by the teaching staff. During both Periods considerable preclass

preparation was required to prepare illustrations using the software and to

prepare the handouts. During the Microcomputer Period the spreadsheet

templates were copied onto diskettes for the students. There were also

considerable organizational activities at the beginning of the computer labs

during both Periods to set up the demonstration and to have alt the

handouts and files available for the students.

During the Microcomputer Period some organiz.4¡jonal activities

were reduced. During the year of observation the lab manuals were being

rewritten. After this year there would be fewer handouts to be distributed
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at the beginning of class as these would be part of the lab manual that the

students purchased at the beginning of the term. Ilowever, diskettes were

also distributed as these contained some of the files for the spreadsheet

templates used on the microcomputers.

Time management varied between Periods. In the Microcomputer

Period there was considerable activity to finish printing before the next

class began. In the Mainframe Period the students had to go to another

building to get their printouts whenever they had the opportunity. During

the Microcomputer Period the printing was all done in the same classroom.

This meant less frustration for the students, but the instructors had to plan

time for printing during the class period. This also meant more confusion

in the classroom at the end of the class and between periods.

There was another time management change. Generally, during the

Mainframe Period, a fuIl lab period was used for instruction. Usually the

students did not have time to do the assignment until another lab period or

on their own time. During the Microcomputer Period the students fre-

quently had time to complete the assignment during the same lab period as

the instruction was given. The microcomputer spreadsheet templates were

developed in modules. The instructors broke the instruction down into

sections based on these modules. Generally a module could be managed

in one lab period. The complete lab manual was revised and incorporated

the microcomputer labs.
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The timing of activities differed between periods partly because of

the layout of the roorns. It would have been difficult to have a class in the

terminal room and give instruction whereas the microcomputer lab floor

plan allowed this. Also, the large monitors had to be booked from Student

Support Services during the Mainframe Period but the display unit was a

permanent part of the microcomputer lab.

Another reason for the difference in timing was the fact tbat smaller

program modules were used. The fact that the programs were more

modular during the Microcomputer Period meant that the students could

complete a section during one lab session.

One classroom management concem that was mentioned by all was

the fact that some students did not manage the computer lab time well.

They would not stay to complete their assignments in labs. One instructor

said:

It's been a problem. With first years we found we'd
introduce the computers to them and they're really -
they'll get the material and walk out. They won't try it
out. We've got 2 hour labs, but they'll stay until the
talking is done and decide that they've got better
things to do with their time. And we're in an environ-
ment where it's not like...high school or something
where the teacher says sit down and get to work and
we don't do that here. And then there's also a ten-
dency, once some people feel comfortable with the
machine, thet'll just skip labs. Thet'll get the material
later from a student or more than likely come into our
office and ask us for it and think that they can fly it
alone.
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Although there were attendance problems with some students,

others demonstrated more teamwork in the classroom. During the Micro-

computer Period students were observed working cooperatively to help

each other to answer questions about the computer and the assignments.

The classes seemed to direct questions to one or more students in the

group who were recogntzed as having more experience with the computer

when the lab instructors were busy with other students. Some students

appeared to pair off or group themselves to assist each other with complet-

ing the assignments on the computer. However, some e4perienced students

appeared to prefer not to answer questions and quickly completed their

assignments and left the lab.

Also, there were usually at least two lab instructors and possibly a

professor in many of the computer labs during the Microcomputer Period.

They helped each other answer the many questions the students had.

During both Periods there were intermptions in classes because of

the open access to the computer lab during class time so that the facilities

would be as fully utilized as possible. Students not taking the lab were

allowed in during the lab time to use the terminals or microcomputers if

there were any free. During the Microcomputer Period these students

were not allowed to use the printers as they were in the same room. There

were also interruptions caused by students using the computers when the
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instructor was talking to the whole class or by the sound of printers or keys

held down too long.

In summary, though the details of classroom management differed,

there was much advanced and in-class preparation, many time management

issues and many classroom interruptions in both the Mainframe and

Microcomputer Periods. The major difference was that there was more

instructor teamwork i¡1 dsaling with the classroom management issues in

the Microcomputer Period because the instructors planned goals, devel-

oped classroom materials, designed and tested the spreadsheet templates

and supported each other in the microcomputer labs.

8. Resources and Support Required

Resources and support available increased from the Mainframe to

the Microcomputer Periods. There was greater financial support for

computer use during the Microcomputer Period. Financial resources were

required for the set up and maintenance of the microcomputer lab.

Faculty administrative support was demonstrated by the provision of a

substantial Faculty budget for maintenance of Microcomputer facilities.

The original funds for the purchase of equipment came from the School of

Agriculture with contributions from other departments for specific addi-

tions which these departments would need if they were to use the lab for

teaching.
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More resources were available for the microcomputer lab both when

it was established and as an ongoing entity. There was sufficient money

available to establish a planned facility as the School of Agriculture had

applied for and received the funding to establish the microcomputer lab.

The school also provided one of their classrooms to use for the lab. The

Faculty of Agriculture showed commitment to the lab for use by the whole

faculty by establishing the maintenance fund and by payrng part of the Lab

Coordinator's salary.

During both periods a Faculty Committee provided one level of

support. During the Mainframe Period this commillss was not formally

established, had a limited advisory function and it met infrequently.

Through this committee there was some opportunity for open communica-

tion about the use of computers. This committee was given the responsi-

bility to identiff faculty needs for computers. During the Microcomputer

Period the Faculty Computer Committee took on more responsibilities and

was formally established within the committee structure of the Faculty.

This committee facilitated communication about microcomputer uses

within the Faculty of Agriculture. A survey was made of the faculty to

identify what software they were presently using on the microcomputers

and what software they would use to teach which courses and topics if it

was available in the microcomputer lab. The faculty committee was given

the responsibitity of developing the budget for and adminisls¡i¡g the funds
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provided for maintenance of the Microcomputer l-ab. The Microcomputer

lab was considered to be a resource for both the School of Agriculture and

the Faculty of Agricultural and Food Sciences.

During both periods there was some technical support. A person

was required to develop the software to be used in teaching Farm Business

Management. However, during the Mainframe Period, this person was

only directly responsible to the Department of Agricultural Economics.

More technical support was provided by the university's Computer Services

and by another prograürmer in the Department of Agricultural Economics

and Farm Management during both periods.

In the Microcomputer Period, a Microcomputer l-ab Coordinator

position was created with responsibilities for setting up and maintaining the

lab facilities. This coordinator also provided 1sçhnical support for the lab

instructors learning to use the microcomputers, developed the software and

provided direction about the teaching methods.

The Microcomputer Lab Coordinator provided technical support

and received support from other programmers in various departments in

the Faculty. However, the programmer in the Department of Agdcultural

Economics and Farm Business Management and the University of

Manitoba Computer Services remained the main sources of support for the

I-ab Coordinator. For a period of time some support was also provided by

programmers in the Solomon Sinclair Farm Management Institute in the
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Faculty of Agriculture. Some software support was provided by the com-

panies which make the software, such as WordPerfect. There was also a

monthly meeting for all the people involved in supporting the Microcom-

puter I-ocal Area Networls and labs on campus.

To conclude, an improvement in the amount of resources and

support provided for computer use occurred when the microcomputer lab

was established as a Faculty of furiculture facility. Significant operating

funds, ¿dministrative and technical support were provided for the lab.

9. Equipment

The available technologr changed. However, during both Periods

the hardware capabilities were sufficient to meet the needs of teaching

farm business management. The components of microcomputers and

mainframes were essentially the same: a Central Processing Unit (CPU), a

keþoard for input and a monitor and printer for ou@ut. Also the com-

puter memory requirements for the farm business software were adequately

met using both systems.

The sÍze and capabilities of the hardware components and the

location and arrangement of components affecting ease of access were

considerably different. The mainframe computer was more powerfuI than

the microcomputers in terms of the size of its memory calculating speed

and storage capabilities. Yet, by the time of the Microcomputer Period,
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the microcomputers had sufficient capabilities for the farm business

managements courses.

During the Microcomputer Period with 20 microcomputer stations

and appropriate lab scheduling, there was one machine per person in each

lab period. There were 10 terminals, not sufficient for one student per lab

in the Mainframe Period.

During the Microcomputer Period the Lab Coordinator controlled

the operation of the equipment in the lab. This meant that the teaching

staff had fewer organizatíonal activities related to lab maintenance. The

lab instructors did not need to be concerned about the lab supplies and

facilities themselves as the Microcomputer l-ab Coordinator dealt with

these issues. The instructors still could easily access the coordinator if they

needed assistance during a class as the l-ab Coordinator's office opened

into the lab. On the other hand, during the Mainframe Period, the person

teaching also was responsible for arranging for the maintenance of the

mainframe terminals. The lab itself was maintained and externally con-

trolled by Computer Services.

A method of determining who has access to the lab was needed.

The microcomputer lab was booked through a contact person in the office

of the Dean of Agricuttural and Food Sciences. These bookings were

based on a'first come, first served'basis for course use. A schedule was

placed on the Microcomputer I-ab door showing regularly scheduled classes
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and free time. [fowever, this free time could have been booked for other

activities by teaching staff. Students could gain ¿s..rs to the microcom-

puter lab during the evening and weekends by agreeing to take responsibil-

ity for the room when they borrowed the key. A temporary code would be

set up on the alarm system and this person would be given the code so that

the alarm could be set when they left the lab.

Although the equipment used for the demonstration was different

between the two periods, the result was that the instructor could project

the computer ouþut onto a large screen for demonstrations. rn the

Microcomputer Period, the instructor demonstrated the process of using

the software with a microcomputer hooked up to a Liquid crystal Display

(LCD) panel set on an overhead projector which projected the monitor

ouþut onto the large screen at the front of the classroom. During the

Mainframe Period the display consisted of large monitors hooked up to the

computer instead of the LCD unit.

To recap, although the hardware changed from a mainfrarne to a

microcomputer network, the power of the hardware was sufficient in both

Periods. The access to this hardware improved during the Microcomputer

Period. One major advantage of the change to mis¡qçomputers was that

students were able to learn farm business management using simir¿¡

microcomputer hardware which they could have in their own farm offices.

10. Software
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The software available to the students and taught during the two

Periods changed. At the start of the Mainframe Period there \ilas one very

large program used, called the Crop Simulator. One professor indicated

that the "Simulator" - was:

previously used for evaluation of farm diversification
program in Interlake - Kradok's study for Education
Council in early 70's re funding for
lands/grants/training. The computer program was
used to evaluate the success of the farm diversification
program.

This Simulator used linear programming models to "let you play

farm on the mainframe". By the end of the Mainframe Period two pro-

grams, the Crop Simulation and another program for enterprise budgeting,

were used. These produced similar results to most of the spreadsheet

templates used on the microcomputers.

The students in the Microcomputer Period were taught to use more

software. Farm business management spreadsheet templates were taught.

First Lotus and then Quattro Pro spreadsheet commands were learned by

doing a cashflow exercise. Students then used spreadsheet templates to

complete a projected balance sheet and income statement. A module was

added which allowed historical statements to be produced.

There was some general purpose software available during the

Microcomputer Period which students used. The students were starting to

use a word processor on the microcomputers to prepare assignments. The

spreadsheet software was used by a few advanced students to prepare their
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own calculators to consider different alternatives in their farm plans. Other

software was available for use in the lab, such as wordperfect, pc File,

windows, sAS, and EXSTAT. Arthough, none of this software was

formally taught in the Farm Business Management courses, students did

choose to use some of these available packages to complete assignments,

especially the word processor.

There were also some Microcomputer programs for which no

equivalent product existed during the Mainframe Period. There wasn-t a

mainframe progrâm for developing the historical financial statements.

Another difference was the use of a computer Assisted r-earning (cAL)

program on the microcomputer to review concepts in the marketing

coruse. Four other cAL progr¿uns were being developed about farm

business management concepts which the teaching staff had started to use

in the degree program and were considering for use in the microcomputer

labs.

The program used during the Mainframe period was comprehen-

sive. That was one of the problems with the program. During the Micro-

computer Period the templates were simplified. Other major difference

between the simulation program and the spreadshesl lemplates were that

the templates replicated the student work more precisely and were more

modular. The staff decided to develop the Microcomputer software in-

house because none of the commercially available software matched what
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the students were required to do by hand. During the Mainframe Period

this difference between the software and the manually developed records

and statements had confused students during the learning process.

In the move from the mainframe to microcomputers, the use of the

software increased. The farm business management soflware changed from

avery comprehensive program, which was complicated to use, to very

modular and less detailed spreadsheet templates, which were simpler to

use. The students became more familiar with using computers because

they used them more frequently for both farm business management

subject related tasl<s as well as for more general purpose tasks such as

preparing reports. The students received formal instruction in the use of

the fa¡m business management software.

11. I¿cation and Layout of Computer Lab

The location of instruction and layout of the computer rab had an

impact on the use of computers. During the Mainframe period the in-

sÚruction lesson occurred in a difïerent room from the terminals where the

students completed their assignments. There were a few occasions durins

the Microcomputer Period where the instruction occurred in a different

room from the computer lab. In these sifuations a portable microcomputer

and viewer were taken to a regular classroom for instruction. In the

Microcomputer Period most of the instruction occuned in the microcom-

puter room where the students completed their assignments.
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The microcomputer lab was planned for instruction to occur in the

same room as the microcomputers were located. A copy of this plan is

found in Appendix 15. The mainframe terminals were placed in space

which was available at the time. During the Mainframe Period the ter-

minals were placed in a rounded room, in an a¡ea referred to as the "silo",

with no blackboard or screen. However, the microcomputer room layout

was planned before the computers were ordered.

To restate, the opportunity to do some preplanning for the layout of

the microcomputer classroom facilities made this room more useable as a

teaching facility than the terminal room used during the Mainframe Period.
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C. Changes in the Farm Business Curriculum

1,. Curriculum Goals

The curriculum goals for using the computer did not change

between the two Periods, although there was some indication of changes

coming in the future. During both Periods, the purpose of using the

computer was to teach students to produce more accurate financial state-

ments. As more students were using computers effectively to achieve this

goal, the teaching staff were beginning to consider other are¿N where

computers could be used effectively. The interviews and records of staff

meetings revealed that the sta"ff were beginning to discuss the need for

more analysis of the farm plan using the microcomputers.

2. Conceptions of Curriculum Content

A comparison of course outlines confirmed that the teaching staffs'

conceptions of curriculum content did not change very much during the

two periods. To illustrate this Appendix 16 is the proposal for Undergrad-

uate Course Change sent to Senate for the Advanced Farm Business

Management course. Appendix 17 includes the actual course outlines

handed out in class for the Advanced Farm Business Management course

in september, L990 and in september, L988. Irowever, as one administra-

tor noted 'þrofessors, under academic freedom, tend to retain the right to

sþange" courses, though professors are "quite cooperative and open to

suggestions from the school and other members of the department."
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A major outcome of the two year program is a Farm Planning

Project. An outline of the sections in this project provides an overview of

the farm business management topics covered in the courses. These topics

are: a) the personal and business objectives of the farrn, b) the available

resources and constraints (assets, liabilities, cunent business arrangements

and uniqueness of the farm); c) a report on last year (financial statements,

ratio analysis, cash flow analysis, fixed cash cost analysis, historical enter-

prise analysis); d) a basic analysis of alternative enterprises (alternative

enterprises, projected enterprise budgets, proposed operational plans); e) a

financial analysis of proposed plans (financial statements, ratio analysis,

cash flow analysis, fixed cash cost aaalysis, loan repayment schedule, use of

surplus/uncommillsd cash) e) marketing plans, Ð basic risk analysis h)

business organiz.ation i) conclusions. By the end of the Mainframe

Period programs used on the computer were similar to the Microcomputer

Period except for the historical statements and the use of CAL programs to

review concepts. A review of the formal curriculums sent to the Senate for

approval did not indicate that comFuters and software were a very big part

of the course during either period.

However, during the Microcomputer Period, the computer use was

integrated into the curriculum to a much greater extent than during the

Mainframe Period. A farm simulation progrzm was used to produce

financial statements on the mainframe computer. These were developed
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during the Advanced Farm Business course and accompanied the Farm

Planning Project assignment. During the Mainframe Period these com-

puter-generated financial statements were an optional part of the Project,

although lab time was used to teach and to generate these statements.

During the Microcomputer Period the various reports generated by the

computer were a required part of all the Farm Business Management

courses taught and of the Farm planning Project.

The microcomputer was used to develop both historical and pro-

jected financial statements--Income, Cash Flow and Balance Sheet. The

programs also calculated liquidity, profitability, solvency and efficiency

ratios. These reports and ratios were required for the report on last year

and the financial analysis of proposed plans. The computenzed generation

of budgets was used to ana\yze alternative enterprises. These budgets also

were used in considering potential markets. The budgets and revised

projected financial statements were used in the section about risk analysis.

One instructor, describing the pdmary microcomputer activities in the

courses, said:

Once you've done the budgets [on the microcomputer] we've got the

financial statements that you can develop from a set of budgets and there's

also the historical ledger that can be used now and the historical state-

ments so \Me've sort of got the whole basis covered now. It's just streamlin-

ing and tying them together so it works like an easier package.
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In summary the use of the computer did not result in significant

changes in the curriculum between the Mainframe and Microcomputer

Periods. The microcomputer was used as a tool in teaching students to

produce accurate financial statements in all the farm business management

courses in the latter Period. Computer literacy was simply a bi-product of

using the computer to do farm business management tasls. The microcom-

puter applications were integlated into the curriculum work because there

was greater recognition by the staff that the computer could be used as a

"quick calculator" to reduce the amount of calculations students would have

to do by hand and to improve the accuracy of the results. This change

occurred as simpler programs were developed and more staff became

familiar with the microcomputers.

3. Sequencing of Curriculum Content

The sequencing of curriculum content did not change very much

due to the use of computers since farm business management topics build

on previously learned concepts. The few changes which occurred related to

the fact that the curriculum was rewritten during this period. One instruc-

tor summed these few changes up when he said:

I think we changed the sequence more to suit the cu¡riculum
and the forced changes by lab structure...it's more just trying
to coordinate a flow within the curriculum changes and when
the deadlines were put in place for certain portions of the
planning project.
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Both the professors and lab instructors during the microcomputer

period made a concerted effort to cover material during the scheduled

time so that when students went into the microcomputer lab they had

cove¡ed the material sufficiently to take advantage of the microcomputer

lab time to complete assignments.

At the start of the Mainframe Period the ç6mputer was not used

until the Advanced Farm Business Management course which all students

took. The use of the microcomputer started in the füst term of first year.

In summary, the computer use did not significantly change the

planned sequence of the curriculum. The only recognizable change

observed was the plan was more important as the material had to be

covered in the planned time or the students would not be able to use the

scheduled microcomputer lab time effectively.

4. Curriculum Knowledge

During the Mainframe Period, the majority of staff did not feel that

the students would learn much about farm business management ¡¡5ing a

computer. The computer assignment was introduced as an option only

because a few staff felt that students could potentially produce more

accurate statements using a computer. As the hardware and software

became easier to use during the Microcomputer Period, more staff agreed

that the students could produce more accurate statements faster by using a
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computer. By producing more accurate statements students would be able

to produce more practical and reliable farm business plans.

To use the mainfrâme program the students had to collect consider-

able detailed i¡formation which they entered into the program by answer-

ing Yes/No questions. Many of the values required by the program were

already in the program as default values, some of which could not be

changed by the user. This program also calculated the farm plan based on

5sl'ling the farm rather than as an ongoing operation. As a result of these

factors some students had difficulties understanding what the computer

reports meant as they were different than those they had developed by

hand.

During the Microcomputer Period there were occasions when the

teaching staff expressed concerns about whether the students would under-

stand how the statements were constructed and the relationships between

statements as much of this work was done by the software. To ensure that

the students did learn the concepts the statements were actually covered

th¡ee times--füst in lecture; sec-ondly the students did the work by hand in

a regular lab; and then the students went into the Microcomputer Lab to

do it again on the computer.

During the Microcomputer Period, the teaching staff started to focus

on concenrs about students understanding of advanced farm business

management concepts. One of the purposes for using the computer during
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the Microcomputer Period was to reduce the amount of time it took to

cover more basic information so that there would be more time available

to cover the advanced concepts in greater depth. Although the students

produced much more accurate statements faster once they learned the

software, valuable time was used to teach students how to use the com-

puter and how to use the programs.

Since no prerequisite computer literacy course was required, much

time was spent in the first classes teaching the basics of how to use the

computer. Students were producing more accurate statements, but as one

instructor said:

'We've given up lab time to teach use of the micro rather
than to discuss some of these concepts. Things like partial
budgeting, analysis of ratios and financial statements and
overall financial performance. We're missing some risk
analysis ... we would discuss options more by looking at
different enterprises, and fiddling with that. We would use
them as a discussion topic, rather than just ask for the stu-
dent to do it, the statements, on the computer. We acfually
would do more talking about that. We wouldn t do as many
calculations of it.

In summary, the change between the Mainframe and Microcom-

puter Periods was that most diploma students were producing more accu-

rate records using the microcomputers. Ilowever, the teaching staff felt

that all students did not have the opporhrnity to learn the advanced farm

business management topics as thoroughly as previously. This can be

partially explained because of the implementation of 'majors', which meant

that not all students were required to take advanced farm business man-
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agement. Those students taking the advanced class used the computer

extensively and effectively in producing their farm business plans. How-

ever, the remaining students did not have that oppornrnity because time

gained in using the computers as "quick calculators" was lost in teaching

students how to use the microcomputers in the required farm business

management colrrses. Secondly, the inclusion of microcomputer lab

periods in the lab schedule reduced the amount of time which formerþ was

used for note taking and discussion.
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D. Why Changes Took Place

1,. Overview

The reasons for the changes in "teaching" and "farm business man-

agement curriculum" resulting from the move from the mainframe com-

puter to the microcomputer can be grouped into five areas. The following

information was provided during a staff meeting discussion on February 4,

1991- and reconfirmed during individual interviews with staff.

The five groltps of reasons for the changes in "teaching" and "cur-

riculum" include:

Change in administrative policies

Greater integration of computer use in the courses

Greater experience using and teaching with computers and
computer software

Advances in computer technology and software technology

Administration and teaching staff identified needs for change

Why changes occurred in teaching

a. Change in administrative policies

Administrative support for the computer use in the diploma

program changed from being mainly a Department of Agricutture

and Farm Management initiative during the Mainframe Period to

include not only the Deparment, but also the School and Faculty of

Agriculture during the Microcomputer Period. The need for the

a.

b.

d.
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teaching staff to be able to use a computer was recognized through

provision of funds and the implementation of policies to support

microcomputer use.

The need to be able to use a microcomputer was included in

the job descriptions of the lab instructors in the School. Further-

more, the school and Faculty administration provided support for

the teaching staff by funding a Microcomputer r.ab coordinator and

by clearly dsfining this person's job. A portable microcomputer was

also purchased for the lab instructo¡s office use. The professors in

the Department of Agricultural Economics also purchased micro-

computers for their offices. The school of Agriculture and the

Faculty identified funds to establish a Microcomputer r-ab in the

Agriculture Building. The faculty provided annual funding to

support the lab. A Faculty cornmittee was given the responsibility

for managing the funds for the Microcomputer Lab and for identify-

ing staff computer needs. weekly staff meeting of all professors, lab

instructors and the administration of the school were established to

encourage greater communication among the staff teaching farm

business management.

b. Greater integraúion of computer use in the courses

The microcomputer lab was established at the request of the

teaching staff. once confirmed that it would be established, the
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Farm Business Management professors and lab instructors planned

how to integrate the use of the microcomputers into the courses in

order to take advantage of the facility. one advantage they had was

the fact that the courses were formaily being revised at the same

time as the microcomputer lab facility was added.

In the weekly staff meetings thetaff determined how to inte-

grate the software use into the courses. During these meetings staff

planned where the computer use wourd be appropriate in order to

achieve the goal of having students produce more accurate state-

ments.

Because the curriculum wÍN being rewritten during the Mic-

rocomputer Period, the lab manuals were rewritten. The microcom-

puter lab periods were planned and manuals written by the lab

instructors to meet the course objectives as identified by the pro-

fessors. During the year the manuals were being revised, the

materials were tested in the classroom and further revisions made

before the lab manuals were printed.

c. Greater experience planning, using and teaching wiúh com-

puters and computer software

changes occurred between periods because more staff had

greater e4perience planning, using and teaching with computers and

computer software during the Microcomputer period. This meant
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that more teaching staff could help students use the microcomputers

in farm business management courses.

During the weekly staff meetings between professors, lab

instructors and school administrators, ways to learn the softwa¡e

were identified. These included using the teaching software to enter

personal farm records, developing and entering a case farm to be

used in teaching, and learning about potential problems by inten-

tionally entering incorrect information to determine what students

could do wrong and figuring out how to solve the problems before

classes.

The teaching staff accepted the computers more as they

became more familiar with them and as they particþated in the

desigU of the microcomputer software to be used in the teaching

situation. The original mainframe program was used because one

professor decided to include it in a corrse. The mainframe farm

simulation was revised by a Research Assistant in the Department

of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management as specified by

this professor.

During the Microcomputer Period, the microcomputer s-

preadsheets were developed as a cooperative effort between all the

teaching staff in the School of Agriculture and the Department of

Agricuttural Economics and Farm Managements to meet the specific
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needs identified in the teaching situation. Both the professors and

lab instructors had input into the design and the revisions of the

spreadsheet templates. The result was that all the teaching staff

were more satisfied \Ã¡ith the software. All the lab instructors used

the programs in teaching.

The Farm Business Management Curriculum

a. Greater experience using and teaching with computers and

computer software

Greater e4perience using and teaching with computers and

computer software did not lead to great changes in curriculum goals,

conception of curriculum content, sequencing of the curriculum

content, or expectations about students' curricular knowledge

because the reason for using the computers did not change between

Periods. Ifowever, this experience did lead to greater teamwork

among the staff using the computers.

The mainframe computer was introduced to enable students

to prepare more accurate financial statements. This goal remained

the same in the Microcomputer Period. frowever, as the students

were producing more accurate financial statements, the teaching

staff were beginning to focus more on the need for more analysis

using computers. This need could lead to changes in the curriculum

goals involving the use of computers.
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The content and the order in which the content was covered

in courses did not change when computers were used. Ilowever, in

the Microcomputer Period, the teaching staff followed the lesson

plans closely as the students needed to cover required material

before they went to the scheduled microcomputer labs.

As all the farm business management teaching staff were

involved in designing the programs to be used in the classroom and

in planning how to learn to use these programs in teaching, a sense

of teamwork developed. The opportunity to discuss concerns during

the weekly staff meetings contributed to this cooperative atmos-

phere. fþs fs¿çhing staff provided each other with support as they

learned to use the microcomputers for teaching.

b. A.dvances in computer technolory and software technologr

Advances in computer technolory and software technolory

made it easier to use the computer to teach farm business manage-

ment. The microcomputer software used complemented what the

students were doing by hand. The originat mainframe program

simulated atotal sell-out of the farm with contingent tax. This

meant that the ta,x structure in the program was based 6¡1 5etling the

operation. The bools prepared by hand by the students were for

ongoing operations. However, by the end of the Mainframe Period
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much of the sofrware used also complemented what the students

were doing by hand.

The students had more control over the information used in

the microcomputer programs. Many defaurt items and values were

built into the mainframe program. The entry process consisted

largely of answering a series of yes/no questions. with the micro-

computer programs the students could select their accounts or

create their own names for the accounts and the students provided

all the values.

using the microcomputer programs, the level of detail used

could increase as the students knowledge of farm business manage-

ment increased. The mainframe simulation program required

extremely detailed information in order to use it at all. For

example, detailed information was maintained on every piece of

machinery including attachments, for depreciation purposes. This

collection of detailed information required considerable time, a

valuable commodity in the school of Agriculture's shortened school

yeaf.

The students could produce results much faster ¿sing the

microcomputer programs than the mainframe because each spread-

sheet was complete in itself; a separate report could be produced

from each spreadsheet; the amount of detail required was less; and
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the entry process was simpler. The students could complete one

activity, such as a budget, and produce a report in one class period.

The use of the microcomputer hardware simulated more

closely the farm office in set up, access and control. The micro-

computer, floppy disk drives and printer were all located in one

place, whereas previously the printer and the computer were in a

different location from the terminals. The printer was in the Engin-

eering Building, requiring a walk of two blocks from the terminals

to pick up the output. This involved going outside during the

winter. The control of the hardware and of access resided with

computer services, not the Faculty of Agriculture. Decisions such as

backing up, taking files off the system, shutting down the system for

repairs, were made after warnings were given but with limilsd '¿y¿y5

of dealing with individual instructor's or student's situations at the

time.

The smaller spreadsheet templates were easier to modify

than the mainframe program. Examples of modifications included

linking different templates together such as the historic records with

the enterprise analysis and the projected statements, and the addi-

tion of the GST ta:<. The first mainframe program could also be

modified in-house. Ilowever, because of its size and the computer
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language used, the mainframe program was not as easily modified to

meet changing needs.

The user interface was simpler on the microcomputer running

spreadsheet templates than it had been using mainframe terminals

and interfacing with a program stored on the mainfr¿ps. The

microcomputer software and hardware were much more user friend-

ly and required less time to learn and to use.

The need to develop a simpler pro$am user interface devel-

oped during the Mainframe Period. At that time, the Department

of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management had a fa¡m

simulation program for developing budgets that could be and was

modified for total farm planning. Access to microcomputers was not

available at the time.

During the Mainframe Period the availability of the main-

frame crop simulator and a research assistant who could revise the

program for teaching facilitated the original implementation.

However, the mainfr¿une program was too complete and too compli-

cated operationally. As one professor said:

It wasn't suitable to those who needed it most; i.e.
those with bad records and limited lrrowledge.
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c. Administration and teaching staff identified needs for change

fo microcomputers.

Among the reasons given for the move to the microcomputer

was the need to keep up with what farmers were doing and with

other universities which had already moved to using the microcom-

puter in their courses. The Universities of Alberta and Guelph

were two examples given.

Another reason given for moving from the mainframe to the

microcomputer was that students would be able to use the micro-

computer when they returned to the farm. A microcomputer could

be purchased at a reasonable price whereas they would have limited

access to a mainframe. Since the students even had access to the

software used in the courses, they potentially could carry on with the

same files if they had used their own farm records for the Farm

Planning Project. The difficulty with that at the time was that there

were slight differences between the I-AN version, due to problems

with the printer access, and the version that students could get for

home use. Until the problem of accessing the printer was solved the

students couldn't use the same data file as the network version.

Finally, the main reason why the computers were used during

both Periods was the need to have the students produce more

accurate financial statements. As a "quick calculator" the computer
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could calculate and recalculate the financial information quickly and

accurately as numbers changed throughout the year.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Introduction

The conclusions are based on findings about computer use during the

transition from the Mainframe Period to the Microcomputer Period in the School

of Agriculture at the University of Manitoba. The conclusions are discussed

under tb¡ee subsections: effects on the teaching practices; effects on the Farm

Business Management curriculum; and the reasons for these sþanges.

Conclusions about the effects of changes in computer use on teaching

practices and on the Farm Business Management curriculum are relevant to the

specific contexts within which use of the computer occurred in the School of

Agriculture courses. The integration of computers into the teaching of Farm

Business Management has allowed the teaching staff to reach their goal of

teaching students to develop more accurate statements. There have been very

minor effects on the Farm Business Management curriculum to date, Iargely

because the purpose for using the computers remained the same in both Periods.

The various reasons why change occu¡red a¡e clarified in the discussion

about the process of change. The causal conditions, the intervening conditions

and the consequences of actions taken all influenced the phenomenon of using

computers to teach Farm Business Management. The reasons for change are also

highlighted by the process of learning to teach using computers. I-astly, the

reasons for change are discussed in terms of the organizational levels affecting

and effected by the changes. The computer use has influenced and, in turn, has
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been influenced by individuals, the sub-organizations of the Department and

School, the Faculty as a whole and the community.

The study ends with recommendations for further research and some

concluding comments.

B. Conclusions About Effects on Teaching

A number of conclusions were reached about teaching practices by compar-

ing the contexts of the Main-frame and Microcomputer Periods.

L. Staff Numbers

Compared to the Mainframe Period, the administrative steps taken

during the Microcomputer Period to require or to encourage more teaching

staff to use computers were successful. AII the lab instructors used com-

puters during the Microcomputer Period but not during the Mainframe

Period. The lab i¡structors' job descriptions were modified to require

microcomputer skills. The professors in the Department of Agricultural

Economics and Farm Management were all encouraged to purchase

microcomputers and become familiar with their use. In redesigning the

Farm Business Management courses, these professors required that the

students use the microcomputer to complete assignments. Weekly staff

meetings of lab instructors, professors and School adminisl¡¿1ors provided a

time when staff could plan the classroom use of the microcomputers. The

lab instructors were provided with one portable microcomputer which they

could use either in their offices or take home evenings. When the adminis-
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tration agreed to provide the microcomputer lab facility they required that

the Farm Business Management professors and instructors use the micro-

computers in the courses since this group requested that the lab be estab-

lished. As the teaching staff knew they would have a microcomputer lab in

agriculture at least ayear prior to using the lab, they were able to plan

how they would use the facility.

Many levels of support were developed. A new position was cre-

ated-Microcomputer Lab Coordinator--with responsibilities to support the

teaching staff in software development, in solving technical problems, in

maintaining the lab facility and in teaching instructional methods, largely

through role modelling. A Faculty Committee w¿N given the responsibil-

ities of planning the budget for the computer facilities, determining the

faculties computer needs and making reconmendations about appropriate

uses of the microcomputer lab facility. Final responsibility for the lab

facility rested with an Associate Dean. Faculty funds were identified for

yearly support of the microcomputer lab facility.

2. Staff Computer Tlaining

The methods selected by the teaching staff to learn how to use

computers during the Microcomputer Period proved successful. In the

Mainframe Period only one professor and a research assistant used the

computer to teach farm business management. By 1991 a cultural transi-

tion had occurred since all the teaching staff saw microcomputers as
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valuable tools in teaching fa¡m business management. In the Mainframs

Period there had been general disagreement about the value of the main-

frame for teaching the diploma students. considerable experience had

been gained by all lab instructors in using the microcomputer soflware to

teach farm business management topics. Efforts taken to learn how to

teach with the farm business management software included entering the

case farm used in classes, entering their own farm records, purposefutly

entering probable student errors ¿nd dsfs¡mining how to correct these

prior to classroom use, observing the l-ab Coordinator teaching in the

microcomputer lab, observing each other fe¿çhing in the microcomputer

lab and considerable discussion with each other in order to plan how to use

and to solve problems related to using microcomputers. Designing and

testing the spreadsheet templates to be used in class was another compo-

nent of the learning done by the professors and instructors. By using the

office microcomputer to prepare classroom materials and maintain marks

the staff developed word processing and spreadsheet skills.

Although there were still concerns e4pressed about the personal

usefuIness of the computer because of lack of typing skills or because the

software was not directly applicable to their own farming situation, all staff

saw the value of the microcomputer use for farm management. For some

the key to using it themselves was the addition of the historical records.

others were still looking for a package tailored to their type of farm
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operation, which differed from a typical grain or livestock operation.

There was general recognition about the usefirlness of the computer in

teaching farm business management because of the accvracy and speed of

the computer in doing calculations and producing reports. There was also

recognition about the value of the microcomputer for preparing and

revising teaching materials and in maintaining marks.

3. Instructional Methods

The instructional methods used in the Microcomputer Period were

effective for meeting the goal of teaching students to produce accurate

frnancial statements. In the Mainframe Period many of the same instruc-

tional methods were used, but the results were not as successful because

the computer-related assignment was optional, fewer peopre used the

computers for teaching Farm Business Management and there were

difficulties using the mainframe program. The mainframe program was not

"user-friendly" to operate. It did not replicate exactly what the students did

by hand. The program could not be learned in stages and very detailed

information was needed before the program worked.

Many of these problems were overcome by using the spreadsheet

templates in the Microcomputer Period. In both Periods the students

learned the steps in maintaining records and developing financial state-

ments sequentially. However, the microcomputer was used as each step

was taught. At the end of the first year and throughout the final year a
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more holistic instructional method was used when the students considered

a farm plan. The microcomputers were used to develop the farm plans

and to consider alternative scenarios. The instructional methods used with

the microcomputer resulted in students moving beyond e:rperiencing to

actually utilizing microcomputers in producing accurate financial records.

Successful instructional methods in both Periods included verbal

directions, written handouts and demonstrations using a viewer connected

to the computer. Rote learning of basic principles of farm business man-

agement was reinforced by doing each step by hand and on the microcom-

puter. Learning advanced planning skills was made more ¡leaningful by

using the microcomputer to consider options. Reception learning, where

the students were told and shown exactly what they were to do, proved

successful in learning how to use the computer. In the Microcomputer

Period, once the students had learned the basics of how to produce finan-

cial statements, knew how to utilize the computer and were familiar with

the software, some discovery learning was encouraged in creating the farm

plans. In both Periods, considerable individualized help was provided

during and after formal lab periods, but more lab instructors knew how to

use the microcomputers for farm business management so the students had

access to more help.

The reason for using the computers, the course content and the

sequencing of course material did not change extensively between both
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periods with the result that the computer assignments remained individual-

ized assignments. However, this meant that during the Microcomputer

Period each successful student did learn the programs sufficiently to

produce the enterprise plans and the historical and projected financial

statements.

Although most computer assignments remained individuaJized,, there

was a move to group work in the advanced classes. With the addition of

group activities during the Microcomputer Period the students were

encouraged to learn from each other's experience and knowledge. One

potential effect of this was to help push the individual past their own

limitations by considering alternatives and using methods of supporting

their positions which they might not have considered on their own. It also

had the potential to help students become more critical thinkers as they

considered the alternative arguments and the validity of the assumptions

behind these arguments. some groups were much more active and effec-

tive than others. The discussions in the staff meetings about group work

indicated some interest in learning more about group dynamics and how to

create and use groups effectively in a teaching situation.

The microcomputer was not being used extensively in the regular

classroom to model expertise in planning, to build problem-solving skills

by developing the ability to recognize problem types or to foster students

abilities to recognize meaningful relationships between farm business
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management concepts. With few exceptions, the computer was not used

during the regular classroom lecfures. Some computer printouts were used

as examples during lectures. Also, the microcomputer was used a few

times in the regular labs to personalize the instruction where students

provided the lab instructor with input information about crops and prices

during a demonstration. The fact that the computer was not used much in

the classroom can be attributed to the identified purpose for using the

computer. The purpose was to used the computer as a tool to enable

students to improve their abilities to produce accurate financial statements.

Ilowever, as discussed in the following section under curriculum, the staff

were identif¡nng new purposes for using the computs¡ i11s¿çhing.

Because calculations can be done so quickly on the computer and

because there are portable microcomputers and viewers available, pro-

fessors could illustrate the various concepts taught during the classroom

lecture. By tracing the effects of va¡ious management decisions on the

financial statements, the professors could demonstrate the relationships

between concepts. Professors and lab instructors could simulate farm

business planning and problem-solving processes with the use of case

examples during regular class or lab periods.

when teaching occurs in the same room as the computers, instruc-

tional methods which encourage students to listen carefully need to be

used. Some students were distracted by the technology in the Microcom-
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puter l-ab. The fact that the instruction and computers were in the same

room meant that in the Microcomputer Period there should have been less

intervening activities to interfere with students memory of the lesson.

Ilowever, it also meant that students may not have heard the lesson as they

had already started to use the microcomputer to complete the assignment

or just to experiment before listening to all the instructions.

4. Student Questions

Findings in both Periods confirmed that when teaching Farm Busi-

ness Management with computers, instructors need to be prepared for

students to ask many varied questions. When learning to use the com-

puter hardware and software, the students required specific facts. Many of

these initial questions related to the technical concems about how to

operate the equipment or run the progr¿uns. As the comfort level with the

machines increased, the questions changed to specifics about farm business

management. In the advanced courses questions asked indicated that the

students were thinking critically about farm business management when

using the microcomputer as a problem-solving tool. Since students entered

the course with varying expertise using computers and varying backgrounds

in doing Farm Business Managem€nt, insfsctors needed to be prepared to

answer many, varied technical and subject related questions about the

particular assignment. One reason why the lab instructors felt the need to
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team teach was because of the variety and number of questions asked in

any one microcomputer lab period.

Compared to the Mainframe Period, during the Microcomputer

Period the students had greater access to authorities who could answer

their technical questions and subject specifrc questions related to computer

use. More teaching staff were knowledgeable about and comfortable with

the computer and the programs used by the students during the Microcom-

puter Period than during the Mainframe Period. The fact that students

addressed many different types of questions to the lab i¡structors indicated

a show of confidence in being able to get the questions answered by their

own lab instructors. Students also supported each other during micro-

computer labs. This was generally considered useful by the lab instructors

as they frequently had a large number of questions in a computer lab

period and had difficulty reaching all the students quickly. In fact there

were frequently two lab instructors in each lab in order to deal with all the

questions.

5. Assignments

In the Microcomputer Period when students used computers to

complete many short, required assignments which built on previous

learning, they gained confidence and competence in using the computer as

a farm business management tool. In the Mainframe Period few students
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were successfully able to use the computer to complete the Farm Business

Management assignment in the time provided. During the Microcomputer

Period, students' confidence in their ability to use the microcomputer was

built by integrating the computer use into each step of the learning process.

The students were not graded on their use of computers. Therefore the

positive reinforcement came from the grades received for the successful

completion of the computerized farm business management assignments.

These assignments were short, specific and built on previously covered

concepts. Also, during the Microcomputer Period students received more

feedback on assignments as instructors marked more computer-related,

individual assignments as the year progressed.

When using computers, students need to be required to use critical

thinking skills in all assignments, including the early

assignnments. In the Mainframe Period students only used the computer

in the advanced courses where students used the printouts to support their

farm plans. In the Microcomputer Period students were frequentþ asked

to apply their knowledge of how to produce accurate statements when they

used the microcomputers at all levels. However, in most assignments

where computers were used the students were not asked to explain what

the information on the statements meant and how this information could

be useful. Only in the later courses were students asked to e:iplain their

decisions when they used the programs to produce alternate farm plans.
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As the Advanced course was only a requirement for the Farm Business

Management majors during the Microcomputer Period, a number of

students had very little experience in realþ utilizing the microcomputer-

generated information in the planning process. The inabiJity of a number

of students to use the information on the financial statements to support

their farm plans during the oral presentation of their farm planning project

highlights this need to develop critical thinking skills throughout the

courses.

6. Evaluation Practices

In the Microcomputer Period the computer was a valuable tool in

evaluation. During the Mainframe Period the computer was valuable only

for the central administration to maintain final grades. In the Microcom-

puter Period, professors and lab instructors took less time to mark com-

puter-generated assignment reports because the extensive calculations in

financial statements were correct if the information was entered correctly

in the spreadsheet templates. The result was that the assignments took less

time to mark or the markers had more time to provide feedback on the

assignments. The neat, organtzed printouts were easier to mark. The

marking scheme could be very detailed as the microcomputer was used to

calculate the final grade. The teaching staff agreed on the marking scheme

in advance. This detailed marking scheme meant that the instructors could

show the students more precisely how they could improve. The detailed
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marking scheme also meant that the instructors could easily justify marls

given if students questioned their grades. Although the marls were

extensive, the actual recording and calculating of ma¡ks took less time

using the computer. The lab instructors, professors and the office staff

used the computer for recording marks during the Microcomputer Period.

ïhe marking scheme used in the Microcomputer Period needs

further refinement. In the Mainframe Period the computer assignment was

optional whereas there were many short microcomputer printouts required

as assignments during the Microcomputer Period. Individual small dead-

lines created by the marking structure used in the Microcomputer Period

had the potential of helping students to manage their time as the year

progressed. However, these marks were small and were not given if the

student was late handing in assignment, including the computer-related

assignms¡¡5. The instructors felt that one of the reasons that some stu-

dents did not hand in all the reports by the deadline was that these small

marks reduced the importance of the assignments. This created a problem

since the subject matter built on previous knowledge and each step pro-

vided input for the next step. The teaching staff indicated that the students

who did not complete each step generally appeared to have more difficutfy

completing assignments as the year progressed.

7. ClassroomManagement
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When computers were used, classroom management was complex in

both Periods. In the Microcomputer Period, the complexity of classroom

management was reduced by the fact that the teaching staff supported

each other in preparing for and using the microcomputer labs. rn both

Periods there was much advanced preparation, much in-class preparation,

many time management issues and many classroom interruptions when

computers were used. The major difference in the Microcomputer Period

was the support the teaching staff provided each other both in and out of

the classroom. Teamwork developed for a variety of reasons. In the short

weeHy staff meetings each staff member reported on the past week,s

activities and their plans for the next week. specific problems were

discussed and solved during these meetings. The instructors coauthored

the lab manual; shared and tested the teaching materials; reviewed soft-

ware and then designed and tested the spreadsheet templates for use in the

lab; and observed in each other's classrooms and in the professors lectures.

The microcomputer lab scheduling provided the opportunity to team teach

microcomputer labs, making classroom management easier.

During the Microcomputer Period the way many students chose to

use the assigned lab time created a time management problem for students

and staff. Instruction occurred in the same lab period as the assignment

was to be done during the Microcomputer Period. Therefore the students

should have had less time between the instruction and completing the
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assignment. This should have meant that there would have been less time

to forget what they had learned before doing the assignment. Ffowever, a

large number of students chose to leave the microcomputer lab immediate-

ly after the instruction and to complete the assignment on their own time.

r-ater, when these students experienced difficulties using the programs, they

approached the lab instructors in their offices for assistance at any time

during the day. This created a time management problem for the instruc-

tors who were always available to students throughout the day even though

they had other tasks to complete. Tnstructors commented that students

who did not complete the work during the allocated labs more easily fell

behind in their assignments.

A certain amount of routine was created by the fact that the lesson

plan format varied very little in each microcomputer lab, with a short

introduction about the objective of the lab, a demonstration and then the

students completing their assignment. This element of routine should

have been useful as students would know what was expected. Frowever,

because students knew the routine, some students chose to leave the lab as

soon as the demonstration was finished, not using the allocated time to

complete their work.

8. Resources and Support

During the Microcomputer Peúod the separation of responsibilities

for maintaining the hardware and software from those of teaching made it
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possible for more staff to use computers for teaching. It was possible to

teach using the computers without extensive technical background. Having

the I-ab Coordinator located in an office attached to the lab meant that the

instructors had ready access to assistance if they did experience difficulties

with the hardware and software during the lab session. The I-ab

Coordinator also had direct control over the computers. Since he was

aware of what was happening in the lab he could schedule work on the

hardware without seriously disrupting classroom and student activities.

A major reason for the success of the microcomputers versus the

mainframe computer use in farm business management was the fact that

the administration provided more substantial financial, administrative and

technical supports during the Microcomputer Period. Because a budget

for maintaining the microcomputer lab facitity was available, a means to

book the lab facility was put in place, technical support for the lab was

established and a decision-making faculty body yy¿5 f6¡palized during the

Microcomputer Period, the microcomputer lab functioned well. The result

was a facility which met the needs of the School and the Faculty more

completely. However, the microcomputer lab use was growing rapidly and

the need appeared to be quickly outgrowing the space available.

9. Equipment

The available hardware was meeting the present needs for teaching

Farm Business Management in the diploma program. However, the need
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for more microcomputer hardware was increasing because more Faculúy of

Agriculture staff required the use of the microcomputer lab for instruc-

tional purposes. More work is required to clearly identify the hardware

needs for the faculty. Based on the number of students who wanted the

"shareware" templates, a number of students were purchasing their own

hardware. More departments were purchasing portable microcomputers

and viewers which meant that more instruction could occur away from the

microcomputer labs. There was some discussion in staff meetings about

placing a few microcomputers in another area so that group work could be

done using a microcomputer without needing to book the microcomputer

lab facilities.

10. Software

short, simpliflred programs were more effective for teaching than a

comprehensive program. The comprehensive mainframe software package

was used during the final course in Farm Business Management during the

Mainframe Period. when comparing the spreadsheet templates to the

mainframe prograrn, the staff found that simplified, tailored programs were

more usefirl for teaching Farm Business Management curriculum concepts

than a large, detailed program, described by one person as a "cadillac".

Using the spreadsheet templates, students could complete each assignment

in the given lab period with only the related information for that specific

topic in the farm business management course. In the Mainframe period,
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because the program was comprehensive, the students required very

detailed and complete farm data to produce any reports. Difficulties in

using the mainframe program resulted in the printouts being made an

optional part of the assignment. The microcomputer reports were a

required part of the assignments during the Microcomputer Period. One

measure of the success of the simplified packages was the fact that a

number of the students wanted the "sha¡eware" compiled spreadsheet

templates used in the courses for their own personal use on the farm.

Very few former diploma graduates had ever come back to use the main-

frame farm business management program after graduation.

It. I¡cation and Layout of Lab

The microcomputer lab was conveniently located for the School of

Agriculture. However, the location may not have been as convenient for

other Departments within the Faculty of Agriculture.

The microcomputer lab layout was a great improvement over the

facility provided for the mainframe computer terminals. The instructor

could quickly see what was on half the students' computer screens at arry

one time because the screens faced inwards on both sides of the aisle.

Another advantage was the availability of the display panel connected to a

microcomputer for demonstration purposes and the presence of a second

overhead projector for transparencies.
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C.

The lab layout had two noticeable drawbacks. First, to reach a

student at the back in either aisle, the instructor had to come to the front

and then move down the second aisle. This meant that the instructor

either had to group students with difficulties together or the instructor did

a considerable amount of walking around the classroom during any one lab

period. A second drawback was the fact that there wasn't away to subdi-

vide the lab room when only a portion was required for any one lab group.

This meant that either the instructor accepted intemrptions by having

students not in the class come and go or that the machines were not used

to capacity because students not in the class in session were not allowed in

even though machines were available.

Conclusions about Effects on úhe Farm Business Management Curriculum

1. The farm business management curriculum goals, content and

sequencing were not substantially changed by the incorporation of

computers in either period.

In both the Mainframe and the Microcomputer Periods the purpose

for using the computer remained unchanged. The purpose was that by

using the computer students would be able to produce more accurate

financial statements. The one obvious change in the course results was

that students developed computer skills, but learning to use computers was

not an end in itself in the program. Rather this computer literacy and skill

development was more a side-effect of using computers as a tool to do
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farm business management tasls. The curriculum and lab manuals were

revised during the Microcomputer Period, which made it easier to incor-

porate the microcomputer labs into the plan. The schedule became more

rigid as planned topics had to be covered before microcomputer labs, since

the labs could not easily be rebooked for another date.

2. using computers did not result in a gain of time to teach more

advanced farm business management topics. Most beginning

students had to learn the very basic microcomputer skills before

they were able to use the computers to do the many calculations

required in Farm Business Management.

One of the reasons why the teaching staff decided to use computers

was the recognized need to spend more time teaching students to use the

financial information for planning. If students could produce more

accurate statements quickl¡ then there should be more time to teach the

advanced subject matter in the courses. However, no significant time was

gained because students did not have the entry level skills in using micro-

computers and much time was lost teaching these skills. Flowever, in the

Microcomputer Period the mark allocation for the Farm Planning Project

was partially shifted away from the preparation of reports, which used to

be done by hand and were now done by the microcomputer, to the expla-

nation of the reports. The instructors and professors noted that the

students were able to prepare more accurate reports but used the reports
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and analysis of reports less in their supporting arguments for their farm

plan. Financial statements were much more reconcilable and students

were much more organized in responding to questions about reconciliation

during the Microcomputer Period than previously.

Several factors may help e4plain why the analyses of reports were

not used as well to support the farm ptan. In the first year farm manage-

ment courses the marls were allocated for preparing reports on the

microcomputer without emphasis on demonstrating understanding by

explaining the results. AIso the change in emphasis to completing the

assignments on the microcomputer meant that less lab time was used to

consider the results and less instructions were given about 1¡s msaning of

the repofs. Time limitations restricted extensive coirsiderations of partial

budgeting, analysis of ratios and financial statements, overall financial

performance and some risk analysis. Another re¿Non was that since

students now specialized in second year there were fewer students taking

the Advanced Farm Business Management where students did more

analysis and comparisons of alternative enterprises.

3. Iæarning to use computer technologr involves considerable time and

needs to be recognized in the cuniculum plan.

Although time is potentially saved because the computer can com-

plete calculations so quickl¡ more time is needed to learn how to use the

technology. Some fs¿çhing staff suggested that there should be a short
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course for students to learn the basics of spreadsheets and wo¡d processors

before taking the farm business management courses. Also, because the

machines do calculations so quickly, there may be a tendency to ask

students to consider more alternatives as was done in the advanced farm

business management classes. Perhaps a solution would be to ask students

to do more revisions to assignments to improve the quality of their work.

Also, time may be lost when there are problems with machines.

During both periods students had to learn about computers and

about computer programs. However, during the Microcomputer Period,

instruction using microcomputers occurred in more coruses with the result

that more time was spent instructing students about computers and com-

puter programs than previously. The time available for the majority of

students to consider advanced farm business management topics was

reduced. During the Microcomputer Pe¡iod the 1ab time used for note

taking on more advanced topics, including partial budgeting, analysis of

ratios, analysis of financial statements, and risk analysis, was reduced as

students were working on the computer completing assignments. The

students may have had fewer notes to refer back to when writing up their

explanations for their results in the Farm planning project. Secondly, all

the students in the Mainframe Period took the Advanced Farm Business

Management whereas this was only required for majors in Farm Business

Management during the Microcomputer period.
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In the Microcomputer Period students had to learn about computers

and computer software in order to complete the farm business manage-

ment assignments. The students in the Microcomputer Period had more

responsibility for their computer files and more assignments which had to

be completed on the computer. This meant that they spent more time

using and learning about the hardware and software.

During the Microcomputer Period, this learning about computers

was intended to be more of an extra benefit of taking the farm business

management courses. During the Mainframe Period the computer use was

not considered by the students to be of great benefit to them as they did

not expect to use a mainframe computer on their farm. By L99L, the

professors, instructors and administrators all identified that this experience

with microcomputers was considered important to students when they

applied for jobs after graduation.

4. More work needs to be done to confïrm whether studentsr knowl-

edge of the curriculum content changed with the introduction of

computers.

Not all students completed the statements using the computer

during the Mainframe Period as this requirement was optional. During the

Microcomputer Period all were required to complete their financial

statements and plan using the microcomputer. Certainly, the staff con-

firmed that more students produced more accurate financial statements
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D.

using the computer. There was a screen which helped students identify

problems with reconciling statements in the microcomputer program. Also,

since the financial statements were easier to mark because the marker did

not need to be as concerned about the accuracy of the calculations, more

time could be spent on comments about the assignment. However, the

students were generally required only to hand in the statements without a

discussion of what the statements meant. The staff were now beginning to

focus on the need for students to be able to more effectively explain how

to use the financial statements for planning.

Why Changes Occurred

L. The Process of Change

The reasons for the changes become apparent as the process of

change from the Mainframe to Microcomputer Periods is considered in

light of the grounded theory paradigm. The causal conditions are the basic

reasons for using the computer. Ilowever, the intervening conditions, the

actions and interactions and the consequences of using the computers

during each Period help to explain why the use of the computers led to

changes in the teaching and the Farm Business Management curriculum.

During Phase I, the Main-frame Period, the faculty in the Depart-

ment of Agricultural Economics and Farm Management were faced with

the challenge of teaching students in the School of Agriculture to produce
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accurate farm financial statements. This need was the causal condition

which led to the phenomenon of using computers.

Several intervening conditions affected this situation. In 1983, the

one profes5s¡ 1e¿çhing the farm business management course q¡¿5 '¡15ing â

crop simulation program on the mainframe computer for research and for

projects with graduate students. This professor \tras able to arrange for a

research assistant, familiar with this pro8trarn, to make revisions to the

Crop Simulator, according to the professor's specifications, so that it could

be used for teaching the Diploma students to produce a set of projected

farm financial statements. Terminals for accessing the campus mainframe

computer were available in the Agriculture Building. The resulting action

taken was that the same research assistant taught the computer labs.

At this stage, the consequences of using the computer were varied.

The computer was only used in one Farm Management course, 4r.283, the

Farm Planning Project. These computer-generated statements were

considered an optional supplement to the Farm Planning project. The

students experienced considerable frustration using the program due to its

lack of a "user-friendly" interface; the need to use extremely detailed

information; the use of many default values which differed from values

used by students in their manually prepared reports; the lack of a livestock

component in the program; and the difficulty in understanding how the

results we¡e calculated. The computer-generated reports differed from
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what students had done by hand as the farm plan produced by the com-

puter was based on selling out the operation, whereas they were dealing

with on-going farm operations. The students also objected to having to

walk outside for two blocks (even in Manitoba's cold winters) each time

they printed out a report. Finally, this diploma program was intended to

be a very applied progra.m. Students objected to using the program on the

mainframe because they did not expect to be able to do so after gradu-

ation.

Intervening conditions changed from 1983 to 1987. The mainframe

crop simulator program was revised each year in order to improve it.

WeeHy staff meetings with the Department of Agricuttural Economics and

Farm Business Management professors teaching farm business manage-

ment in the diploma courses, the School of Agriculture lab instructors and

the administrators in the School were established to improve communica-

tions between the three groups. However, the lab instructors, who had

used the program as former students, and the other professors, who were

teaching farm business management and who were famifiar with the

program because they used it in research, continued to express concerns

about using the crop simulator program for teaching. The crop simulator

never reached a stage where it completely replicated what the students

were doing by hand using the Manitoba Farm Records II book and it

lacked the livestock component.
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In 1987, the move to the microcomputers began. This period from

1987 to 1991 is referred to as the Microcomputer Period. The need or

causal condition leading to the phenomenon of using computers remained

unchanged. There was still the need to teach students to produce more

accutate farm financial statements. Ilowever, the intenening conditions

changed. A second professor teaching farm business management decided

that there was a need to find a 5impler way to teach students to produce

more accurate financial statements using computers. During this period

the weekly staff meetings continued. The mainframe program continued to

be used. Flowever, a microcomputer lab was now available in the Univer-

sity of Manitoba student union building. Students were taught how to use

the spreadsheet, I-otus t-2-3, to develop some planning tools. In addition,

a series of templates, referred to as the Market Oriented Decision Making

Modules (MODMM), were available to be used for enterprise planning.

The action taken was that the research assistant, who worked on the

mainframe crop simulator program, also developed the spreadsheet tem-

plates and was in charge of the microcomputer lab sessions. However, this

second professor attended and assisted the lab instructor with the micro-

computer lab sessions. The enterprise templates were specified and used

by a third professor teaching the marketing courses, but were also appli-

cable to the farm management courses. The computer prograûrmer in the

Department of Agricultural Economics had completed the programming of
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the MODMM series and assisted this third professor with the microcom-

puter labs in his markeling classes. The outcome or consequences of this

move to microcomputers were many. The use of the computer was now a

requirement for some fa¡m business management assignments. Students

were e4periencing less frustration with the hardware and the software.

Among other things discussed at the weekly meetings, all the staff heard

about what worked and didn t work well in the computer labs, shared their

own observations and students' comments about the computer use and had

opportunities to provide suggestions for improvement.

Staff interest reached a level that the School started to make plans

for and requested tbat a microcomputer lab be established in the Faculty

of Agriculture for use in fs¿shing farm business management to the

diploma students. scheduling access to the microcomputer lab in the

University Student Union Building (UMSU) was becoming more difficult

as more faculties on campus wanted to use the microcomputer in teaching

their courses.

During the time when the school of Agricultu¡e was planning to

establish a microcomputer lab, an external review was done in the Faculty

of Agriculture. One external reviewer pointed out the need for graduates

to have experience with microcomputers and the need for further steps to

be taken to increase elposure of students to microcomputer uses. A survey

of prospective diploma graduate employers also indicated that knowing
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how to use microcomputers was an important skill. Student feedback was

now much more positive towards computer use and students were now

asking for more. In L989 funding was confirmed and a microcomputer lab

was established by the Faculty of Agriculture in the Agriculture Building.

The goal of teaching diploma students to produce accurate financial

statements using computers continued but again the intervening conditions

had changed. Now there w¿N a microcomputer lab available within the

faculty. The job descrþtion of the research assistant from the Department

of Agricultural Economic (who had done atl the programming for the farm

management courses to this point) was now rewritten and title sþanged to

Microcomputer I-ab Coordinator. This person's salary was now partialty

financed by the Department, the school and the Faculty as a whole. The

research role continued in the Department of Agricultu¡al Economics. The

I-ab Coordinator's commitment to the School involved developing a series

of compiled spreadsheet templates to replace the mainframe crop simula-

tor program, to provide guidance in teaching and technical assistance to

the lab instructors in the school who would all now teach the microcom-

puter labs. The commitment to the Faculty of Agriculture was for the

maintenance of the microcomputer lab and support to all the faculty using

the lab. The four professors/

instructors lecturing in the five diploma courses fett that the microcom-

puter should be used in these classes.
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During this period, the curriculum guides and the lab manuals for

the school of Agriculture courses, includng 6r.042 (formerþ 4r.L4g),

Introduction to Farm Business ManagemerLt; 61,.043 (formerly 41.150),

Economics of Farm Business Management; 6r.066 (formerþ 4r.277),

Advanced Farm Business Management;65.062 (formerþ 4r.293), Farm

Planning Project and a marketing course, were rewritten. The students

were now allowed to major. This meant smaller class sizes in the

Advanced Farm Business Management course.

The I-ab Coordinator developed microcomputer modules to replace

the mainframe crop simulator program. These templates more accurately

reflected what the students were doing by hand using the Farm Records II

manual. A template for devetoping historical financiat statements was

developed. All the staff who met at the regular weeHy staff meetings had

direct input into the specifications for these modules. The tab instructors

went through a series of learning exercises to become familiar with the

programs. A computer assisted learning pro$am developed by the solo-

mon Sinclair Farm Management Institute within the Faculty of Agriculture

was also used in the marketing course.

The resulting action taken was that all five of the lab instructors

now taught the microcomputer labs. The consequences were that by 1990-

9L, there were microcomputer labs in all courses related to farm business

management and the marketing course. The assignments completed on the
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microcomputer were a requirement in all the courses. The student evalu-

ations indicated greater satisfaction with using the microcomputer com-

pared to the Mainframe Period. The marking of assignments in various

classes, including the students' farm plan, indicated that the students were

now producing much more accurate financial statements using the micro-

computer.

The process of change was continuing. A change in the causal

condition was now occurring. Since the students were producing more

accurate statements, the staff felt that more emphasis needed to be given

to analysis of the farm plan. A number of intervening conditions were

developing at this stage. staff were considering how to focus on more

analysis, given the time constraints of a short class year in the diploma

program. Group work was being used in the advanced courses. Consider-

ation was being given to a means of teaching the students the basics of

spreadsheets at the beginning of the class year and outside the farm

business management classes. This way less time would have to be spent

familiarizing the students with the ha¡dware and software during scheduled

class time. The year runs from late September to the end of March so that

students from the farm are able to harvest and to seed their crops.

Another time-saving measure which the teaching staff were considering was

linking all the templates together so that the students would not have to

reenter numbers at various stages. The Solomon Sinclair Farm Manage-
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ment Institute was developing a microcomputers program for the Manitoba

Department of Agriculture. The provincial farm business management

staff planned to use this program when consulting with farmers. some of

the teaching staff at the university were considering using the provincial

program in the Advanced Farm Business Management diploma course.

The students had started to use the lab for word processing. other depart-

ments were now starting to use the microcomputer lab and scheduling lab

time was beginning to be a concern.

2. The Process of l-earning to Teach with Computers

Another way to conceptualize the process of change is in terms of

learning how to teach with computers. This may be related to the ways of

teaching discussed in the literature review. rt may be worthwhile to

consider the alternative ways of teaching as stages which one moves

through as you grow in your understanding of how to teach using computer

technology. In this light these professors and instructors appear to have

progressed through three stages of change and are moving into a fourth

level.

A cultural change was encouraged by asking the lab instructors to

enter their own farm records on the computer. This provided a means for

them to learn more without great involvement. Until this time the teach-

ing staff were not interested in using computers to teach. They knew little

about computer use in farm business management at the beginning of the
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Mainframe Period. At this stage one professor and one research assistant

were involved in using computers for teaching.

When the individual teaching staff gained access to microcomputers

for their own use outside of class they started to progress through the

second stage where they wanted training using specific software. They

wanted to learn more about the computer and the software as they ident-

ified specific applications related to what they were doing--developing

lessons, maintaining marks, doing research. They wanted this training in

specific software which they ptanned to use in order to solve a specific

problem.

The third stage of evolution in using computers involved enabling

the teaching staff e>çand their use of the computer in teaching farm

business management. Because students and businesses saw computer use

as important for grads, the administration of the School supported expan-

sion of computer use in the Microcomputer Period. The competitive factor

entered in here. Other 1e¿shing centres were using microcomputers. A

microcomputer lab was established in the faculty. Funding and other

supports were put in place for decision-making about microcomputer

applications. Through infl.uencing the environment, greater sharing of

information began to occur and this encouraged e4pansion. Individual

teaching staff b¡oadened their use of the computer to other areas. AII the

instructors became involved in teaching with computers. More professors
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included the use of the computer in their courses. Access to computers

was easier

A fourth stage of change, a conceptual change, was beginning. The

staff felt that their initial goal for using the computers was being reached.

students were developing more accurate financial statements using the

computers. A new goal was evolving. The microcomputer was being used

as a problem-solving tool in the advanced farm business management

course. sfudents were encouraged to consider alternative scenarios.

Discussion among staff now centred around how to include more analysis

and problem-solving for students not in the major. Time was at a premium

in the short school year. More ways to use microcomputers effectively

were being considered. These included discussions about how to improve

the students' entry skill levels by providing some specific training in soft-

ware prior to taking the farm management courses. If less time was

required initially to teach students the basics of computer use, then more

time could be spent using the computer's calculation abilities to consider

alternative farm scenarios. The speed with which alternative farm scen-

arios can be developed could potentially help expand the use of the

computer as a vehicle to make students think about issues beyond comput-

ittg. Another alternative to help students become familiar with computers

faster would be to integrate the use of the computer in more courses in the

School such as the communications course. Perhaps by using computers to
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write critical essays, such as comparing different farm management soft-

ware, could help students clarif where computers could be of value on the

farm. Based on such an evaluations students could develop exercises in

farm business management to exemplifr their position about the software

of their choice. Advanced planning would be required so that the basics of

using the computer were not repeated in all the courses. Using alternative

software such as simulations and case studies to create discussion among

small groups may be another way. Computer-assisted learning software

which is already being used in the degree courses, could help students not

only learn more about farm business management topics, but also help

students to become familiar with computer use in an enjoyable way.

3. The Conditional Matrix Hightights the Iævels of Effects

A conditional matrix is a means of looking at a phenomenon in

relation to different groups. A conditional matrix helps one focus on how

different levels within the organization and outside--individuals, suborgani-

zations, the organization as a whole, and the community--affected and were

effected by the computer use.

The staff influenced the implementation of computers in the

diploma program and in turn were effected by how the computer was used.

The staff went through a cultural change. During the start of the Main-

frame Period there was little motivation to use computers because staff as

a whole had little knowledge about computers. Initially there was very
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little interest in computer use. Even with all the problems with the main-

frame computer program, using the mainframe helped people see the

potential.

A period of staff training began with the introduction of microcom-

puters. The problem at this time was linking skills to purposes. Most staff

received some training in using word processors and spreadsheets. Further,

each persons natural development was fostered by personal use of com-

puters for preparation and maintenance of marks. The staff then used the

software for developing farm plans for the student assignments and for

their own farms. The lab instructors then learned instructional methods

using the microcomputers. By sharing their concerns about computers and

software use, the staff were encoruaged to increase their level of compet-

ence with the computer. As the staff used computers, they provided more

and more input into the design of the programs used in teaching.

The beginnings of a conceptual change appeared evident. The

teaching staff were beginning to ask what they could do so that students

would think further about how to use the financial information for

planning. This potentialty could change their perspective from learning

being a cumulative process to one of transformation. Certainly the goal

was that students who came in the door at the beginning of the two years

would be changed f¡om people who had littte input into decision-making
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on the farm to people who would be able to take on the responsibility of

managing a farm operation"

This process requires a dialectical process of teaching through which

students' knowledge and beliefs undergo change. The central problem of

this type of teaching is that the teacher must somehow get inside the

student's mind and make contact with what is there. Certainly the size of

the group and the continuous contact over a two year period makes it

possible to develop a more accurate student profile. Discussions during

the group interaction on the computer in the Advanced Farm Business

Management course provided one means to better understand what the

students were thinking. Another problem of trying to encourage concept-

ual change is that people can acquire new knowledge without displacing

old knowledge. People need to examine their beliefs if real change is to

occur. That, in turn, is one of the core problems of teaching farm business

management. Many students are lar more interested in the production

aspects of farming than in the financial aspects of managing the farm.

The goal of using computers to teach farm business management to

diploma students originated in the Department of Agricultural Economics

and Farm Management. By L99t, the professors saw computer use as a

very important part of teaching farm business management concepts. In

fact, professors within this department were involved in various microcom-

puter developments for financial management in addition to the spread-
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sheet templates being developed for the diploma school. These included a

farm business planning program for the Manitoba Department of Agricul-

ture and a series of computer assisted tearning programs covering farm

business management concepts.

The computer use directty impacted the school of agriculture. As

early as L987 a request for renovations for the microcomputer lab was

made by the diploma office. The microcomputer is used in other diploma

conrses. One person mention both the dairy cattle production course,

35.062 where a feeding and milk production economic evaluator type of

program is used.' The approach used in the class is:

really an integrated farm management approach ...but from
an animal scientist. He's using it to show students that your
nutritional program affects the bottom line as far as returns
go, whereas an agricultural economist teaching fa¡m business
management might be looking at things from the opposite
perspective, but overall in both courses, thet're trying to show
the Iinkage between production, plan and the economic
outcome.

one person summed up the perspective of the school about using com-

puters:

one of the nice features about using the microcomputer lab
that we have now, is that students upon their graduation are
much more likely to encounter that technology within their
worþlace, whether it's a farm office or working for an agri-
cultural business. They're much more likely to encounter a
microcomputer. Now to those of us who a¡e academics that
might not seem like a big difference. you know, we have all
sorts of packages that are available in a mainframe version or
a personal computer version" but to the students and to our
graduates it makes quite a difference to have the sort of
technology in place that they might be using afterwards. I
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think it's more important for the Diploma program than even
the degree because of the apptied orientation of the Diploma
program.

The Faculty of Agriculture as a whole has been affected by the

introduction of microcomputers. The Facutty has provided the mainten-

ance budget. A Faculty Committee now has the responsibility of determin-

ing how a faculty budget for computers should be spent to maintain both

the mainframe and microcomputer facilities. Various departments are

now using the microcomputer for teaching and research. The microcom-

puter lab, although partially funded by the school, was established as a

facility for the whole faculty. Any department can book the facility for use

in teaching. The Facutty has also taken on some responsibility for funding

the I-ab Coordinator.

The development of the microcomputer facilities was partialty in

response to the identified community needs. Prospective students and

agribusinesses had indicated that knowledge of how to use a microcom-

puter was an important skill to graduates. The templates developed for

teaching farm business management have been made available to the

community through the concept of shareware so that those who learned to

use the software as students could continue using it when they returned to

their farms. It was always important to the teaching staff that anything

used in the labs would be available to the graduates.
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F. Recommendations for Further Research

Based on the findings, four major areas for further research were ident-

ified. These include:

Further identification and confirmation of instructional
methods using computers to develop "e4pertise" in farm
business planning;
Develop Students Profiles of the diploma students based on
demographics and learning styles;
Further confirm the research findings about effects of com-
puter on teaching and curriculum through comparative
studies with the degree program, other agriculture depart-
ments extension andf or community college courses;
Further research about the in-fluence of using the computer
on curriculurn, especially as educators learn to teach with
computers and begin to adopt new technologies such as
multimedia.

First, further research should be done to identify and confirm the class-

room effectiveness of microcomputer instructional methods which could be used

to model and promote the development of Farm Business Management expertise

in the two year diploma program. The teaching staffs new goal goes beyond

using computers to teach students to produce accurate financial statements. Now

staff want to determine more ways to use computers to teach students how to

analyze and evaluate alternative farm financial plans. Since students now have

access to more complete financial records using the software, the microcomputer

may be useful as a tool in teaching students to develop the complex skills of

exerting voluntary, strategic control over parts of the farm planning process in

o¡der to meet identified goals and to solve problems. The microcomputer may

b.

d.
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also be useful in teaching students the multilevel knowledge structures and many

connections between the concepts found in Farm Business Management.

Referring to the grounded theory paradigm, consideration of the context

and the intervening conditions which could be changed provides a meens to

identily what potential actions can be taken to reach this new goal. The context

could be i¡fluenced by determining what specific properties sf 1s¿çhing and

curriculum could be modified. The literature review identified alternative uses of

computers for teaching and a taxonomy of educational purposes which could be

considered. Some of the specific properties of teaching which are controlted by

the teaching staff are instructional methods, assignments, evaluation practices and

feedback. Those factors which influence classroom management, resources,

support, equipment, software and location and layout of the computers should

also be considered.

For example, one potential way to achieve aaalytical and evaluative

learning outcomes is to use small group discussions. One way to structure this

would be to have small groups use the computer to manipulate financial informa-

tion while considering case studies. This is already being done in the Advanced

Farm Business Management course, but may also be useful in beginning courses.

Ifowever, a change in the physicat location may be required. Suggestions have

been made that group work may be more easily done away from the microcom-

puter lab with the use of a few small rooms with computers in the library so that

students can work without interrupting others. Group work might also mean that
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the professors and lab instructors could influence learning more through a men-

toring process.

Ongoing data collection would be necessary to confirm the success or

failure of actions taken so that the plan could be adjusted as needed to meet the

changing classroom situation. Areas where it would be useful to collect data

include the type of questions students ask and students' success rates in supporting

their conclusions reached on assignments.

Since the professors and instructors in the School of Agriculture already

meet on a weekly basis, a format could be established where each person could

focus on an area of individual concern about what is occurring in his/her classes.

In this type of situation each person would complete small research projects to

ctariff their question, identiÛr methods to improve their teaching practices and

then follow through with these methods, collecting data to confirm the success or

failure. Throughout this process the group of teaching professionals could report

progress in staff meeting and in this way receive direction and feedback from their

peers on a regular basis. They could also receive assistance from people within

the campus structure who have specific expertise in areas of concern.

second, resea¡ch should be done to develop student profiles for the

diploma school program so that i¡structional methods can be planned to meet

the needs of these learne¡s. This data should include both demographics and

learning styles. Student profiles which include information about learning styles

would be useftil to those people teaching farmers to use microcomputers in farm
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business management. A database about the demographics of the farmer/student

population in Manitoba and clariffing which instructiona)practices using a

microcomputer are most effective with different learning styles would be useful to

develop. Some data collection has already begun as far as demographics of the

whole student population in the Faculty of Agriculture at the University of

Manitoba. A comparison could be made between subsets of this data. For

example, a comparison could be made between those students who are taking

farm business management in the degree and diploma courses and those taking

farm business management courses from the various other agencies within the

province. This could help to clari$' the characteristics of people interested in

using microcomputers for fa¡m business management, thus hetping to identify the

potential learning needs of this group. Such research could also help to identi$r

what could be done to motivate others to learn more about using microcomputers

for farm business management. Further follow-up studies could clariff who

benefits, why and in what ways. Research, in which learning styles and related

instructional methods which include the microcomputer use are compared, could

provide key information about which instructional methods are effective with

different post-secondary learners.

Third, further confirmation of the properties of teaching and curriculum

and the dimensions or range of potential actions needs to be done through other

comparative studies. Such studies could include a comparison to other subject

areas within the Faculty of Agriculture or to other groups teaching farm business
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management, such as the degree program, provincial extension agencies and

community colleges. In terms of research, there is a need to ctari$r which effects

of the use of computers in teaching and curriculum are universal and which are

local to the specific situation studied. This could be done by a comparative study

of instructional methods used by the School to those used in Farm Business

Management courses in the Degree program and the community college system

and provincial Department of Agriculture extension offerings within Manitoba.

This could be broadened to include the three prairie provinces. Another way of

developing this research is a comparative study of the instruction methods used to

teach farm business management in the diploma program to those used to teach

the degree students. Another comparative study could be done between methods

used for teaching farm business management and methods used to teach the other

areas of agriculture within the diploma program. This could then be expanded to

the other Faculty of Agriculture courses.

Fourth, further research should be done to determine if there are ways that

the computer can be used which would directly influence the curriculum in new

ways. There were very few effects on curriculum identified in this thesis, largely

because the original reason for using the computers was to produce accurate

financial statements. Now that the originat need has been met, new uses for the

computer in teaching farm business management are being considered. euestions

about how the curriculum wilt be affected by further change in the use of the

computer need to be answered. Perhaps there are stages that teachers move
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through in learning to teach with computers before they reach the stage where

they conceptualize new ways of doing things which could not be done before the

advent of computer technology. Also, the use of new computer software such as

graphical user interfaces, computer assisted learning modules, knowledge-based

systems or the use of interactive video discs or CDROMS or the use of multime-

dia technology may have noticeable effects on the curriculum goals, concepts and

sequencing of topics taught.

G. Concluding Comments

This study used grounded theory methods to identi$r what changes

occurred in teaching and curriculum as computers were integrated into the

teaching of Farm Business Management in the University of Manitoba diploma

plogram. The reasons why changes took place were clarified by identiffing the

causal conditions for the phenomenon of using computers to teach the curriculum,

the context, the intervening conditions, the actions and interactions and the conse-

quences.

By comparing the findings in the Mainframe period (19s3-s7) to the

Microcomputer Period (L987-91), changes to teaching were identified in the

following areas: the number of staff teaching with computers, the staff computer

training, irstructional methods used, student questions, assignments, evaluation

practices, classroom management, resources and support required, equipment,

software, and classroom layout. Conclusions were also drawn about the effects of

computer use on the curriculum goals, curriculum content, sequencing of curricu-
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lum content and development of curriculum knowledge. The reasons why changes

occurred in teaching and the Farm Business Management curriculum fall into five

groups: changes in administrative policies; greater integration of computer use in

the courses; greater experience using and teaching with computers and computer

software; advances in computer technology and software technology; and adminis-

tration and teaching staff identified needs for change.

Recommendations for research included further comparative studies about the

changes in teaching and curriculum as computers are introduced in order to

determine which findings can be generalized. More research was recommended

in this specific situation in order to determine the effectiveness of using the micro-

computer to meet new educational goals which go beyond the present goal of

using the microcomputer as a teaching tool to help students produce more

accurate financial statements.

In conclusion, this research paper is intended to be used as an example for

others planning to use the microcomputer in teaching Farm Business Manage-

ment courses. There is a need for staff involved in classroom instruction to share

ideas and concerns about alternative curriculum and teaching issues in agriculture.

This sharing is potentially beneficial to both university faculty and extension

personnel in agriculture. Agricultural instructors in post secondary and extension

are drawn from e4perienced and lcrowledgeable people in the subject area. The

educational approach of these professors and instructors has largely been devel-

oped through personal experience rather than formal courses in education. The
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exchange of information about instructional methods can provide these pro-

fessionals with opportunities to reflect on their instructional practices. This is

important since computers can be programmed to serve an almost unlimited

range of purposes. Educators with varying educational approaches find that the

computer can play an effective role in their classroom.
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Àppendix 5

CHÄRÀCTERISTICS OF LEÀRNERS
by Brundage and Mackeracher, i-980.

Adul-ts, in general

Adults have extensive pragmatic
life experiences which tend to
structure and linit new
learnings. LearnÍng focuses
largely on transforming or
extend.ing the meanS-ngs, values,
skills, and strategies acquired
in previous experience.

Major pressures for change come
from factors re].ated to social
and work roles and
expectations, and to personal
need for continuing
productivity and self-
definition.

Learning needs are related to
current life situations.

Adults are more likely to use
generalized , abstract thought.

Adults are like1y to express
their ovJn needs and describe
theír ovJn learning processes
through verbal activities which
allow them to negotiate and
collaborate in planning their
own learning programs.

Àdults have an organi-zed and
consistent self-concept and
self-esteem which allov¡s them
to participate as a self
separate from other selves and
capable of acting independently
of others.

Àdults are assigned a
responsible status in society,
and are expected to be
productive.

Chil-dren, in general:

Children have few pragmatic
Iife experiences. Learning
focuses largely on forming
basic meanings, values, skiJ-J-s,
and strategies.

Major pressures for change come
fron factors related to
physical growth, to demands for
socialization, and to
preparation for future social
and work roles.

Learning needs are related to
developing orgranized patterns
for understanding future
experience.

Children are more likely to use
specific, concrete thought,

Children are likely to express
their own needs and tearning
processes through non-verbal
activities, which leads to
planning by trexperttr observers
and interpreters.

Children have a relatively
unorganized and inconsistent
self-concept which allows ttrem
to perceive themselves as a
self separate from, but
dependent on, others.

Children are assigned a non-
responsible status in society,
and are expected to play and
Ìearn.
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1.

Grounded Theory Research Method

Purpose

According t.o Hutchinson (l_986, p. 51), grounded.
theory met.hod offers 'a systemaLic approãch forgenerating substantive theories'r . substanti-ve ormiddle-lange theories originate in and help oçlaint,he real worId. Grounded theory is a- form ofsocial critj_cism since judgments and
recommendations are made about a d.ocumented. social
phenomena based on identif,ed patterns of socialinteraction.

Need

Grounded theory methods are advocated by Richer(L975) in his paper rschool Effects: The Case for
Grounded Theoryr' ín which he argues that relevant,conceptual frameworks to guide and focuseducationar research must come from induct,ive,concept-generat.ing research cond.ucted innaturalistic school settings. Ground.ed theoryresearch is advocated by Mârtin (1929) iñilNeglect,ed Aspects in the socíology of Ed.ucat,ion in
canada" in which he indicates thaù the merits of atheory for predÍcting, e>çIaining, and beingrelevant are inseparable from the méthods used togenerate the theory.

Foundat,ion

Grounded theory can be classífied as appliedresearch since the resulting t,heory has pra-cLicat
implications for understanãing the nature andsources of human and societal problems. Thedesired result of applied reseãrch is to makerrcontrÍbutions to theories that can be used. toformulate problem-solving programs andint,erventions,t (patton, t-990, p. feOf. The key
assumpt'Íon of applied research is t.hat knowledgäprovides a means t.o underst,and and solve human añdsocietal problems.

The philosophical foundation for grounded theory isprovided by the work of George Herbert Mead andAmerican pragmaticism. patton (1990) notes thepractícaI side to qualitative methods. Thisinvorves solving problems by asking open-endedquest.ions of people and odserving matters of

3.
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int.erest, in real -world set,tings. This problem_solving function.may or may nõt reguire that. thestudy be placed. in a theorðtical fråmework. Thisparticular research paper has a practicalapplícation as it focusãs- identifying chånges -rrathe reasons for the changes i; iro* computerhardware and software produðts are used to teachfarm business managemenÈ in a particurar situatiãn.This study will enã wíth recommendations.

Thi:. .study draws from several theoreticaltraditions. ol" perspective taken i" -;;;;;ã;ã
tltgory studies is that of symbolic ínt*.acÉÍonism,which is based on the work of lterbert Blumer (r,ewís
and. smíth, 19BO) . This has disciplirary roots insocial. psychology. The cenLrai guestions ofsymbolic interactionism are 'rlrrhat co-nìmon set ofsymbols and understandings have emerged to gívãmeaning to people, s ínteiactions?'i ipãttorr, LggO,p- 88). Hutchinson (1986) describes 'the belief ofsymbolic interactionists, that people usemeaningful symbols to ínteract with each other.Meaníng evolves through social interãcuions o.rãi-"period of time. symboric interactiå"i"t" berievethat the human .reality is not simpfy ,out there,awaiting scienÈ.ific sruay; rat.her,- ít i;-;"ãl;iiyanq symbolically constructed _and. always emergin!and relative to other facts of social flfe ¿

An ecological psychology perspective is alsopresent in this study sÍnóe tñe cfassroom situatíonis considered. the discípIinary rããt=är" ecorogy
"ld psychology- The central -questions of t,histheoretical base are 'rHovr do indíîiauarã attempt t,oaccomprish theír goals through specific behavioursin specifíc envirónments?" (Þattãn, isõ0, p. gg).
There is arso an heuristics perspective to thisresearch study. Heurist,ic stuldies are d.rawn from
!lt" r^li sciplinary roots of rrumanÍstiã - p"y"hoIogy.The solomon sincrair Farm ltanagemeni rnstitute(ssFMr) has a mandare which ir¿1;á¿; deveI0pr"õsoftware for use in farm marìagement educationalsettings- since one of the p.är"ã=ãr'= observedand interviewed and myself, --= trt.-participa.rJobserver, are also personner within urriã rnstituteand another of the professors interviewedparticipat.es on the Advisory Council for SSFMï, ourpersonnel e>çerience forms part of t.his study. Thecentral. guestions of the theoreticar tia¿Ítion ofheuristícs are "what is Uy e>çerience of t,hisphenomenon and the essentiaT e>çäri-en-ã of others
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who also e:çerience this phenomenon intensely?',(Pat,ton, 1-990, p. BB).

Grounded Theory and eualitative Research

Grounded Theory research uses quarítat.íve researchmethodology. According t.o Sherman, frlebb, andAndrews (1984) criteria for quatitative researchinclude focusing on context,, ,1íved., e>çerience,pat,terns of e:çerience and judging or appraisíng.
Questions are asked about people in--specific
cont'exts and data is gathered and anaryzed é.couLthe part,icipants Ín a naturalistic setting t,hroughobservation. Naturalist inquiry refers to
"studying real-wor1d situations aJ they unfoldnaturally; non-manipulative, unobtrusíve, and non-cont,rollirg; openness to whatever emerges--Iack ofpredetermined constraints on outcomesr'(patton,
1990, p. 40). The initíaI obsen¡ations are intended
t,o understand and describe the soci-aI structure andpatterns of behaviour. Since t,he presence of t,heresearchers nlay arter the context, in undet,erminedways, Lhe researchers collect and analyze d.ataabout _how people react to them and. how they
themselves react Lo the people and the settingi
Through interuiews, researchers werÍfy, clarify, õralter their record of what they thought happõned,ín order to achieve a fuII uãderstánaíng- bf anincident, and to take into account the r'1ived.r'
e>çerience of partícipants (Hutchínson, 1986, p.
s2) .

Assumptions of qualítative research

Qualitat,ive research assumes t,hat. people havepatterns of e>çerience. They order and make senseof their environment and this ord.er or pat,tern isderived from theír shared. socíaI an¿- symbolicinteract,ions. Thís sociar construct,ion of iealityís described by Berger and I_,uckman (tg66, pp. 19:
20) :

Everyday Iífe presents j-tself as areality interpreted by men andsubjectively meaningful to them as a
coherent world The world of everyday
life is noL only taken for granted asreality by t,he ordinary mèmbers ofsociety in the subjectivãIy meaningful
conduct of t.hei-r lives. It. is a worl_d

5.
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6.

t.hat originates
actions, and is
these.

in their t.houghts and
maint.ained as real by

Another assumption is that social realit.y j_s
communally constructed and thus subject to chãnge.
The assumpt,ion is made that all people who shãrecommon circumstances also share socialpsychological ,problems, that are not, necessarily
articulated or conscious but which grow out oftheir shared IÍfe. The resolutioã of theseproblems ís through social psychological processes,
referred to as core variables in grounded. theoryresearch (G1aser, l97g; Hutchinson, 1986).

Reliability and Validíty
Reliabilíty is enhanced. through trianguratíon whichinvolves combining methodologies in the stud.y ofthe same phenomena or programs (patton, 1990). - One
method is ínvestígator triangulation which invorvesusing several observers/data collectors orevaluators (Richer, t97S; Denzin, 1979). Thisprovides a check against obser¡¡ational bias and theinterchange at the interpretive stage ad.d.sreliabílity- According to Oenãin (1928) otñer formsof triangrulat,ion include: data trianqulatíon - orthe use of a wariety of data sourceJ ín a-tud.y;theory triangulaÇ.ion or the use of multipieperspectives to interpret a single set of dala;

or the use ofmultíple methods to study a single problem orprogram. It is also possíbIe to achievetriangulation _through cutting across inguiryapproaches and by combining qualitative - anãquantítatiwe methods. patton (1990) Índicates thatst,udies that usíng multiple met,hod.s are 1esswulnerabre t.o errors linked to a partÍcurar method.(such loaded interview questions or biased. oruntrue responses) . Cross-dat,a validity checks areprovided by the different tlæes of daÈa corlectedusing the various met.hods.

Field work is conducted over a períod. of time.Hlpotheses are formulated and discarded if not
conf irmed by dat.a. Validity is checked. bysearching out contradictory aãta, investigatín!unusual circumstances and negat.ive cases andt,hrough comparing and contrastíng d.at.a. Bias isreduced through the multÍple dat.a corlection
met.hods of direct obser'atíon, int.erviews and
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document analysis.

since grounded. theory depends on the i-nt.eractionbetween t.he data and the -creatÍv" piåã"=""= of theresearcher, Ít is unlikely cfrät it ."" -i;ã
replicated. However, one of the intentions ofqualitative research is to generate theories whichof f er a nevr perspect j-ve õn a giwen situation.Through other_ methods, includúg guantitativeresearch methods, these theoríes cari ttrõn be testedfurther.

onu criticism of quantitative research rerates topotentíar changes in the situation--due to thepresence of the obse:¡¡er. However, any initiãiinf luence on- the setting by tfr" -]r"=ence 
of aparticÍpant, observer is uãuar]ty neut?ãlizea-¡v trrãsocial and organization consträints. According toBecker, (L97o-) , participants wil1 become moreconcerned wíth meeting the demands of their ownsituation than with F-ilrrg attentíon to, pleasing,or playing games with trre-researcher.

Altlough a substantíve theory can be said to bey."+ig 9n1y . for rhe srudied. p.ip"ráiiã", rhe rheory"wiII inevitably ídentify J ¡asic =oåi"l processrerevant people in similai - - 

"i-t,rät:.onãi(Hutchinson, 
_1996, 

-p. 59) . Only through furtherstudies can this be verified.

Method

Denzin (L970) stated that data serves fourfunctions for theory: t_hey initiate ,r.* tfr"ory orreformulate, refocuÈ and ðlarify .*i=ti"g theory.Grounded theory provides datã for all fourfunctions of rheory. Hutchinson (rgãã) stares rh;¡grounded theory is useful when there ís rictiãknovrn about a topic and there are rlw adequatetheories avai'r.ab'e to e>çIain_ 
"r liãaùt " group'sbehaviour. A1so, grounåed theor! -pr".,riA." 

a newapproach to .3n old problenf 'and suggest,sinte:¡¡entions - tq"q may rLsult in programmatic,curricular and ad.minisirative changesi

Grounded theory daLa-collect.ion methods includeparticípant observation and irrter"i"-*irrg.
The strat.egy is to go to t.he site of therrpart.icipants" (ca11ed ilsubj."1=" ine>çerimental research) in an átt.*pt at
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undersLandíng their perspect.ive wÍthin agiven situat.ion. the notion ofdiscovery, so fundamental to ground.ed
t.heory, includes discovering f irst. theworld as seen through t.he eyes of theparticípants and the-n the ¡aLic socialprocesses or structures Lhat organize
t.hat. world. r' (Hutchinson, Lg86, p. * ) .

Through inquíry and analysis the researcherdiscovers and. conceptualiães Lhe essence ofspecif ic interac' io_nal processes. The resultingtheory is in-,nded -to provide [a new way oiunderstanding the social situations from wrricñ thetheory was generated.rr (fbÍd. ) .

The Grounded Tlgory Method is d.escribed by Glaser(L978) in hís book entitled TheäreticalsensiÇivi!.y. once a researchable problèm has beenidentified, the researcher makes observations inthe field which allow the researcher to describethe social structure, observe patterns ofbehaviour, and begin to understand the environment.The researcher also observes his own behaviour inorder to become aware of his ovrn preconcept.ions andto t'bracket, " his own values and belief s .rrBracketing" means becoming aware of one,s personal
values_ and preconceptíons in order to go beyond.t,!em during the research in ord.er to -view thesituation f rom .a new perspect,iwe. The importancã
9r bracketÍng is e>çlained by Berger and Kellner(1981): I'If such bracketing is not done, thescientific enterprise coIIapËes, and what, thesociologist then believes to- perceiwe is nothÍngbut a mirror image of his own hopes and tearslwishes, resentments or other psychic- needs; what håwill then not perceive iJ ãnything that canreasonably be calIed socÍal realiLy. "

rnterr¡iews augment observations. Through formaland informal ínterr¡iews the meaninjs whichparticipants attríbute to a given sítuátion areclarified. Four Additíona1 data ís collected fromother sources such as documentation about studentsand p_oIicy, in order to e>çand and further crarifythe dat.a base. Data recõrding is through t,ape-dinterviews and hand.-written fiefA notes.
Through continuous ref erence to t.he data andt,hrough_ rigorous analytical thínking, theresearcher idenLifies a core variable whichilluminates t.he 'main t,hemerr of t.he actors
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behaviour and e>çlicates ,,whaL is going on in thedata" (Glaser, A97e). The charactérislics of th¿core variable include the fact the it ,eo...ri=frequentry iT t,he data, it links t.he data t.oget.her
and_ it e>çIains much of t.he variatíon ín the data.
A_ t'heory is generated from the core variables -"åtheory is related to the core variables in itscategories, properties, phases and dimensions.
G]aser (Lg7B ) states that basíc socialpsyçhological processes (BSps) are one t)æe of corevariable that illustrate social process-es as theyare. repeated over tir: .. As a eSp emerges, it iÊverified. other data that relates to it isselectiwely coded. In this wây, t,he BSp guid.esfurther data collectÍon and anal-ysis.
r¡evel I coding uses meaningfur words that describethe actíon in the.setting ãnd are freguently exactwords of the participanrs in the situárion.- trrã"ãcodes are referred to as substantive ."aãã.substantive coding is based onry on the data. ïnthis hray.the reseárcher is prevãnted from imfosinlpreconceived impressíons. "open coding refers tõt'he codíng of each sentence and each ín-cid.ent intóas many codes as possible to ensure fulltheoretical coveragleu lHutchinson, l_986) . Thesecode words are written in the margins and break thedata int,o sma1l pieces.

r,eveI rr codes condense the r,evel r codes intocategories- By asking what the incident inaicates
11rd_ 9y comparing the incident wíth others in thefield notes, categories are identified 

""ãincidents grouped into these categoiies. Thecat'egories are compared. to each otñer Lo ensure
-th3t .t,hey are mutually exclusive and. cover aIIbehavioral variat,i_ons .

Ï,eveI rrr codes are theoretÍcaI constructs d.erÍvedfrom a combínation of academic and crinicalknowledge. Glaser (1,978) states that theseconstructs contribute theoretical meaning and scopeto t'he.theory- These codes may or *ay tiot be BSpsdepending on the variat.ion of behaviõur accountedfor by the codes- The relationship among the threeleve1s of codes is concepLuälized- by thet,heoret.ical construcLs, aJ Glaser (l-978 )metaphorica-Ily states, "weaving t.he fractured databack together again". Abstlact theorizí"g i;precluded by the fact. that these theoreËicalconstructs are grounded ín substantive or
1-B B



caLegorical codes.

Induct.ive analysis. provides the startíng point..This means "ímmersion ín the details ana lpäcificof the data to discover important. cate-gories,
dimensi ons, and. int.errelat j_onsfriips; land ¡eginst -bí
e>çloring genuinely open gues[.ions rat.her thantest,ing theoret,ically äerived. (deduct.ive)
hlpoLheses" (pat.ton, 19Þ0) .

comparison is the fundamental meLhod of d.at.aanalysis - Through comparíng incíd.ent wit,h incidentthe.bas_ic properties of a cátego4 or const,"rct aredefined. Differences betweeri iricíd.ents establishcoding boundaries, and relationships il;;categoríes are gradually clarífíed. the þropertieãof a category emerges through searchíng t-or ítstrsLructure, temporality, cause, context,dímensions, consequences, and. relationships tåot,her .categories" (HutchÍnson, 1986). f-hroughcomparing incident,s with category, and categoiywith cat_egory or construct wittr- consL,ruct, theanalysL distinguishes similarities and differences
among íncídents. In thís way a dense theory, orrãthat_ "possess a few key theofetícal constructs anda substantíaI- number. of properties and categories"(Hutchinson, 1996), ís constructed. The ricnáess ãrt'he th_eory is_ arso support,ed through comparison ofthe behavioral patterñs of differeãt groüps withinthe substantive area.

Memoing is a method for conceptualizing the ideasso Lhat the descriptions or empirical evänts can beelevated to a theoret,ical Iêvel. Memoing is ;means by whích the researcher quíckI:y 
"rràspontaneously records hís ídeas in order to cãpturethe- .ínitiaI1y illusive and shifting connectionswithin the data- The cod.e or .oáes the memodescríbes are used as headers so that the i-d.eas areretrievable and. reorganized. to check therelationship with othei cod.es. To establishrelationships between cod.es, during memoing tñ"researcher asks questions such asl rrAre t.heyseparate codes? Is one code a propert,y or a phasäof another? rs one event t.he cä.rsä or-.orr".quenceof another? what conditions influence the códes?"(Hut.chinson, t_986) .

Throughout the entire research process samplingdecisions are mad.e as the researcher rooks forrelevant data to support evolving categori-es andt,heoret,Ícar codes. Through di--verse sampling,
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supportive data that covers the wíde rang'es ofbehaviour in varied s j-tuat.ions ís gathered. and
comparison of data maxímized.

Wïren a core variable which e>çlains most of thebehaviour variat.ion in the data is íd.entif ied.,
sort.ing begins. In order to discover relationships
between the different levels of codes, schemati-c
diagrams may be drawn and redrav¡n. Through thesorting process an outline emerges. Saturation is
achieved when furt.her data collection only servesto support the research, but not.hing new is
revealed.
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Evaluation Frameworks
by Àoki, 1986

Form of Mode of
rientation Interest Knowinq Evaluation

nds-Means t Ethos of Control I f:npirical i Àchievement oriented,
nomological t GoaI Based,

t Values Reflected I Ter¡ns of I Criterion Referenced,
-¡r¡ficienCy, Understanding t Cost Benefit Oriented.
-Effectiveness, -Facts
-Certainty, -Generalizations
-Predictability

ituational
rnterpretive t Meaning r Situational + Situational Evaluation

Structures of Knowing t Seeks quality of
Intersubjective t Terms of meanings people
Communication Understanding l-iving in a situation
between and among -structure of give to their
people who dv¡ell meaning lived situat,ions.
in a situation -to explain is

to strike a
resonant chord
by clarifying
motives and
conmon
understanding

:ritical-
rheoretical t Emancipation + critical I Critical Theoretic

from hidden Knowing Evaluation, involving:
assumptions or t Terms of (1) discovering through
underlying human Understanding critical reflection,
conditions. -hidden underlying human

assumptions conditions, assunptions
-perspectives and intentions, and
-motives (2') acting upon self
-rationali- and world to inprove
zations the hunan conditions or

-ideologies to trace down ttre
-to explain underlying assumptions
is to trace and intentions.
down and
bring into
fuller view
underlying
unreflected
aspects
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Substant.ive Codes Exampì-e

SeLtínq:

Diploma Microcomput.er Lalc Observation
october 2, 1ggl,l
Lab Coordinator instructing
One Professor, assisting
l-5 Student.s

Properties:

Ct{ Classroom Management
SQ Student Questions
IM Instructional Method
E Equipment

Substant,iwe Cod.e

CI¡f: Beginning Àctívíties

CM: Preclass Preparation

Clvf: Preclass Preparatíon

CI'l: Interruptions

Obse::¡ations
. Students pay for
dískett,es and sign book
that they have paid and
receíwed diskettes.
. Diskettes had been
preformatted príor to
class and the spreadsheet
Eemplates copied ont,o
them.

. Students v¡alked ínto
class wit,h forms from
prevíous Iab. Students
were to have completed
forms and use the
informat,ion to input ínto
computer.

- ¡4aj ority of student.s
turned on comput.ers as
soon as they sat down,
but. they were not, able to
do anyt.hing other than
read the screen- (They
dÍd not know what the
passwords were. )

- A lab instructor carne
into ].ab- The

CM: Int.erruptions
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SQ: Authorit.ies

SQ: Authorities

Clvf : Int.errupt.j-ons

CIvl: Preclass preparation

ïM: Oral
CIvl: Beginning ActÍvities

Clr{: Int.errupLions

IM: Visual
E: Instruct,ional Dísplay

CI'f: Preclass preparation
fM: Visual

CIvf: BeginnÍng Activit,ies

Clvl: Beginning Àctivit.ies
:

ïM: Verba1 Directions

Coordinator and Iab
instructor left 1ab and
went into adjoining Lab
Coorinat.or's of f ice.
- Professor E.alking t.o
one student. Class has
not st.art.ed yet.
. Another student
approaches professor with
guestion- Refers t.o
inpuc sheet.
. No student.s talking in
Iab. Class has not yet
begrrn. Quíet.
. Two handouts prepared
for this class; Student
Profile Questionnaire;
Budget Input Form.

. IJab Coordinat,or asks if
ever1rone brought their
completed budgets. Hands
out, Budget fnput Form to
two people who forgot
theír copies.
. LaJc Coordinat.or has
talk over noi_se
comput.ers.

. Lab Coordinator uses
IrCD Display pane
con::ected t,o computer

- Handout, entit,Ied rNoLes
on Using Budgets program"
handed out. t,o student.s.

- Lalc Coordinat.or uses
hand held adjuster to
focus IrCD panel
proj ect íon on large
screen

. Professor adjusts room
lights -

. Lab Coordinator telIs

t.o
of
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students trow to turn on
microcomputers, how tolog inCo the system, how
t. o swi t ch be tweenprínters, how to insert
disket.t.es into d.rives.
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Data Collection Methods and Interview Questions

Category Question Method

Background . What courses do you
teach? What labs? You
use(d) the mainframe in
which cou¡ses? For how
long? You use
microcomputers in which
courses? Since when?
- What comFuter facilities
do you use?
- What microcomputer
software is used in which
courses?
- What mainframe software
was used in which courses?
. 'What are the primary
microcomputer activities in
these courses?

- Interview Guide
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Category Question Method

Needs/Goals . What are the goals of the
farm business management
courses?

. What needs or problems
prompted the use of the
mainframe computer in
these courses? When was
this?
. Why were microcomFuters
introduced and mainframe
use phased out? When was
this?
. What concerns or
problems have you
encountered while
incorporaring the
miøocomputer into the
courses?
. What did you do about
these problems? What was
the outcome in your
opinion?

. 'What persanal

{ unformalizerl } expectations
do you have about using the
microcomputer in teaching
farm business nxrnagement?
. [n what ways have you
been able rea.hzn these?

- indiv. w¡itten response to
questions
- course outlines and
handouts
- Informal conversational
interviews
. record of group
discussion(s);

. Interview Guide for
interviews with individual
instructors and professors;
. administrative documents-
-applic. for funds for lab
. course evaluations
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Category Question Method

Conception of Curriculum
contenL

Sequencing of the
cu::riculum-

I

| . What subject matrer is

I taught using
microcomputers?
. How is this a change from
what was taught before?
- k there other subject
matter that you would like
to teach usin¡, the
microcomputer?

. course outlines-old and
new
. lab manuals
. sample assignments
. concept maps
- interview with instructors
using Interview Guide

-What changes in the order
in which the content is
presented have occurred
because of incoqporating
microcomputer usage?

- Interview Guide

Fomr of Knowing the
Curriculum

. In what ways have your
concerns about students'
comprehension of concepts
and abilities to apply these
concepts changed since
incorporating microcomp uter
usage into the classroom-

| . recording ofdiscussion
I Uasø on Interview Guide
. participant observer's field
notes and memos of
observations in classes,
microcomputer labs and in
weekly meetings
- infomral conversational

'interviews
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Category Question Method

Preferred Teaching
Approaches

. What instructional
methods do you use with the
microcomputer? Would you
give examples?
- How is this different from
before when the
microcomputer was not
used? When the mainframe
was used? (How do you feel
that using the
microcomputers has changed
your teaching methods?)
. What other ways would
you like to use the
microcomputer in your
teaching?
-What do consider positive
about your teaching methods
with the computer? 'What

would you like to change or
improve?

. Interview with instructors
based on Interview Guide

?referred Evaluation
Methods

-How has the incorporation
of microcomputers changed
the methods of evaluation?
(What did you do before vs
what you do now)
- In what ways to you
consider these successful?
Unsuccessful?
- How would you revise
this?

. Interview Guide
- student course outlines
. Student Assignment
handouts
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Category Question Method

Classroom Management - [n what ways has

classroom management
changed now that you use a
microcomputer? How is it
different in the micro lab
than in other labs?

- In what ways do you
structure of the microlab
time different than other
labs?

Interview guide

Resources and support
required

. What support is required
for you to use the
microcomputers? How is
this different from when you
uSed the mainÊame?
- What resources are
required in order to use the
microlab?
. Do you have any øncerns
about these resources and
support?

. Interview guide

,Students:

- Responsibility for tearning
- leadership roles in the

classroom
- authority and
responsibility related to the
social structure of the
classroom
Læarning

- What changes have you
observed in students which
you consider are related to
using the microcomputers.
(How is this different from
when you used the
main-frame?) (In what ways
do studens act differently in
the micro lab than in other
labs?)

.Interview Guide
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Category Question Method

Planning, Coordinating and
Administering

- How are you using the
microcomputer for
preparation for class?
. How are you using the
microcomputer for
administration?
- In what ways has the use
of the micro affected your
time:
-for prep.?
-in the classroom?
-after class?

lnterview Guide

General - What changes would you
like to make in respect to
using microcomputers in
these courses?
- What concerns do you
have about using
microcomputers?
(- What do you like about
using microcomputers in
teaching?
- What do you dislike about
using microcomputers in
teaching?)
. How do you feel about
using micros? (How has it
affected you?) Has this
changed over the time you
have been using them?
- Is there anything more that
you would like to add about
using microcomputers for
teaching?

- Interview Guide
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Curriculum

Teaching
Staff

I¡iterature
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CO]\lTEXT

Properties

Staff ltlumber$

$taffTraining None wþ Extensive

Resouræs & Dept, @

rlll/F

1/1

FaculS

Funds

Lirnited 
@trrlanyLevels

$upport , of Support

Compreh,@ SimPle

Subject @ $ubi/Gen,P,

Funds$upport

$oftuvare
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CONTEffi

lnstructional

lltlethods

Oral /Visual @ 0ral /Visual

Rote

Learning

Reæption

Learning

lndividual

Learning

¡

$equential 
@Sêq/Hotisric

Þçerience 
ryþ Uülize

ryþHolr/llrlngfut
Learrllrlg

@ Rec,/Di$c,

ryþ lndiv./Grp,



CONTEffi

It,|/F lïtlicro

Classrootn llrluch @ ttlluch

'Adu, 
Prep. ' Adv, prep.

llluchln. 
@ftíuchln.

class prep, ' 
cla$$ prep,

lllanagement

llllanyTime @ füanvTime

lltlgrnt.ls$ue$ Mgrnt. l,

lndividual @ Teamwork

Many M
lnteruptions 

r
lïllanv

lnterrupt.
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COt\lTEXT

]tlliso

Evaluation

Practiæs

Detailed

Hecord

Linlelmm. wþ ttlüch Opt

Feedback Feedbadr

Gross

Hecord

fttlanual

Records

0pt.few

lttlarks

Computer

Remrds

lttlany Req,

ltllarks

2r0



CONTEXT

,Assignments

tt'l/FPro lïtlicro

lndividual @'n$J.,o

0ptional @ Hequired

0ne @ nlany



CONTEX]'

erties It,|/F

Student Factual

Questions

lltlany
ryþ tttlany

Tr¡h,/$trbj. @ Tech,/$ubj,

Helated Hehted'

@ n'tany

,4uthority ,4uthorities
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6I.043 IABOR.ATORY SCHEDI.ILE

SPRING I99!.

ku DATE ropics

#I JANUARY 7 - JANUARY 1I OBJECTTVES, RESOURCES, CONSTRAINTS
#2 JANUARY 14 - JANUARY 18 PHYSICAL RECORDS, ALTERNATIVES
#3 JANUARY21 -JANUARY2s CROPBUDGETS. -/ !-
#4 JANUARY 28 - FEBRUARY I LIVESTOCK BUDGETS

- l; -i',. - '#s FEBRUARY4-FEBRUARYS BUD6ETS(çOMp.1¡TERI_AB) i.:t ' .,. . .j n.( ,J.",

FEBRUARY lt - FEBRUARv t5 MIDTERM BREAK ¿.. .,.. ...,r ,

i#6 FEBRUARY 18.22 PROJECTED CASH FLOW
#7 FEBRRUARY 25 . MARCH 1 PROJECTED INCOME STATEMENT

PROJECTED BAI-ANCE SHEET

#8 MARCH4-MARCH8 FINANCIALSTATEMENTS
(CoMPUTER LAB)

#9 MARCH 11 . MARCH 15 ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTION AND
FINANCTAL STATEMENTS

#10 MARCH 18.MARCH22 RISKANALYSIS

1y ) " ,:,, ) l,' \î'.-, in

I i.... .- 'l i ' i ¡1'-t.t--l¡'.'

- ''ä'. :' :;''n ! .' .. '' ¡ ' 'i

í,1 .n: , : i( :ii' '.r.--

/. . 'r 'ì? !'- -'- ' î:l ì
/ ;-t- -r-.ì:'. : -. -)i- - 'A "''
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IÀrcRATORY RTVE

BLIæEIT}{G USING A OCDIIF TIER

Sucn¡Iies Needed

l-. ralrl,farn:al for 6L.043. Ifave ¡nges 50 arxi 51 conpleted by tl:e b€gi¡ninq
of ya:r lab session so ycÂl aræ able to e¡¡ter ttre data i¡to the conputer
ôrrj¡g tlre session.

P::esentation Otrtline (1 hcurì

i-. fhe coqrter as a tnrdgetÍng ard pfarurir¡g tool.
2. InsLmctions on tlre t$ao hrdgetirg progr:arrLs.

Work Session (1 hour)

Str:dents will conplete tl¡e follc,wirg assigrnnrent durirg the work session.

1. Sbrdents v¡il-I er¡ter the data fi:cm tJ:eir 2 worksheets for tlte quick
Ìrrdget calculator cmputer prcgr:an for tlre 2 crrcps threy budgeted for.

2. Sbrdents wiIL save ûds data on a flopE¡ disl<ette.

3. Str:dents w"ilI priat tlre 2 c:¡cps br:ilgets arrd' hard thern i¡to tleir lab
insi:ructor.

The co¡narter printout of the 2 budqets are due at the b€qi¡uìinq of your
ne:ct scheduled lab.
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G/]0.t)
or

($/tonne)

VÀRTÀBLE GIS
fertil-izer

HerJcicide
Pesticides

Seed-¡r:rrhased

!'Torksheet for euid< E:dget carcurator conputer kogr:am

Qrcp Nane: Àcr:es or Hestares Grcn¡n:

npectea kice:
Mediry þr/acr:e)

Hiør-- Oçeæea yiel_d.: rrigh_
ìfediur '

T-ø¿ or (tonnes/
B:dget_-- hectare)

($/acr¡e) or ($/hecta::e)

hrdget_

+rcsne grcnrr
Fuel
Repairs Uactrinery
RepaiÆ erildirys
O:stc¡n Vbrk
HÍÌ€d labo:r
Insttrarce H:qnir¡ns
otlrer (qpeciry)

$.

$
$
$
$.

$.

$.

$.

$.

$-

$_

s

ïnterest, Paid on Opemtiry
T TAL \ßRIÀBTE
OPERAIII{G COS'IS

IDP G'IS ($/acr:e) or (gThectare)
Ia¡rd Taxes
Iård Rental
Depreciation

- nadtineqr
- hrildirgs

Int-er:est Paid
- undtine4r
- tndldings
- lard

Otlrer fixed ccsts
(hydrio, ¡ùrone,
aùnini-st¡=tion, etc)

TO'IAL ED(ED OOSIS
TCTAL ægIS

NET INm,E/ACRE

TESS INVESIMENI ægI ON ryIITY IN:
Aeratirq Capital
}{aùinery
Eril-dirqs
I.ard
TCrÀL nñ¿ESIMHVI AOSTS/ACRE
RE'I. TO IÀBCIJR & }ß}.IAæ}M]'I
BREAKEVn{ EELD/ACRE
mEÀr(E'vEt{ PRICEÆONNE
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$.
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$
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$.
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$
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I'trorlcstreet for orick &.rdget calculator conputer pricqlram

Aæes or Hectares Grc¡v¡n:

Oçectea kice: Higfr_ Þçectred yield:
($2ru¡ Medir¡n_ (btrlacre)

fro¡l Nane:

or
($/tonne) Brdge!

\ßRIÀBLE æS.IS ($/acre) or (g/hectare)
Ferfllizer

HerJcicide
Pesticides

Seed-¡rurctnsed
-hcæ grcv,¡n

Frtel
Repal -s llactrineqr
Repairs B-ritdir¡gs
Cr:sfcnn !f,crk
Hi::ed l¡bcrur
Insu::ance Ð:snir¡ns
obåer (specify)

Interest Paid on Oeerating
TCAAL \NRTABLE
OPER¡{ITNG OOSIS

ED(ED 615 (g/aee) or (SThectare)
Lard Tææs
Larri Rer¡tal
Depreciation

- nadrinery
- btril-dirgs

Interest Paid
- madr-ineey
- bnrilIdirqs
- lard

Other fixed costs
(hydrc, ¡ùrone,
aùrLini-sL::ation, etc)

TCTAL HDGD COSIS
TCIAL COSIS

NET INCCh€/ACRE

Tp.qS DÏVESI}ISFI COST oN EgIIry DI:
@eratil:q Capital
ìAachinery
Blildirgs
Lard
TCrÀL INVESnmvr oogrs/ACRE
RE'I. TO IÀBCUR & l,ßl'AGE{H.m
BREAI{EVE}I rIELDIACRE
mEAKEVnI FRrCE/TONNE
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Medir-nn.--

fßlr
B:dget

$_
$_
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$
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ìÍctes on Usi-rrg Bu@ets frograu

1. TUrn on urachine.

2. I¡gix to the network
I¡GIN id
tûrere id is on the ¡nactri¡e (on a vhite slicker) eg. AGoll€rIE: tåe nr-uber is a zero, not a letter rOt

3- To select' a printer, sY printer #1, t]¡pe PRINIERT ard press retrrrn key.

4- To access spreadstreet prqjrarn eUilrrRo and press rreturn key.

5. To access tørplate (brdqet prrcgan)
/ EiJe Retriq¡e
SeLest BUHIS arrd pr€ss Return.

6. To use builgets prcgram
FgDrt
FgD:t
ffier ycnrr narle (fit:st tirne only)

ÀIt M brirgs the follorrjrgr upnu:

B-tdgets Erter trrdgets (rp to 14)

.Acr:es Erter asres grohrn'arxf cafcufate surunaries

Save Save your budgets as follcp,¡s:
Ir¡sert. your diskette i¡r drive A.. Ð€ss rrEscr as nrmy tilnes as reqrrired r:rrtil you
get rrtrter

file name: tt

Ílpe a:fiLer¡anre arrd pr-ess return

Retris¡e Retrieve your b'dgets as forlorn¡s:
Insett your diskette i¡ Urive A.
kess ilFrscrt as nany tiJnes as required urtil you
get rrErter

narne of file to retrieve:rl
Tlpe a: and kess Return
Sel_esE, your c,v/n filename and Þ:ess Return.

kixt p¡.j-nt your results

Oirit auit
when you are finished arrd have er¡it ttre prcgram, tlæe rocour to get off tìenetwork.
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IÀBORATORY ETGHT

Supplies Needed:

L) Conpleted income statement,
statement, are reguired to do this
Work Session:

1) students v¡ilI input the data from their cornpleted, rb}, ha¡¿rrfinanciar statenénts into the srMT 19_ program. The progranwiLl then generate the financial statements. Cells within theprogram which have a zero do not require a number to beentered, this wil1 be done automaticatty.
2) students wi-lI atteurpt to correct any errors they have made onthe by hand- projected statements bf using the éomputersreconciliation options.

3) students wil-l hand in a print out of their financialstatements, as well as thèir ttby hand', financiái-statementsat the end of the Iab.

balance sheet and cashflow
assignment.

1 mark will
obtained if

be allocated
the financial

for this assignment. FulI marks will bestatements are complete and reconcile.
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Notes on U¡ing pROJtCTtD

Conrputerr ¡" rlïåS

l. Turn on nachlnc.

2. Logln to thc nctr{orl

LoGll{ td

f tN^trc I AL STITETIINTS

Agr icul ture Eldg

Return

Progrâm

you get

Progr am
jlcirJ¡2í(;> -: L

^. 

->'i i ¿i{ 't"'ii"
' 4.)

whcre id i¡ on the nachinc (on ¡ whltc ¡tlcker) eg. AG0lNOTE: thc number l¡ ¡ ,"io,'not . lctter r0l

3. to ¡elect a printcr . say printer ll, typc

PRIilTERI and prês¡ rcturn key.

4. To entcr sprcadsheêt program

QUATTR0 and press rcturn key.

5. to accêss tcmplate (Financial State¡nênts program)

/ Filc Retrieve

Setect STttTtggt and press

6. To use financial ¡tatements

PgDn
PgDn
PgDn
Enter your n¡¡me.
t¡ll in ¡ll thê undcrllncd cell¡.

ll?g.t yourffi.
./F ite Save

:t. þ r¡..many tinc¡ as requircd until
:3cJ ,,Entcr f i le namc: r,

]fne a:filename for cxamplc ¡:HlSTtPre¡¡ Rcturn

8' 
Il;:llRiåii l?Tl;

*J":t:i*l:,-:_ï ;;î:i,,.,,,', r:ur:u,,'..
Select your olrn filenamc rnd prcsr return

9. 
s(8e sure pr¡ffie 

),ou print.)

fll P ro print Financial Statênent3
fl] a to print erop tnventory t{orkshects

^LT 
X to print Reconci I iation Screens

10. T0 outT (Be sure to save before you quit) 221
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À.

B.

1.

2.

3.

NOTES ON USING IÍISTORICAT FINANCIÀL STÀTEMENTS + fiVI,DG,(TÍ,,
PROGRÀM ON COMPUTERS IN W3O6 ÀGRTCI]LTURE BUILDING

General fnstructions
see attached diagrarn for review of euattro contror keys.

Please Note:
when you are tlping commands on the courputer screen, copy themexactly as they appear in this set of instructions. For
example, if your ID is ÀcOZ, (see - 2. below), do not put any
spaces between any of the characters and use the nurnbàr zeroas opposed to the letter o. Hov¡ever, in the case of letterkeys, it does not matter if the retters are capitalized orsrnall casement.

Loqin fnstructions
Turn on the machine.

You wirr now have to enter the network. To do so, when rF>!r
appears on the screen (calred the F-prompt), type in the wordrrl,ocrNlr, then one space (using the space bar) ana trren type inyour rD number, v¡hich you wirl find on the machine - exãmpIe:
I,OGIN AG13

Printer Selection

A risting of the prograns that you can access wirr thenappear, followed by a second .F>t or F-prompt. rt is at thispoint that you shourd indicate whicn pii-nter you wilr use toprint your results. There are three piinters: if you opt forthe first one, type 'rPRrNTERlrr. Then press the 'g¡1'ggñ key.

Usinq Floppy Disk

You v¡iIl nor¡r see on the screen that it is time to prace yourfloppy diskette in the slot that, is labetled e-oriie on yourmachine. once the diskette is placed in the srot, lower the
"gate" or lever above the slot and strike any key to continueinto the program. prease note: make sure tñat Lne aisx thatyou are using is formatted. rf it is not, it wil-r have to bebefore you can continue.

To FORMÀ'T the dis-k, after you "LocrN' you wil-l- see the prompt
F:\usERs\AGrD> with the froppy in drive A gate cl-osed entèr
FORMAT A:

4.
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6.

Program selection
Another F-prornpt wirr appear. rt is at this point that youwill access _.the progran that you wirl be ,rLinj- ro. yourhistorical financial staternents. Type ,euÀTTRo,r and thenPress the rrENI'ERrr key.

Ouattro Spreadsheet

You will now come to thg spreadsheet progran. Thespreadsheet, if you wish to visualize it, is t'ike-lnug" pageof graph paper with retters on the horizontar axis rtåp of thescreen) and numbers on the verticar axis (reft-haìrl-siae ofthe screen) . Each square or br.ock, be it ea or arl, l= . cerr_where numbers or l-ettered headings can be entered. ceÌrswhich appear in- the.durr green priit are protected - you can
l-"t change the_headings or al-ter the numbãrs in these celIs.'The unprotected cerr-s ãre the ones that you will be completingwith the infornation from your account bóoks. prease rememberthat when using the spreadlh_eet program, the cursor llnat is,the bright green block, with thè riashing black line withinitr. that you can move around on the screen with the cursorbuttons or arrow keys) must be moved fu1ly into th; cerl inwhich you want to enter inforrnation. rrTien, yo.r- typ. thenumbers and letters_that you wish to enter: they will appearon the top left-hand cornãr of the screen. when you move thecursor to another celr, the letters or numbers tñaC you havetyped. wilr appear automatically to the ce1l for which theywere intended.

Accessing Budqets prograrn

The budgets program that you wirl be using is set out on thistype of spreadsheet - buc so are -other programs. Therefore,to access the budgets_program (calIed auber-rs¡, you will have
I: c311 up a menu and chõose this program. ro do sor pressthe '/n or slash key (number 5 0n Lhe-attached àiuji"r¡. Abox will appe_ar on the top right-hand 

"orr,", of thã screen,con_taining _a list of ter¡nJ. ni either typíng tn"-iãtt". ,,F'
gI ¡v pressing the "ENTER" key õnce you have made certain thatthe cursor is on the word r¡ilsr, yóu wiir bring a secona ¡oxof terms to the screen. This timer- yo.r are to "ither type thel-etter rrRrr or press the "ENTnn" key ãn"" yã"-ãrã-=;;; in.t tt,"cursor is on the word .Retrieverr. This þ.o""==, in order toabbreviate future instructions, will be rårerred to as ,,srash,rile, Retrievef'or,r/FR,,. Thi; v¡iri ¡iiìq you to a final boxof terms - among this menu of items, you 

"íri serecl ;;uDcETs,,
by. pressing TTENTER'i once you are sure that the cursor is onthis term.
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7-

Proiected Budgets

The next screen to appear wirr be an introductory page to thebudgets program. once it has appeared, press tñe- "igD¡t' keytwice- This wiÌr take you to -Èhe screen v¡here you are to' enter your name (you need only enter it once). Move thecursor to the middte of the series of xrs and enter your name.Às the cornmand il !|" long rectangurar box that you wilr findbelow your name indicates, pressiñg the r'Àr,T-tt" ieys (both atthe same tine), wirr bring up anolher menu. Make sure thecursor is on the terrn ttBUDGETÈr and, press TENTERT. A screenwill appear lhat closery resembles tne worksheet for euickBudget calcurator program -tn"! you wil_1 have completedpreviousry. Enter alr of the infonration for eactr or thebudgets that you have prepared. After you have compreted the
!lr:t budget, cursor or tab over to thá right rtrãiä-v"u wilrfind the second budget. Make sure that thã expense ireadingsof the second budget are right against the tefl-hand siae ótthe screen so as to have only f uuaget on the screen at atine

Al-location of Àcres

once you have finished entering the budget information, youmust press the ITALT-M.! keys. The same menu will again appearbut this timer you wirr cursor down to rÀcREsr and þ-re=srrENTERrr, thus . b,ri_nging you to the screen where you canallocate the total number of acres that you have to thevarious crops that you wirl be growing. you do not have toaIÌocate acres to al-l of the cropl that you have budgetted andthe total amount of acres must be exactiy equat to i.ne amountof l-and that you are cropping on your fánn.

Save

whel you have entered all the data which you intend to enterduring this session, it is tine for you to save yourinformation. First, press the rÀtr-l{, keys. once the menuh?= appeared, cursor down to rsÀvErr and press TENTERT. youwill then need to press the "EscÀpErr k"y twice (or as manytimes as it takes) so as to obtain the f-oltowing'comrnand onthe top left-hand corner of the screen: !'ENTER FILE NÀ-ÙfEr'.At this.point, type the entry "A, " forlowed by whichever nameyou decide to assign to this fire for example ,A: BUDclr.Please note that there are no spaces in this commond.. Then,press the rrENTERrt key. your data is now saved under yourchosen file name.

8.

9.
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Print
10- once the data is saved, you are ready to print. By pressingrrÀlt-¡lrr, 

..r9u r+iIl- again ãccess the nenu of commands. cursordown to tpRrNT_rr and press TENTERT. Ànother menu wirr ;f,i!;;on the top right-hand corner of the screen - you wilr b;-ã;1;to choose between three items rrBuDGETsr, rsulfMÀRy, and.rrcouBrNED''. rf you onry wish to print 1 inaiviauar budoer.cursor to rrBUDGETsrf and press rr¡¡g1'6¡rr. Ànother r""" -ñiií
appear, allowing you to select which budget it is trrãt ;;;wish to print. oidinariry, however, you íitt wish to printaII of yóu! budgets as well as the acres-alrocation screen soas to obtain the totar f.arm sunmary that yo,r riri reguire foryour financial statement projectiôns. rf this is the case,cursor down to the rrCoMBfNEDrr command and press *ENTER'.
Another Tenu.-v¡i11 appear, reguiring you to select the numberof budgets that you wish to prinÉ:- if you-wisn to t;i;a'budgets 1-through 4 , cursor down to rr4r ána press ,,ENTERil.
rf you wish to print budgets r- through 7 , then t,rr=o¡. down tor'8rr and press TENTERT'. 

Tn" printing process wilt then beginon the printer that you have- selectåd.

Retrieve
11. rf at a later date, yoü wish to reaccess the data that youhave previo.usJ-y saved, yo* wirr need to repeat steps 1_ through6, except that you wii-r stop after haviåg g""ã-inrough th;rr/FRrr process- rnstead of ðursoring down- tó TTBUDGETSTT youwilr need to press the ,rEscape" rev iiic" f"i .= lo.rv times asit taJ<es) so as to obtain ihe eoirtwing '""**ãr,à- on the topleft-hand corner of the screen: lrEnter name of f ile toretrieve:rf. Àt this qoint, type the entry ra.n and press therrENTERrr key. À box r+ill .pp"ui on the tóp rigrri-trana cornerof the screen, containing -ã List of art the -tit"= that youhave saved on your diskette. cursor to the fire that you wishto access anrr press the 'ENTER'' key again. v""i file witr_sooiì appear on the screen.

rf you are simply exarnining the data, you may simpry ,,guit,,,
(see step ,2) once your examination i.= t"mpi¿t"ã:-

Savinq

on the other hand, if you have revised your data, it wilr_ benecessary to save your changes. you do so by reieating step9 the screen wir.t t!:l ãsk you if you ,,ii=n'to ,,cancer,
Replace or Backup" the fir-e thaCaì_ready exists - that is, ifyou decide to use the same f ile name. you wil-r- normalrycursor to tReplacer and then press the TTENTER'| key.
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Ouit
1'2 - To quit the p_{ogram, you must press the ilÀLT-Mil keys to accessthe menu. Ei_ther press the rer key ", *iloi-aorr. to thetteurrtt command and press rr¡¡g1'¡-[rr. you wiI]_ then see an F_

fSomnt appearing on th: screen - you wirr ãypä-ì'r,scoug, andthen turn off the machrne.
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Name :

Lgs( cRops ENTERPRTSE pRoJEcrroNs

(From Computer Crop Budgets progran)
TotaIs

0. 00

Page 1

$/unit

o. oo
o. 00
0.00
0.00
o. 00
0.00
o. 00
0.00
0. oo
o.00
o. 00
o.00
o. o0
o. oo

o. 00

o. o0
o.00
0. o0
o. 00
o. o0
0.00
o. 00
o.00

o. 00

o.00

0. o0

0.00

0.00

Total Àcres/Hectares

Fertilizer
Chernicals
Seed - purchased
Seed - home grown
Fuel
Repairs - machinery & bldgs.
Custom Work
Hired Labour
Insurance premiums
Other
Other
Other
Other
rntere@ital
TOTÀL OPERÀTTNG COSTS

Land taxes
Land rental costs
Depreciation : machinery

buildings
fnterest paid : machinery

buiJ-dings
land

Other fixed overhead & utilities
TOTÀL FIXED COSTS

TOTÀL COSTS

TOTÀL RETURNS

RETURNS ABOVE OPERÀTTNG

NET RETURNS

o. oo

o. oo

o. oo

o. o0
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199f LTVESTOCK ENTERPRTSE NUì{BER 1

Enterprise Name (hogs, dairy, etc.)

Number of units (headsrcows,etc)

Repairs and Maintenance
Feed - purchased
Feed - home-grown
Pasture cash costs (Cror+n Landretc)
fnstr¡¿¡çq
Custom work and rnachine rentalUtilities(hydro,etc) & misc overheadMarketing & Transportation
Bed.ding - purchasãd
Bedding - home-grown
Health and À.I. costs and vet costsHired labour
Other
Other
Other
Other
rnrerest on operating capital

Subtotal
Purchase of growing animal (fdr,wean. )

TOTAL OPERÀTTNG COSTS

Depreciation on machiner)¡ e eguip.-Depreciation on Buildings
fnterest paid on fixed investmentsOther fixed costs

TOÎÀL FTXED COSTS

TOTAL COSTS

TOTÀL EXPECTED RETURNS

NET TNCOME

o. 00

o. o0

o. oo

o. oo

o. oo

TotaIs

Page 2

Per Unit

0.00
0.00
0.00
o. o0

^,. o0
0. 00
0.00
0.00
o. o0
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0. 00
0.00
o. 00
o. oo

o.00

o. o0

0. 00

0.00
0. 00
0. o0
0.00

o. o0

0. o0

o. 00

0.00
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r990 LIVESTOCK ENTERPRTSE NUÌÍBER 2

Enterprise Narne (hogs, d.airy, etc.)

Number of units (heads,cows,etc)

Repairs and Maintenance
Feed - purchased
Feed - home-grov¡n
Pasture cash costs (Crown Land.retc)
Insurance
Custom work and machine rental
Utifities(hydroretc) & misc overhead
Marketing & Transportation
Bedding - purchased
Bedding - home-grown
Health'and À.I. costs and vet costsHired labour
Other
Other
Other
Other
fnterest on operating capitat

SubtotaL

Purchase of growing animal (fdrrwean. )

TOTAL OPERÀTING COSTS

Depreciation on machinery & equip.
Depreciation on Buildings
Interest paid on fixed investments
Other fixed costs

TOTÀL FTXED COSTS

TOTAL COSTS

TOTÀL EXPECTED RETURNS

NET TNCOME

o. o0

0.00

o. o0

o. oo

o. 00

Totals

Page 3

Per Unit

o. 00
o. 00
o. 00
0. o0
o. oo
o. 00
0.00
0. 00
0. 00
0.00
o. oo
0. oo
0.00
0.00
o..00
0.00
0.00

o. oo

0.00

0. 00

o. o0
o. o0
o. oo
0.00

o.00

o. o0

o. 00

o. o0
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Page 4

End of Year : Dec.
Start of Year: Jan.

BAI,ANCE SHEET

31, l9îl Name:
L, LglL StudNo:

CURRENT

Cash on Deposit in Bank
Notes and Àccounts Receivabl_e
Crops and Feed (From Worksheet)
Farm Supplies
Market Livestock
Other Farm Àssets

o. oo o. o0

Cash on Hand

ÀSSETS
End

of Year
Start

of Year

TOTAL CURRENÎ ÀSSETS o. oo

INTERMEDIATE

Machinery and eguipment
Breeding Livestock
Other Farm Àssets

0. 00

TOTAL INTERMEDIÀTE ASSETS o. oo o. o0

FIXED

Other Fixed Farm Àssets

Buildings and fmprovements
Farm Land

TOTÀL FTXED ÀSSETS

TOTÀL FÀRM ASSETS

o. oo o-oo

l

I

I
I
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Page 5

LI.A,BILITIES
End

of Year
læ
! of Year !

CURRENT

Current Àccounts Payable - L
Current Àccounts Payable - 2
Cash Advance PayabJ-e
Àccrued Int. On Loans & Àrrear Int.
Short-Term Loans (1-2 months or '! ess)
fntermediate Principal Due This year
Long-Tern Principal Due This year
Other Farm Liabilities

TOTÀL CURRENT LTÀBTLITIES

INTERMEDIATE (L-l-O Years)

o. 00 0.00

Mach.
Lstk.

Other

LOanS
LOanS

Principal
Principal

Yr.
Yr.

Not Due
Not Due

This
This

TOTÀL INTERMEDIÀTE LIÀBILITIES

rpNc-TERM (OVER l_0 YEARS)

o. oo o.00

Farn BIdg. Loan Princ.
Farm Land Mort. Princ.
Other Farm Liabilities

Not Due
Not Due

This Yr
This Yr

TOTÀL LONG-TERM
TOTÀL FARM

TOTÀL

LTABILITIES
LIÀBTLITIES
FARM EQUITY

o. oo
o. oo
o-oo

o. 00
o. o0
o. oo

TOTÀL FÀRM LTÀBILTTIES AND EQUTTY o-õo f o.oo
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PROJECTED CASHFLCX¿

(Frora Jarruâry 1, lgfu to OecerrËer S,t, ,tfrl

YEAR TOTAT

0.00
0.00
0.00
0-00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0-00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

TIRST
.CHjARIER

sEcoriD
OUARTER

THIRO
q,JARTER

FCURÍH

OUARIER

PERSOfl 

^L 
Co|{TR t ErrT IO+|S

TOTAL C¡Sfi n{FtolJ

CASH CT'ÍFLûJ

Se€d ¿ Grain Purchases

SLÈ{T{.ARY

¡Repoîrs
lcr.rston uort
lLa¡rd taxcs
!tarrJ ner,t

!neatth (Yet, vitamïfts, etc) & 
^.t.iOthers - cropping enterprise

lOthers . tivestock enterpcise # I
lothecs - tivestock enterpiíse # z
!other
!Intecest on Tera Loans

Itnt. m Oper. Loar¡s & Service Charges
iToT^t cÁsfi oPERATtr¡c EXPEHSES

i------------
! loexs p^tD(pRmc.cfi Ly)TERr{

loeeelr I xc t-olls(pR I lrc.cn{ry)
¡cAPtïAL PURCHASES

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0-00

I

I

I
I
I

I
I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Page 7

0.00
0.00
0.00

la
lsÃJRpLUs(oEF¡c¡T)FoR pER¡æ (ToTALs x-silw.\r Lve\eL¡ ¡u¡ ¡ rrw rE(tw

lelus oeextrc c sH pos¡Trot{
lr LvJ vrLn¡Fu qJn rvùt

!EouALS cLosn{G cÁsH POSTTION
I

I

I

I

0.00
0-00
0-00

0.00
0-00
0-00

t-
I o.oo

I

I

0.00 0.00 0-00

lärd.';ii*iüio.r & r{c*lE T^x
lorHER

lrorrt crsx qJTFrorJ
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PROJECTED TNCOME STÀTEMENT (Accrual) Page B

For The period From January 1, fgl!_ To December 31, Ag?/_

Crops Receipts-l_
Crops Receipts-2
Crops Receipts-3
Livestock Receipts - l_
Livestock Receiþts - z
Cash Advances
Government palanents
Other Receipts - 1
Other Receipts - 2

o. o0
0. oo
0. oo
o. oo
0.00
0.00
o. o0
0. oo
D"OO

Total Operating Receipts 0. oo --^ |'^l
I

0.00

repaid by deductions from deliveries) |

Cash Advances payable Start of year(+)
cash Àdvances payable End of year i-i

o.oo T
o.oo !

Àccounts Receivable Start of year (_)Àccounts Receívable End of year i*i
o. o0
o. oo

Starting fnventories:
Crops

Livestock
Livestock products

(-)
(-)
(-)

0. o0
0.00
o. oo

Ending InventorÍes:
Crops (+)

Livestock (+)
Livestock products (+i

o. oo
0. oo
o. oo

Purchases: (incl. items bought on acct)
(obtained froru cãsh flow)

Seed (-)

"i""=l::i [:]
o. oo
0. oo
o. oo

Value of Produce Used in Home (+)

Revenue Àdjustrnents o. oo o. 00

I

--o I'"1
I

(À) PIus (B)GROSS VALUE OF FÀRM PRODUCTTON
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Page 9

GROSS VALUE OF FÀRM PRODUCTTON -'" 
I
I

o.oo 
i

operating
fnterest &
Crops
Feed

Expenses
Service Charges (-)

(-)
(-)

o. oo
o. o0
o. oo
o. oo
o. oo
o. oo
o. oo
o.00
o.00

Livestock
Àccounts
Àccounts
fnventory
Inventory

gayaure starr of year [:]Payable End of year i*iFarm Supplies Start year i*lFarm Supplies End of year(_)

Adjusted operati.ng Expenses ! o. oo ! 
_ro I o. oo

--------------i-=--i
!-----------l

""ifl.tÏ^:: i:::::^:y". operarinsi Expenses (c) Minus (D) _rEi------;.;;-i(Before Interest) - s'LÈ'e¡¡esè \u, r'rr-rr(rs (u, -toi o.0o 
i

Interest paid on Operat,ing loansfnterest, paid on fãrn f,oañsfnterest, Outstanding Start of yearfnterest Outstanding nna of year
Depreciation Machinãry and nquil.Depreciation Buildings & Impr.

(+)
(-)
(+)
(+)
(+)

o. 00
o. o0
o. 00
o. o0
o. o0
0. o0

(From
(Fron

Budgets)
Budgets)

Total

Net Farm Operatingr Income (E) Minus (F)

o.oo 
i

0.00

->G 0.00

Gain
Loss

on
on

Àsset Disposal
Asset Disposal

(-)
(+)

Total o.oo l-'n 0. 00

------;:;;-NET FARM rNcoME (c) Minus (H) ->r
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II{IVERSTIY OP IßIIITUfß,

PROMAL FCR UNIERGRAT T¡fTE UIRSE CIA}GE

FACUIÍIY: Àgrio.tÌbrrc 
I

IEPARII'íE¡II: sctrool of Àcrricrûb:r€/Delyt. of Àcrric. Econcrrúcs

PROMAL

61.0cc Àdvanced Färm B:si¡ress Mar¡aos¡ent l2-2:O-O)3i

(rncitde deparbnerrt rnmber, æ.rLSe rn-ùrber:, ccurse rnne a¡d c¡redit, tlcR¡lß)

Th-i-s ccn:::se is to be:

Deleted X Int¡cduced tdodified

ReasLivatedNot Orrrently Offered

To beccne effective j¡ tlre 1990,/1991 R session.

To be ircluded i¡ tlre l-9 90 / 19 gi- cer¡era-r calerdar.

Is tåis ccurise li.sted as a required or a fornral elective ccurse in arqrtlniversiQr pro$ran?

REãSCN(S) rcR. CTAìEE
rhe Sctrool- of furricÐlteue prçoses to reorg"anize ard Wdate tlre conte¡rt ofits varicn:s ccnrlìs€s ard a[ocate nsel ccf,irse ruibers, acconlirg to -- - --
aeparfupne. this ccunse is símiìa¡'to tìe for¡er ccntlse 4L.277, Ìxft, has
beeJl rcdified sfi$rtfy ard asisigned a differænt ccnrrse rnfrber.

-

PROMED CAIENI\AR ENIR¿
_ Àpplication ard refi¡srentof marngerent prilciples to fa:m acccn¡ts arn'fj-¡rail"iuf i¡rfornation for tlre

frurpose of planrrirg an astr:al- farn enterprise. Sblåerrts rnay not holde¿it for 61.occ ard tlre forner 4]'.277. n:erequi-site: ãi.om.

erdar, See Gridelhes)

FrulEl¡CI¿ oF OFFRûË (S€e Gridet-i-nes)

Will tlr-is course be offered eveq¡ year? yES ( X ) tiO ( )
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TNT\TERSUY OF Iß¡{[TCEß, page 2

FROFGAL FCR T]NTERMAIÍ.IÀTE ACURSE CÍa}GE

glPPoRfIlG mûIfENIAftCU (S€e tuidelines)

rhe follcndrg itsns are attached to ard form ¡nrt of thi.s prcposar:

X h:rse cR-ItIi¡e

X Bibliography

* state¡nent fruu subject, libr:arian(s) as to librarl¡ rescrn.es
* Statenpnt of additional costs, r,,orkLoad, ardy/or srylies

statsnent(s) frcrn other oepartents, Fäcultiês or scùroo1s as regards

Re\¡ised erogram Desæiptions for aÌr prcgn:afts utilizirg th-i_s ccnrrseJrr your Fäcl:ltylsct}oot

TD BE CUPLEIED FcR @IIRSES BUI}G INIrcü,CÐ (see elide].ines)

Sugested
Dept. No. @lrse No.

_ 61 066

SIAGfTURES

Àbbrs,¡iated Ccn:rse Titte
(15 cùal:acters or less)

Àòranced F'EM

O¡edit
Hcn:::s

3

ercposed by:

Oe¡parbrental

Dr. J. lfacndllan,
Head, Àg. Econcric=

Àpprcnral: Don Flaten, Di¡ecbor
Sc}rool of aqricriture

Fao-tl ty/School
ÀFprÐv-al: R.C. I,f:Gi¡nis, Dean

Facdty ot Agr
(Print Nane) (Sigrature) fDate)

(Ccur:se rn-unber, nane ard ffeùit ncr::=l



TÌTVERSIIY Or IßNITUSâ
DEEâRITTÞü æ ÆRTCTNflIRAL WInIICS ÈTD EãRI{ Iß¡GGEI{EÙI

URSE CT}ITJNE

I

61. OGG Àô¡anced Färm B':si¡ress ì,lalragsrerrt
(s:çesteO cculîse rn¡dcer 61.066)

dciective

Tb pruvide an approadr for an irrr:st¡:ative ocanpre of farm pran
formul-ation togetlrer with di,so:ssion of the related cor¡si.aer:atiors i¡r
orrler to eqLlip eactr sb¡der¡t with tìe skiJ-ls ara r-u-rder:sEarrlirg r¡eeded to
ccnplete her or hj.s cxvn Fbrm PLan i¡ detail- !r"it¡ particular erçtnsis on
econcrrric feasibility ard practical rnarragsær¡t. In tl¡at cor¡toct tlre
ccr:rse will prcnride:

l-. Àn a¡ploach to farm p)-an f,orrmlatior¡.
2. fhe specified approach will be il}:str:ated tfrrurgh application to

an er<anpl_e t¡ the cl-ass.
3. Eadt sbrdent will develcp several aLteIrntive fa:m plans fim

r.ihidl orre plan wiLl- be sel-ested for rrefi¡rqrent for fi¡¡at
Þ:esen'bation.

Iecbme

ßJo hcuÌs of lecb¡::es ard q¡e laboratory ¡rer rtreek in fal_l_ term.

L. rhe key pafts of Àn Àpproactr to Fhrri planrLirg (sanea lecfu:res)
1.1 ()cjectives
I.2 Rescn:rces ard const¡:ai¡rts
1.3 @ions ard selectirg real ones
1.4 Tool_s for anal-lrsis - econcnric ard techni<-rl

2. Illustt:ated Plan H:esented (fcur lecb:r:es)
2.I Sib.ntion appraisal
2.2 Techn-ical requirsrents
2.3 Blcgets
2.4 lrvesbrent arnllsi-s
2.5 Cash flcn¡
2.6 Bal_ance sheet
2.7 Täx inplicatior¡s
2.8 EVa-h¡ation (anrruaf.)

3. Reratirg the Pran to off-Fänn rnstitutiorrs (ten rectures)
3.1 Bsirress organization
3.2 Insu::ance
3.3 Tar<ation
3.4 l,farketirg
3.5 Financj-rrg
3. 6 r eaqi-¡.¡gt
3.-1 Contractirg - e.g., j_nccrne shârj_rg
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FTRÍ,TCT:QUHI¡

TÞxtj¡æk

Ronald D. I(ay, Fä:¡r ìrarnqeûert, 2rd ed., Troronto: 1986, ¡,fcÊ=.w-+IiII.
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Instuctors:

Purpose:

The Approach:

Basis of Evaluation:

AE/Sepl1990
C.F- Framingham and

R.M. Josephson

COURSE OUTLINE

6 1.066--Advanced Farm Business Managemenr
September 24,7990

C.F. Framingham and R.M- Josephson
Tim Croening and Rheal Cenerini

The purpose of this course is to develop, through lectures and laboratory
exercises, student capability to (a) develop detailed plan alternatives for â
farm business over a minimum of three years into the future and (b)
acquire an in-depth understanding of those alternatives and factors
affecting them-

The approach wili focus on:

I. Development of:
1- Alternative future projections for a case farm by students
working together in groups, to be maintained as originally struck,
throughout the course.

2- Alternative future projections for each student's home farm (or
case farm) developed by each student.

Student rationale for plans and projections made including basic
operating decisions and longer term decisions in the context of
price and cost scenarios provided by course lecture and laboratory
instructors for:
(a) The Case Farm
(b) Each Student's Own Farm Sinration

Mid-Term: One Hour Fifteen Minutes, 25 percent of Finai Grade
Final Exam: Two Hours, 35 percent of Final Grade
Lab Work: 40 percent of Final Grade

II.
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ÀElSept/le8e
crFÆ4f

4J-.277-Eêrrî E':si¡ress plannirg I
Ccn¡rse Outli¡le

Se¡rtarùcer 27, Iggg

obiective

To prcnride an a¡rproactr fe¡ a:,"d illusb:ative e:<arçIe of fanm planfor:n:lation @etlrer vrith discussior of r^elated consider.ations inorder to equip eactt strrderrt v¡ith t]:e skiIls and r:rnerstanairg neededto conplete her or hi-s cnm Fa:m plan j¡ secord tel:u.

A¡¡c:ioacÏr

1. An a¡rproaclr to fa:m plan fornnrlation wil-I be presented.2. The specifl-ed app:oacrr will be iJ.lustrated uu:ouø aptr¡lication of
exairples j¡r class.

Content

1. The l(ey Pa:ts.of Àn A¡prroactr to ¡ärr narurirg(a) objective.s
(b) Rescn¡rrces a¡d' Oonstraints
(c) O¡rtions ard Selecti:lg ReåJ- On€s(d) Tools for Anallei.s - Econc¡nic ard. fecfrrical

2. Illustrative ptan Þ¡esented
(a) Sitr_¡ation epraisal
(b) fechnical_ Requirsnents
(c) Brdgets
(d) Irn¡esbnent Àrn-Iysi_s
(e) Castr Flcn¡
(f) Balance Sheet
(g) ftrx lnplications
(h) E\¡aluatÍon (Annual)

3. Relatirç: the plan to Off-Farm InstituLions(a) B:siness organizatj_on
(b) Ir¡surance
(c) Tæcatj_on
(d) Marl<etirrg
(e) Fi:rancing
(f) reasi¡gl
(g) Contractilg (e.g., Income Slnrirrg)
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Requirenerrts

¡ddvler¡n: one hcn¡r - osb. 3l-, l-989 (25 percerrt of fj¡rar grade)

Final- Þ<am: TV¡o hou::s (:5 percerrt of firnl_ grade)

I¡bs: a0 percent of fj¡¡al- gr:ade (1O labs eaclr worth 2 to 5
pelrcent.t r+ritten pr-sentation of oper-aLirq loalFCashr
FIcru Þrojection 5 to 10 per.cent).

NCIIE: rah assig¡¡¡errts wiIL be dtre at the begiffrirg of tlre followirg
rveekrs Iab. Ycnr lettær grade on eactr lab a-ssigrmrent wilI be
reduced bv or¡e incr¡sner¡t, for eactr âay or part day trrat it is
late. (For e*cauçrle, B+ witl beccune a B if lab assigrrnent is
tr:rned i¡r one day or parf-day 1ate).

IECII'RE AND IÀB CONTEN'I OF FÀRf HJSIN'ESS PIAN}IING I
Sepba$er 25 - Decsûcer B, 1999.

À. IESIT]RES
(uinor revisions ray be necessarlz)

Date Topics

Sept. 26 Discussion of Ccn:::se Outline & Final Ð:eserrtation
Sept. 28 Cncjectives of ard. Consb:aints on Farm plannj¡g

Oct,. 3 Ïhe @Wonents ard Ðrccess of Fa:m pl_anrrirg
Oct. 5 Cry¡ters in lälm plannirg ard eærationOct. 10 Ihe lfrmlcs:s i:r Farm ehnnirq
Oct.. J2 Use of Capital ard eedit
Oct. 17 Use of Capital arxl q:edit
Ost. 19 The EconcsrLics in ycnr Fa:m plan
Oct.. 24 The Ecor¡cunics in ycn:r fä:m plan (continued)
Oct. 26 Àn llh:st¡:ative Ð<anpIe of a Fãrrn plan

ffi.. 31 MTHffiM

Nov. 2 fru Uicrrcccnp.rter Rrdget Arnlysis ¡4CDMM
Ncn¡. 7 ard.Apple Uiercconputer De¡nos
Nov. 9 Inco¡re Sharj_rg
Nov. 14 Insu:ance
Ncn¡. 16 Ta:<ation
Nov. 2I Tæ<ation
Nov. 23 The Cent:=f Inportance of Market Decisions
Nov. 28 rea-qirg Arr:angements
Nov. 30 Farm Planning - Vùtlat Car }lappen

Dec. 5 Outst-ardj¡g I'{aterial Wfap-tæ ard Review
Dec. 7 Ev-aluation
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B. IÀBS
(Tentative or nny be revi-sed. Revisior¡s made will be prcxrided i¡r t¡-eform of a rer¡ised schredule for labs)

Dates

Sept. 25-29 t) (a) Inteoùrction
(b) Tirne Marngenent On ard. Off the Fa:etr

oct. 2-6 2) (a) keserrt o¡ofeixq lVorldcool< Àssigrrnent
(b) Mi¡i Þresentation - Hirdsi$rt -

oct. 9-13 3) Fir'¡a¡rcial Àrnl1rsi-s Rer¡ier¡¡ of ltiní prresentation

ost. l-6-20 4) tdo[MM kepalration & LivestocJ< B.:dgets
Àssigrrment (Strorf, Case StuÐr)

w.- 23-27 5) prepare 1988 operatirg r.oan Äppricati-on - castr
Flc'qr Þojection

Oct. 3O-Nov. 3 6) B:dget Àrnlyses Usi¡g Ccrçuter - I4CDMM

Nov. 6-9 7) Insu::a¡rce

Ncn¡. 13-17 g) Tæ( plannirg ard Managanent

Ncn¡. 20-24 9) r.oan À¡plications rnterr¡is¡ & LivesEocJ<
Brdgets Dæ

Ncn¡. 27-Dec. I r0) Altermatives to be Anatlzed for ri¡alpressÉation

Dec. 4-8 11) or¡erflcn¡ ard Fixa]. Presentatior¡ lrforrnation
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